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In Our996 Year

DOT Taking First Steps In Improving 94

By DEBBIE N.LEE
Staff Reporter
The Murray Planning Commission
Tuesday night approved the rezoning to
B-2 of two tracts of land. One request
was from Edwin and Edna Robinson of
1010 Payne St. to rezone a rectangular
area at the rear portion of their lot, and
the other was from the city of Murray to
rezone the property on U. S. Highway
641 North where the Sanitation
Department-is presently located.
Concerning the Robinson zoning
change, for which a public bearing was
'kid last month, the commission was
Informed that present zoning or-

Offices Close,
Newspaper
Won't Publish
Goverment offices-and many local
businesses will be closed Thursday in
observance of the Thanksgiving
holiday. Several merchants in
Murray, however, have announced
plans to stay open Thursday and are
offering special sales to shoppers.
The Murray Post Office will be
closed, with the exception of the
lobby, and no mail will be delivered.
Lasai--aeheeie--wiR'be--ea-vstet
The Murray Ledger & Times will
not publish Thanksgivitig Day. The
• edition of the newspaper will be
published Friday, Nov. 24.

A Murray Police Department investigation continues today into an
early Tuesday evening armed robbery
of Derby Oil on 12th Street in the city.
Police say a lone gunman held up a
service station. worker,
Martha
Luckett, about 7:30 p.m. Tuesday,
taking $234.
Police said the man, described as
about 20, tall, weighing about 180
pounds, and wearing a black or blue
..- sock cap, entered the station and had a
small ealiber revolver.
Derby Oil is locatd at 707 South 12th
Street In Murray.
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dinances require at least a 25-foot back
yard. The rezoning request, as stated,
would allow only 16 feet between the
Robinson's home and the rezoned
Parcel.
Robinson said that he felt the possible
purchase of the tract by a franchise
food operation would not be hampered
if nine less feet than -originally
requested was considered to be
rezoned. With Robinson's consent, the
commission voted to approve the
zoning change but amended it to allow
the Robinsons to retain a 2S-foot back
yard zoned as R-2.
The Robinson's reason for wanting
the tract 'rezoned, as stated in last
month's public hearing, was that this
land was originally a part of a lot owned
by James and Roberta Ward on North
12thStreetThe Ward'!lot is now'toned
B-2 and the Robinsons were informed
that the 50 additional feet owned by
them would be needed for a franchise to
approve the purchase.
. The second rezoning request from the
city was approved by the commission
since property on both sides of the lot,
which is presently zoned R-4, is zoned
B-2.
A new building is now under construction on Andria Drive to house the
headquarters of the Sanitation
Department. City Planner Steve Zea
told the commission that the city was
_
long-terin-ltaais.:
The commission also voted to
recommend to the City Council that
both Wells Drive and 12th Street be
made through streets. Wells Drive is
now a dead-end street, and 17th Street
dead-ends at Hamilton and resumes at
College Terrace. This situation was
discussed at last month's commission
meeting.
In other action, a preliminary subdivision plat for Walker Estates was
submitted by Joe Hal Spann and
received approval from the commission.
A working plan for an amendment
which would allow privately owned
outdoor recreational facilities as
conditional uses in some zones was also
discussed.
Some of the regulations to be included
in the amendment are that the facility
shall not remain in operation or in the
same location for a cumulative period
of more than seven days a year; that
the facility must be capatible with the
surrounding neighborhood; that the
land on which the facility is located
must have a minimum square footage
of 15,000 feet; and that a public hearing
must be held with the applicant
providing names of all property owners
within 500 feet of the prior boundaries of the proposed location.
The amendment will be put into final
form and a public hearing will be held
before it is approved.
The commission decided to hold their
next meting on Monday, Dec. 4,
possibly in lieu of • the regularly
scheduled December meeting.

By LOWELL ATCHLEY
Staff Reporter
Kentucky Department of Transportation, Bureau of Highways, has
taken a first step in a major improvement project for KY 94 connecting Murray with US. 68 at Aurora.
Bryan Stewart, district planning
engineer with DOT in Paducah, told
The-Murray Ledger & Times Thesday
afternoon, DOT has "initiated a route
planning report," which he termed "a
first step to any major improvement
project" for the highway.
Stewart's comments come on the
wake of a long campaign by MurrayCalloway County Chamber of Commerce and its president, Leonard
Vaughn, and
Purchase
Area
Development District's transporation
committee, to make the road safer.
Kentucky Governor Julian Carroll,
following a meeting with local officials
dealing with the road, recently -ordered
DOT Secretary Calvin Grayson "to
investigate the safety aspects of KY 94
from Murray to Kenlake State Park."
Farther, the governor in a letter to
Purchase Area Development District
transportation commitiPe head Joe H.
Rurnfelt, said "the department is in the
process of designing the reconstruction,
of 11 structures on the section." Carroll
pointed out the planned irnprovments to
the bridges "will substantially enhance
the safety operation" of the roast.
"Secretary Grayson also advises me
the department is doing some detailed
investigation
regarding
other
modifications which might be made on
KY 94 that would further improve the
safety aspects of the roadway," Carroll
said.
Vaughn, who said he's worked on
making the road safer since the time of
-WendeirIPOM adnifftfteatiorr.tMe'-tie- was--pTea3ed--wItt tlielatearfer
"We want all the blind spots taken
out. We're not going for a four lane.-We'd be satisfied with a 48 feet ( width)

road," Vaughn said.
The Chamber of Commerce president
cited a Paducah Sun-Democrat (now
the Paducah Sun) report in October of
last year which called the road "the
deadliest highway in western Kentucky
the last two and one half years." Citing
Kentucky State Police figures, the
newspaper said 14 had died in traffic
accidents on the highway during the
study period.
DOT records show bridges along the
highway are major scenes for accidents
along the road, a transportation official
said then.

Stewart said highway personnel are
accumulating accident data, viewing
roadway alignment, measuring the
road's width and "determining all
problems and existing solutions."
The DOT engineer said also workers
will soon redesign and rework the KY
91-U.S. 68 intersection at Aurora'near
Eggner's Ferry Bridge. DOT is also
expected to move, making more
visible, the hotel entrance to Kenlake
State Park.
According to transportation officials
at Purchase Area Development
District, a wing of atate goverment,

DM' has allocated $87,000 to redesign
four bridges on the highway.
Stewart said the route planningatudy
will be followed by public hearings on
the road. "If our plans don't meet with
substantial public opposition, then we
will proceed with design," Stewart
said. He said another public hearing
follows the design phase. Ultimately
the highway will be improved in some
manner, he explained.
"The people I've talked to are inSee HIGHWAY,
Page 16-A, Column 2

HIGHWAY 94 BRIDGE - This was an •ample of 111 traffic situation Tuesday afternoon on a stretch of KY 94 just
.was,ide Murray..Local officials have critiied the safety of theaoad and now Kentucky Department of Transportation
Its initial da_t;tudy af the. road that will lead to major improvements fin. thy road-thartinnertts.Murray with
Aurora.

Calloway County Circuit Clerk Defends
New Court System, Explains Resolution
By DEBZ1E N. LEE
Staff Reporter
Francis Shea, Calloway County
circuit court clerk, today defended
Kentucky's new District Court system
and explained why the State Circuit
Court Clerks Association recently
issued a resolution in support of the new
system. •
The resolution, which was published
on the editorial page--of Tuesday'sMurray Ledger and Times, was passed
at the association's annual fall convention which was held Nov. 15-17 in
Louisville. Approximately 140 clerks
and deputies from the 120 Kentucky

counties attended the convention, including Mrs. Shea and her deputy,
Debbie Dodd.
Mrs. Shea said,"We the clerks) had
seen the coVerage given in the KACO
(Kentucky_ Association of County
Officials) newsletter regarding the
dissatisfaction of some of the county
judge-executives over the new court
system.
the clerks have been atid are
an indispensable part of the implementation and formation of the new
system, we felt the need to state that we
fully support it and will continue to
work toward the resolution of the

problems that we now have," she
continued.
The Judicial Article was enacted by
voters in November 1975 and put into
operation on Jan. 1 of this year. The
District Court system which has four
levels - District Court, Circuit Court,
Court of Appeals and Supreme Court replaces the old lower court system of
-previous years. The local clerk said that she felt the
.new system is working. "We have had
11 months of it, and I have not heard
many complaints. Most people feel that

it is a fair system and that all persons
are treated fairly and impartially," she
said.
Mrs. Shea stated that she felt any
problem areas would be worked out by
proper legislation. She further noted
that if the Judicial Article was
repealed, it would have to go on the
ballot for people to vote on. This could
not be done until 1981.
"It is my feeling that the people
wanted a change or they would not have
voted it in. They now have a change and
it is working," she concluded.

Suspects Are Arrested

Probe Gets Deeper Into Deaths In Guyana
By GEORGE ESPER
Associated Press Writer
GEORGETOWN, Guyana (AP) The Guyanese government and the FBI
probed deeper today into the murder of

- Citizens Discount Program
Will Operate Again In '79

Local merchants and Calloway
Thurman explained the program "is
County Senior Citizens organization
an attempt to assist approximately
Considerable cloudiness today
will again cooperate in the senior
5,300 senior citizen in the county, many
through - Thursday with a. good
citizett discount program, directqr
who are on a fixed or limited income:"
chance of rain tonight and
Galen "Tripp" Thurman announced
Thurman seidver 75 merchants
Thursday. A little warmer
today.
participated in the program this year.
through the period with highs
The program is designed to help
Senior citizens may obtain an
today in the low to mid 505. Lows
senior citizens of Calloway County
eligibility card from the senior citizens
tonight ia the low to mid 40s.-- -- purchase different items from local
office at 203 S. 5th Street in Murray
merchants at a discount price.
after Jan.1, 1979. The only requirement
Kentucky,.extended Forecast
. 'Utters have bean alattamemahania.- --4s-that a megrim -110-vvelder6114
througlf
and each is asked to return I sign
sltite$ Clallowo County.
_,,-,RiairCe qt. rain-Friday and avian
,
iieht -frirrri-ty
-The--turday. Lows lii the 30s and 405.
merchants cooperation in the program
Thurman said some discount cards
Highs mostly 50s.
will be greatly appreciated" Thurman
are available fdi this fear and are
said.
usable until the end of the year.

Rep. Leo J. Ryan, D-Calif., and his
companions that was climaxed by the
mass suicides of 405 American cultists.
Guykna officials said they had
arrested three prime suspects in the
killing of Ryan and..-his companions.
They were identified as Michael
Prokes, 31, a former Stockton, Calif.,
television reporter; Tim Carter, 30, a
former U.S. Marine from Garden City,
Idaho; and Larry Layton, 32, whose
hometown was not known. They were expected CO be arraigned
In crt later in the day.
The FBI announced in' Washington
that it had opened an investigation of
the slaying of Ryan by members of the
Peoples Temple cult at the Jonestown
airstrip. The agency said it was acting
under the congressional assassinations
law, which makes it a federal crime to
kill a congressman., and said the investigation was being conductPd in the
UMW-,atom" initr-- 1f
aluarters
PeN004.Temple hasatreacq
San Francisco.
Ryan and his party arrived at
Jonestown Friday to investigate
alleged abuses of members of the
•

settlement. He and four others were
murdered by cultists whle trying to
leave Saturday afternoon. Shortly
thereafter,406parsons in the camp died

after drinking a fruit drink laced with
cyanide.
The evacuation of the bodies had not
started by late morning.

Utility Tax Bill Pre-Filed
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - A bill
which would remove the state sales tax
from home heating projects has been
prefiled for the special legislative
session of the General Assembly'by
Sen. Ed Ford, D-Cynthiana
Senate Bill 2 provides for exempting
the sale of _ water and fuel for home
consumption from the 5-cent levy.
Fuel, as defined in the meastire,
would include coal, natural gas,
electricity, fuel oil, bottle gas, coke and
wood.
aio - rnentl4aps the use of
materials for water h
tig, cooking,.
.lighting ana other tiOus Id power.
Ford represents the 30th Senate
District, which comprises the counties
of Fayette, Ha rriso9, Bourbon,

Do you have questions about
Medicare?
If you do, then you may want to read. _
a new column debuting in today's'
edition.
Written by Anita
Wohb,
-professional selauens erattiultent .at •'
Metropolitan Lite, the, new euiume,,
-called "Ask Us About Medicare.," will
talk about Meditare concerns often
voiced by those who use Medicare.
The column will run monthly.
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Skipping Meals

HEALTH

Frequently, nutrition fallacies can be found in
easy schemes for losing weight One very popular
misconception many of us have is that skipping
breakfast will result in weight loss Breakfast is
perhaps the most important meal of the day. as
we do indeed ' break the fast" of over 12 hours
since our last meal
Studies have shown that skipping a mid
usually results in overindulging at another meal
and increasing our calorie consumption rather
than limiting it. as was our intention Its best to
eat at least. three meals a day or even increase
the number to six smaller meals to prevent hun-

Treating prostate cancer fast
Lawrence E. Lamb.M.D.
The state with the greatest poputition density ii New
Jersey, which has 953 people for every square mile

Usually,the Veterans HosThe Walter Reed Arm)
The geodesic dome, deugned
tlospital has a 50 percent pitals are very, well inby R. Buckminster Fuller, is
cure rate. and that good formed about the problems
the only structure yet devised
record is because the per- of cancer of the prostate
whose strength actually
sonnel they deal with have simply by virtue of dealing
with its size!
increases
with a population that frean annual examination.
ger and ligrig calories.
this
has
quently
problem.
That examination includes a rectal examination in men doubt that he would get any ITIZITIVVITVITIVITITVIZTZTV/2737-ZTTIVITTITTWITVITTMTTVIVIT
past the age of 40. This better treatment from other
examination enables the doctors. In fact, they would
doctor to feel a lump early in probably provide the same
the course of the disease. It's or similar treatment to what
entirely similar to finding a he is now receiving.
lump in the breast in a
I am sending you The
woman. When that small Health Letter number 1-6 on-I
lump is found early enough, the prostate gland to give
surgery or radiation or both you more information about
can be used to treat the its function and cancer of the
r
cancer, sometimes resulting prostate. Other readers who
in a complete cure.
want this-information can
Girl' MOM' pf/(/pie
If the lump is not found send 50 cents for it with a
-77
soon enough, and cancer has long, stamped, self-ad--WU /Ore a gift (nth..
already spread to other dressed envelope. Address
parts of the body, then the your request to me in care of
Alf)11
therapy is directed_ toward this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551,-Racno City Station,'
neutralizing male hormones New York, NY 10019.
and slowing down the
I would like to urge that
growth of the cancer cells.
That's what the doctors are every man at age 40 or over
should have an annual exdog for your husband and
amination which includes a
that is the best treatment finger examination of the
and standard treatment that prostate gland. That is the
is usually given for cancer of only way that this relatively
the prostate at that stage. common disease can be deSometimes this works Very tected early, and the death
well, controlling the disease rate and other complications
for quite some time.
curtailed. We badly need an
extensive public education
program about this prob—
lem. Men need ta be informed about the real necessity of having this examination.
I would like to stress that
Open 10-5
it is just as important to men
159-4%6
as finding a lump in the
Closed Wednesday
breast is for women. Actually, cancer of the prostate is
responsible for more deaths
in men than cancer • of the
1 Group New Arrtvo!
uterus is in women.

I.
DEAR DR. LAMB
read your column in the
paper and I need to know is
there is anything special my
husband should do for himself" He has a malignant
prostate. The doctors at the
Veterans Hospital are giving
him female hormones. He
has been taking them everyday for over a year. He is 65
years old,
Some days he feels real
good and works all day.
Then the next day he feels
terrible. His stomach
cramps and he is just so
tired. I tried to get him to see
other doctors, but he thinks
they are doing a good job for
him at the Veterans Hospital. He has always worked
hard, and it makes him
awfully nervous not to be
able as do the things he
wants and needs to do.
DEAR READER — I appreciate your concern and
your problem. Cancer of the
prostate is a frequent occurrence. In fact, cancer of the
prostate is the third most
common cause of cancer
death in men in the United
States. The sad part of it is
that most of these could be
detected early, and cured
early.
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Of Children's Clothing
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HOSPITAL PATIENT
Kevin McIntosh of Murray
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.

1:04B10°
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Largest Selection
Of Children's Clothing
In Murray

Sale Starts Friday 9:00 a.m.

Boys'

Girls, New Fall

Dress Suits
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NOVEMBER
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tomorrow be?
the- stars s
forecast given
Sign.
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-,
alth-Tex & Poly Flinders

20% OFF
Infants Toddlers
4 to 14 Girls
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Sizes 2 to 14

DOOR BUSTERS
Group Boys' Long Sleeve
Boys 8 Girls -Murray-Canoway

Sweat Shirts

OFF

Reg 5400 $199
•

Girls
Sportswear

Kids, Kids,
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Santa Claus
jump from a helicopter
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Billfolds
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Bel-Air Shopping Center — /53-179S
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9:00-9:00 Till Christmas
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Charge
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Your Individual
Horoscope

Down the

Garden Path

Frances Drake
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its size!

FOR THURSDAY,
NOVEMBER 23,1978
What kind of day will
tosnorrow be To find out what
the- stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.

Instead of envying other fiction. Your ability to 'read
people's
accomplishments, between the lines has given
work on making a score you a reputation for being
Yourself.
psychic, whet! actually your
14 •
SCORPIO
conclusions are reached by
Oct. 24 to'Nov. 22)fnieZ'
considering the facts and
Head straight home tonight.
relating seemingly unrelated .
If you get sidetracked the
,
bits of information. Birthdate
consequences. might,„ cause
of. Clurles Berlita, educatorsmore problems than playing
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Boris Karloff, actor.
Don't act in haste or you will hooky is worth.
repent at leisure. You will be SAGM'ARIUS
tempted to rush into a 'Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Your sense of the dramatic
decision, but study it first.
COLLINS BOY
Careful reflection is essential. could transform a minor
episode into a Greek tragedy
Mr. and Mrs. Delbert
TAURUS
unless you make an effort to Collins of Benton Route 3 are
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
the parents of a baby boy,
You can accomplish a great keep things in proportion.
Joshua Dale, weighing 7
deal.
If
you
don't CAPRICORN
procrastinate. Take care of (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)1161 pounds 12 ounces, born on
You have a tendency to Saturday, Oct. 28, at the
several matters you've been
postponing and before noon make major decisions lightly. Marshall County Hospital,
you will heave a sigh of relief. If you decide by tossing a coin Benton.
in the air you will be sorry.
GEMINI
They have one daughter,
Deliberation is needed.
( May 22 to June 21)
Mary, and another son,
A little cooperation will AQUARIUS
Jamie
grease the wheels and, to your (Jan.- 21 to Feb. 19)
Grandparents are Roy
It will take al of your Morris
surprise, you'll discover that
of Murray and the late
people you thought difficult diplomacy and good humor to Mary Morris and the late
smooth ruffled feathers — but
-are easy to get along with.
you are up to the assignment James Collins and Minnie CANCER
and
can meet the challenge. Kimbro of Murray. A great
(June 22 to July 23)
grandmother is Mrs. Maudie
Stop being indecisive. If you PISCES
Hendrickson of Benton.
(
Feb.'20
to
Mar.
20)
continue to fence-sit, you will
In
the
rush
of
today's
hectic
miss a golden opportunity.
MCMILI.EN GIRL
Make up your mind one way or schedule don't forget a
and Mrs. James
Mr.
the other, then stick by your promise made. You can't let a McMillen of Benton Route 3
friend down, especially not
decision.
one who is counting on you to announce the birth of a baby
LEO
girl, Nikki Lynne, weighing 9
help.
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
pounds 7 ounces, born on
Don't let others know your
Wednesday, Nov. 15, at 12:30
YOU BORN TODAY have a p.m. at the Western Baptist
true feelings. Keep smiling
even though
you
are wonderful head for business Hospital, Paducah. •
aggravated by something that and could insure your
They have one son, Billy, 5.
happens. In the long run, financial future with wise The father is employed at B.
investments. A born leader,
you'll be proved right.
Goodrich, Calvert City. .
you make friends easily and F.
VIRGO
Grandparents are Mr. and
have a large circle of
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Mrs. William McMillen of
In
You'll lose the case if you acquaintances.
big
Murray and Mr. and Mrs.
give in to temptation and business, you would likely
Cecil
( Buddy) Swift of Benton
reach
management
level in a
resort to high pressure
Route
3. Great grandparents
methods. Use the facts — just series of fast promotions. You
the 'fact,— to win others to might make a brilliant lawyer are Mr. and Mrs. Ow Butor judge, politician, statesman terworth of Murray, Mrs.
your point of view.
Madie McMillen of Evanor diplomat. You are fasciLIBRA
sville, Ind., and Mr. and Mrs.
nated by current events and
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Bill Rose of Benton.
Jealousy rears its ugly _ iaterested in the arts. You find
head, and it's unwarranted. truth even stranger than
HENSON GIRL
es
Mr. and Mrs. Michael
Henson, West Oaks, Benton,
are the parents of a baby girl,
Kimberly 'Michelle, weighing
8 pounds 2 ounces, born on
Saturday, Nov. 4.
They
have
another
daughter, Lori.
Grandparents are
Bobby McDougal and Mrs.
Bobby Scott, Benton, Rothe
Henson, Kirksey, and Mrs.
Carl Sarten, Jr., Clinton.
Great grandparents are Mrs.
• It's our 5th Anniversary 'and
Willie Mae Field and Mrs.
celebrating with our anLilah May Wyatt,. Benton,
nual 10% storewide discount..
Mrs. Riley Henson, Paducah,
and Mrs. Carl Thornton, Sr.,
Clinton.

eiklOt

i'.A1G
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I don't like unseasonable toostold so they wait until the
will kang limp. It sion't be
thing. On a bleak cold day, we
weather. This late warming
time
very long before that first
need such a reminder.
spell is great, but it is cerShrubs that were pruned
freeze ... most any day.
After all, there needs to be
teddy hard on plants. That earlier and even
The pine trees will be
a umetor rest. There is such
roses
sounds silly, but it is true. M) putting out new growth. are
coming into their own pretty
a perfect cycle in nature. Man
Of
Narcissus that were planteo _..._
soon. They are so beautiful in
bud were nipped by a
and beast, flowers and trees,
th late October have tifiriiti
freeze But I will add a little
all need a period of relaxing
winter when all other trees
and are up at least an inch • more mulch over
of energy and effort. This is
are
the
Narbare.
It
is
a
kind
of
above ground. Of course the cisaus and
the gardener's time for rest.
hope for the best
assurance to see the green
tips will be frozen back, but I COUrSt• all this will
be frozen
needles so bright and shiny 'We can enjoy the winter when
don't think it will really affect back and will have
to be
we know we have properly
when all else is brown. It is a
the blooming quality in the trimmed off_ I think -an ingood idea to have some
prepared
our
plants,
spring.
spection tour of our garden
protecting
evergreens
them
in
from a siege
our
yards.
That is the reason Tulips would be wise
afterthe first
of ice and snow If you
There are so 'many different
are not to be planted until. freeze Take your
clippers
sorts, and all a reminder that
haven't prepared them it will
November. By the time they
along with you and nip off the
be a time of anxiety, wonwinter is only for a few
are thinking of sprouting, it is little ends of bran he that
months, not_ a permanent
dering if they will. come

Shop Fridays 'til 8:30

EDO

ftiRcg

RICHT

m.

re

5th

Annsivelrsary

-Naiitivesoeiramiiiings
25% off

14.

-Ott all-open -stock - registries not
included.
tidi"01°410AdStkill"411-1141104113
:NMI24111

Selected Group 1
Of Merchandise

RAINES BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Thomas
Raines of Puryear, Tenn., are
the parents of a baby boy,
Jason Thomas, weighing 6
pounds 7 ounces, born on
Tuesday, Oct. 17, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. The mother is the
former Patsy Hunter.
WHITE GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. James White
II of Route 1, Puryear, Tenn.,
announce the birth of a baby
girl, Krista Dawn, weighing 8
pounds 1 ounce, born on
Thursday, Nov. 2, at the
Henry
County
General
Hospital, Paris, Tenn. The
mother is the former Mary
Scott.

50-75% off I
Free Gift For Everyone!

Nov.20th-25th
10:00 a.m.- 5:30 p.m.

One week only!

ALL
WINTER
COATS

REG. 16.00 TO 68.00

IN DRESS DEPT

Entire Stock!

Fall!Winter
Pantsuits

0/0
oFF

ENTIRE STOCK'

20%

he .811.on)case'
121 Bypass
Murroy Kentucky

PADUCAH PATIENT
Charles Norwood of Hacdin
has been a patient at Lourdes
HospitaIN Paducah.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Floyd Usrey of Murray has
been dismissed from the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.

OFF
Our entire fabulous stoc., of exciting
winter coats at 20% off for our after
Thanksgiving Sale' Save on beautiful
leathers, fabrics, fake furs and
_ genuine fur coats in pontdoot, lecke!
—arid-dress Fengths Ay- Table in
.
.junior ancl.missy sizes Save at aright's'

Beautiful Selection!

Fall
Handbags

I Group

Sportswear
c,oup
Sportswear
f,vistte form
Bras

1/3 OFF
20% Off

0,,o,
Uniforms

1/2 PRICE

All Weather
Buy

2 Get 1 FREE

Coats

Specialty Shop

Fall Dress
Clearance
REG. 30.00 TO 75.00

SPORTSWEAR DEPT.

PanItuits
Weekenders

799 TO 29
99

1/3 OFF

"Driving Styles!

Hundreds of new
styles to choose from!

KNIT
GLOVES

Sweater
Sale!

1 /3 OFF •

Our Regular
11.00 to 45.00

Regular and Compact

Fashion
Umbrellas

Hats, scarves, gloves

Knit Sets
andSeparates
GREAT FOR GIFT4NG'

20%.-2OFF
Limited time only!

BALI
Bra Sale!

799
TO
—

SELECTED STYLES'

29

200

Save on cardigans, pullovers, hooded
styles
r(.11 ,
.tvle.s ot Bright's'

OFF

20% OFF

(Group

Uniforms

4..7 w

REG. 56.00 TO 130.00

4'9

s While They Last

911 0L Off

REG. 10.00 TO 40.00

REGULAR 8.00
Gobble Up The

ENTIRE STOCK!

999 TO 4999

After

Thanksgiving Sale

dryk0115

Large Selection!

REG. 7.00 TO 9.00

(C)osed Thanksgiving Day)

Sale!

Jr. & Missy Coordinates

we!re_

'sr

Whatever moving of shrubs
you need to do, do it now. At
least, dig the new hole now
while the weather will permit. A little later when the
ground is cold and wet, it will
be next to impossible. And the
cold wind doesn't make such
a task any more pleasant. So
finish up your tasks while you
can.

Shop for Christmas early and save at Bright's.

1-1-3412Off

50

through all right. So do what
is necessary while there is
still time, then you can sit
back and enjoy yourself.

Shop Fridays 'til 8:30

SgiVing

FALL
'Sportswear

wP

0
'

• •":, .1.-.4A •

$1500 & $1750

Junior-and Missy!

Fambus-name Styles

SKIRTS
and Pants

Lingerie
Special

VALUES TO 29.00

Makes GraOt Gifts

113 OFF

Brushed tricot styles!

Warm
Sleepwear,

amois-nome
ROBES

REG 12 0010 17.00

REG. 20.00 TO 43 00

•

17.4
:-701

OFF

894 —TO 1
•

Longs and Shorts

94

1694 x.ro 3299
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Adnesday, Nir$ ember 22 Shower for Glen and Debbie
Lents who lost their home and
contents by fire will be at the
Hardin City Hall from 8 30
a.m. to 5 p.m. Persons may
come and go as they like.
Ladies of Oaks Country Club
will have a dutch treat supper
=at -ia-En. at Sirloin Stocked.,
followed by a general club
meeting with awards to be
presented to club championship winners.

Bag & Beads
iS BIGGER- - -AND BETTER!!!

•

Monday, November 27
Parents Anony mous is
scheduled to meet at 7:15 p.m.
at the Immanuel Lutheran
Chord), 15th and Main
Streets, Murray. For information call 759-1792 or 7539261.
Singles
Unlimited
sclattdukci touieet At
at the .social hall of the
United Methodist Church. F
information call 75341112.

•

Humane
_
_- Society will m,
Sinking Spring, Salem, and— at 7 p.m. at' the Commun...
Oak Grove Baptist Churches Room, Murray Federal
will have a community Savings and Loan, 7th and
Thanksgiving service at the Main Streets, with Dr. C. G.
Sinking Spring Church at 7 Warner, Jr., as speaker on
p.m.
"First Aid For Animals" and
refreshments to be served. All
Thursday, November 23
interested persons invited.
Community Thanksgiving
worship, sponsored by the
League of Women Voters
Murray-Calloway Ministerial will meet on second floor of
Association, will be at the Ordway Hall, Murray State
First Presbyterian Church at University, at 7:30 p.m. with
10 a.m.
current programs of the TVA
and the progress of the TV
Empire
Farm, Center Inter-League Council to be
Station, and The Homeplace- discussed. All interested
1850 in the Land Between the persons are invited:
Lakes will be closed today for
the Thanksgiving holiday.
Creative Arts Department,
Murray Woman's Club, is
Rabbit Show, sponsored by
Jackson Purchase Rabbit -scheduled to meet at 9:30 a.m.
at the club house.
Club, is scheduled at the
Carman Pavilion, College
Arts and crafts class for
Farm Road, at 8 a.m.. Contact
Don Burchfield for in- senior citizens and interested
adults will be at St. John's
formation.
Center, 1620 Main Street, at 7
Nutrition Center at Douglas
Center will be closed today, p.m. For transportation call
but meals will be delivered to 753-0929 by 3 p.m.
the homes.

tornorrot
the Sta
forecast
Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21
-- Curb i
•
erne:
hard toda
.baW1Ce.
1 that both
4 endeavol
wonderfu
TAURUS
i
' , i Apr. 21 1
---t-' - Don't ; early. 'I
i complete
I some wel
_Sonday
1- delightful
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yourself 3
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t top. Keep
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Sunday
Ms. Kathy Armstrong
and Kenny Vickers

A

Mr. and Mrs. Hugh A. Vantreese of Paducah announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Kathy . Armstrong, to Kenny Vickers, son of Mt-. and Mrs...
Rodney Vickers of Ferndale, Mich.
Grandparents of the bride-elect are Mr. and Mrs. C. T.
Vantreese and Mrs. Ruby Bichon, all of Paducah. Grandmother of the prospective groom is Mrs. Dora Edmonds of
Murray.
The bride-elect is a 1973 graduate of Muray. State
University with a Bachelor of Music degree. Mr. Vickers
attended Murray State University and is presently codirector of the Maranatha Christian Center in Widdsor,
Ontario.
The wedding vows will be exchanged on Wednesday, Dec.
27, at 7 p.m. at the Maranatha Christian Center, 140 Highland
Boulevard, Paducah. A reception will follow the ceremony.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend.

NON/ 26

vmsommims

1-5 p.m._
Jack Jones
Flowers & Gifts
Paris, Tenn.

Murray Ledger & Times will
not publish a newspaper
today.
Senior Citizens office will be
closed today.

'
- - -,: 1-hukneleAtSaialttiewit
Store Hours 9 p.m.
Mon.-Sot. 10 a.m.
Sun. 1230 - 5:30
/1\

SHOP AND COMPARE

Murray ,Postoffice will be
closed today:

34

Friday. November 24
Nutrition Center at Douglas
Center will be closed today,
buCmeals will be delivered to
the homes.
Local Chapter of National
Retired -Federal Employees
has cancelled its meeting for
this month.
,Calloway County 41.F1A
Ettes will have a pizza supper
at Pagliai's at 6 p.m.

igrfatitens office wing_
Closed and no shopping for
Senior citizens will be-beld
today.
Saturday,November 25
Alpha
Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
have a luncheon meeting at
the club house at noon.

' The Anne Klein lion makes its
distinctive mark on this trio of war-.
mers. oil mode to mottitin nature'
come! navy or cocoa.

Visitors may watch cooks
. prepare the Thankgiving
dinner using the tools and
cooking resources of the mid19th
century
at
The
Homeplace-1850, Land Between the Lakes,from 9 a.m. to
5 p.m.
Monday, November 27
— Recovery, Inc., is scheduled
to meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
Health Center, North 7th and
Olive Streets, Murray.

Court Square

COORDINATE SPORTSWEAR
America's No. 1 Jr. Sportwear
Maker. Lined Jackets • Pants
• Skirts • Shirts

LEATHER COATS
Juniors, Misses, half sizes.
Hundreds to choose from.

Up to 50% to 70% Off!

Reg. to 2999

Luxurious full length genuine
leather coat with front
tie belt.
Reg. to 1 7999

9900

Rack Of

Fall Merchandise

1/3

TO 1/2 011

Jeanne

Durrell
4.

Mr Jock

Newt-trte

Dresses
Just Arrived

Holiday and Spring Dresses
Jewelry & Shaws

HOLIDAY FASHION PANTS

FASHION SWEATERS

Great looking 100% polyester
pahts with fancy belts
and buckles.
899
Reg to 21 99

Famous Name Nationally Advertised.
Great look and a great
buy. Many colors.
Reg. to 1999

f1elifslYist4r'cli14,--

vhei

TA.al 2V--t•
Aitent)

BRUSHED GOWNS
Pretty worm gowns in pastels
perfect for cold
winter nights.
Reaular 899
r

• _
•

4144-,

•-

Eaduiz-ci:ni-vo &Wild-aunt)Rood. - IOW 1.&nt

_
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Your Individual Horoscope

FOR FRIDAY, NOVEMBER
get flustered.
aspirations. Ambition is very
. 24, 1978
CANCER
strong at the moment.
l
- etWhat kind of day will (
June 22 to July 23)00
. tomorrow be? To find out what
SCORPIO
Think
the stars say, read the repeat carefully or you will (Oct. 24 to Nov. fl)
an
error you might
forecast given for your birth
Your freewheeling'lifestyle
regret. Re-focus and you
Sign.
should be able to discover is the topic of itiiscusaion.
ARIES
another way out, a solution Those who love you take a dim
I Mar. 21 to Apr
that is satisfactory on all View of your late hours and
--- Curb a tendency to
wish you'd drop a new comcounts.
go
•
-freines and work or play to LEO
panion.
too
. hard today. If you can
SAGITTARIUS
strike a (July 24 to Aug. 23)
1
Nov. MID Der-.21) 3410
balance. you can anticipate
Steer deer
that both business and social and shopping of temptation You are counting the
center,
You're
endeavors will succeed in a mood
to spend foolishly.
minutes until this p.m.
t wonderfully well.
Purchases won't erase the
because there is an outing in
s. TAURUS
problem that confronts you.
the offing, and you feel con. , i Apr. 21 to May 21)"k'
Frugalit
fident -someone you are
t. Don't -Sir-the - weekend VIRGO y cauld.bel13greatly attracted to will at,
; early. There is work to (Aug. 24
to Sept. 23)
tend. You may be disap'! complete before you can enjoy
Everyone has a look-alike.
pointed today -- but not
1 some well-earned rel
tion. Today you could run into
tomorrow.
Su.nday -should bri g a someone
to whom you are
CAPRICORN
i delightful encounter.
attracted because you are
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 201 ida
...,4_ cEMINI
similar in appearance as well
Before you lose your tem, ( May 22 to June 21)n
as personality.
per, make absolutely certain
The path today seems full of LIBRA
that you are in the right. Facts
roadblocks, but if you apply (Sept. 24 to
may be misleading so inyourself you can maneuver -',--- Positive Oct. 23) Aral
vestigate and reach a careful
&Awn(' them and aline ant an—thition can thinking plus in
be used to further
judgment.
top. Keep your cool - don't Your job
or romantic
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Beware someone who seems
smiling and friendly but is
actually out to undermine
your position. Don't make the
mistake of being too outspoken or you'll regret it.
PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) )(
(Free Gift Wrap
You enjoy activity - but
The
Free Delivery In Murray)
even
you admit you've had too
Bel-Air Shopping Center
much lately. Slow down! It
753-5679
will be difficult to turn down a
tempting assignment, but you
must learn to say no.
Panhandl

Open ilduses And Dinner Planned
By Murray State Women's Society
Members of the Murray
State University Women's
Society and their guests are
promised a memorable
evening on Saturday, Dec. 2,
when the society's annual
Christmas Open Houses and
Dinner will celebrate the
opening of the Christmas
season, according to Patty
Paddock, publicity chairman
for the society.
Committee members
responsible for preparations
for the festivities are Patsy

4;1f•

112{-g

i

Nr.L

Distinctive Gifts For
EVERYONE On Your
Christmas List

er

7- 29274,4.
Miss Sherry Lee. Lawrence
and Larry-Curtis Knupp
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Lawrence of Kirksey announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Sherry Lee to Larry Curtis Knupp, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Knapp ofiSt. Louis, Mon
Miss Lawrence is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Hersie Hopkins and of the late Mr. and Mrs. Luther
Lawrence. Mr. Knupp is the grandson of Mr.and Mrs. Curtis
Knupp and Mr. and Mrs. Milton Maether.
The bride-elect, a 1978 graduate of Calloway County High
School, is now a podiatist assistant in St. Louis. The groomelect, a 1976 graduate of Southwest High and a student at
Missouri Baptist College, is now employed fulltime at
National's Food Store and a parttime minister of music at
Harmony Baptist Church.
The wedding vows will be exchanged on Monday, Dec. 25,
at 3 p.m. in the Harmony Baptist Church, St. 'Louis, where
they both attend. Family and close friends w21 be in attendance.

Murray Vocational FBLA
Chapter Plans For Events
• I
0141ST
GARDEN

CENTER--

Cordially- it-iv-hes the public
to attend thoir
Christmas-Open House
Sunday, Nov. 26th
1 p.m: to 6 p..m.
Refresh ments.will be'served
Evopyone_.is invited to tour
i;ur Green
-Houses and see
thousands of Poinsettias in
bloom and variotigfOliage
plants.

S

SPIN Sale

00

1

Sekded
Merchandise

The Murray Vocational
Center Chapter of Future
Business Leaders of America
held its regular meeting,
Wednesday, Nov. 15.
Members voted to participate in the slogan contest,
being conducted by 'the
Murray State, Phi Beta
Lambda
Chapter.
The
slogan's are to be based on
Free Enterprise - FBLAqand
PBL's state and national
project for this year.
For the chapter's November
service project, members are
preparing Thanksgiving food
baskets.
The chapter also voted to
buy Christmas gifts for needy
children as a December
•• service
project.
In order to finance chapter
service Projects members
have duplicated cookbooks
and will be selling them
during December.

ELLIOTT GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. David Elliott
of Murray Route 6 are the
parents of a baby girl, Roxcee
ElizaBeth June, weighing 5
pounds 15 ounces, measuring
19k2 inches, born on Saturday1 Nov.--4, at the Murray.Calloway-County Hospital.
The father is employed by
Merritt Lawson's Auto
Salvage Yard.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. James Elliott of Murray
Route 6 and Mr. and Mrs. W.
B. Sowell of Hickman Route 4.
Great Grandparents are Mr.
and Itrs. Hobert Elliott of
Murray Route 5, Mr. and Mrs.
Donald DeDesante of Murray
Route 6, and Mrs. A. C. Moore
of Union City, Tenn.

•# •
elt.

r‘
•

Tammy Frankhouser was
presented a chirping Woodstock, she won in a chapter
fundraising contest.
Entertainment was performed by chapter member,
Laura Fones, who sang a song
she had written herself entitled, "Toys on a Shelf."

FREE CHIMNEY-INSPECTIONS -Find out for certain if your chimney or
stove is coated with dangerously flammable
creosote! This offer good in Calloway County only!

Magic Hat Chimney Sweeps
759-4878
Member Murray Chamber of Commerce

•

•:

•

••!
• n)
••

•

.42

Friday & Saturday Only

,
ovesses

2

•

Off
Sweaters

OFF

Missy
v.sils!",s573 Sportswear

'A Off
elegihs

_.,eas

.izes 3_ 15

Dor-Mae fashions

_•

1•
•.
•

COMPANY LUNCH
Sliced Ham --- Dijon Mustard
Papaya Rice Salad
Rollsage
Nut Crescents
, Bever
PAPAYA RICE SALAD
The fruit, adds delightfully.
delicate flavor.
'1 cup mayonnaise
14 cup Soureream
1 to 2 teaspoons Dijon'
__
--Mustard - 2 cups freshly cooked
converted rice, at room
-tamper-al-we-I 2 cup finely diced celery
I scallion, minced
I fully ripe papaya, pared
and cubed (1 inch)
Salt and pepper to taste
Lettuce
Whisk together the mayonnaise, sour cream and mustard. Add the remaining in'
11
gredients except the lettuce and
toss lightly but well. Serve at
room temperature, garnished
with the lettuce. Makes 4
servings.

•

Dixieland

•

•••
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NONEWBOFINS LISTED
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Shirley Sheppard, Rt. 1
"13x. 114 Dexter, Mrs. Bessie V.
Williams, Rt. 6, Paris, Tenn.,
Mrs. Sheila M. Banks, 1503
ilerter Ct. Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
Bonnie L. Evans, Rt. 2,
Puryear, Tenn., Keith Thorn,
Rt. 6 Bx. 99 Murray, Charles
N. Johnson, 1604 Wiswell Rd.,
Murray, William J. Nina, 1503
Henry St. Murray, Mrs.
Bobbie J. Bibb, Rt. 2 Bx. 187
Murray, Mrs. Nancy J.
Mirnay
Rogers, Bx. 41, Hazel, Mrs.
Catherine G. Moravec, P. 0.
Ledger & Times
Bx. 101 Hazel, Mrs. Louise 1*
Publisher
Walter L. Apperson
Myers, Rt. 2 Bx. A Murray. -Editor
R Gene McCutcheon
The Murray Ledger & Times is
Mrs. Sherry A. Taylor and
published every afternoon except
Baby Boy, Bx. 4 Lone Oak Rd., days. July 4, Christmas Day, SunNew
Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Debe
Murray Newspapers, Inc., 103 N.4th St..
Elliott and Baby Girl, Rt. 6- Murray, Ky. 42071. Second Class
Postage Paid at Murray,Ky. 42071.
Murray, Mrs. Debbie J.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES:
areas
Melton and Baby Boy, Rt. 5 . served by carriers, $2.75 perIn month.
payable in advance. By maiLincallowaY
Paris, Tenn., Charles Pour, Cotrity
and to Banton, Hardin, Mayfield,
.11
Franklin Hall Murray, Car- Sedalia and Farmington,Ky.. and Paris.
and Puryear, Tn . 919.50 per
mela L. Antonelli, Rt. 2 Buchanan
year By mail to other destinations
Springville, Tenn., Mrs. 135.00 per year
Member of Associated .Press, KenEunice Crutcher, Rt. 1 Dover, tucky
Press Association and Southern
Tenn., Patty L. Allbritten, 300
Newspaper Publishers Association.
The Associated Press is exclusively
S. 6th Murray, Annie Willis,
entitled to republish local news
Fern Terrace Lodge Murray.
originated by The Murray Ledger &
limes
as well as all other AP news.
Robert Kirks, South Manor
TEI.EPHONE NUMBERS
Apt. 73 Murray, Mrs. Bertha
Business Office
753-1916
Classified
Advertising
753-1916
Peace, Rt. 4 Paris, Tenn..
Retail i Display Advertising
753-1919
Mrs. Essie V. Reeves ( exCirculation
753-1916
News and Sports Dept
753-1918
pired), Rt. 1 Almo.
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FABRICS

SOLID COLOR POLY

&WWII Ill

SAVE L4
REG.3.99 YD.
IDEAL FOR SOFT
DRAPABLE DRESSES,
PARTYWEAR,BLOUSES,'
TUNICS,ETC,.

299
YO.

sa99

PINWALE

WOOL RAYON

41; •

FELT

CORDUROY

11),V,"('1(1.'.Fop

C;[ET & CRAFT ITEMS

$19L). $39!
U.

FUN FUR

vA

45" WIDE-SOLID COLORS
EASY rARE FALL FASHION FAVORITESAVE A LMCIST I/3 KEG 149

G.:

ENTIRE STOCK •
FOR GARMENTS,TOYS
OR DECORATING
KEG 13*TO 17 99Y11

erri-

STITCHERT
KITS
HAVE FUN MAKING
HANDMADE GIFTS
92.99 TOM 99

xieriiteg -

mi
vininlesv fr•von tour evtfit•
Mete hridool

1/2

Gimp owl 11,•if
miirried Ilecv.m ber
I 978,

INTERLOCK
KNITS

ASSORTED ST1TCHF.s
SAVE I/3.REG $200

DEEP RICH PILE
GLIMMERING COLORS

mtoistre dust f;jug, Flusit.
firide-elev
Am Ks otri
bin lekqed
, 174
. lat.

PRINTED POLYESTER
/
,
4

DOUBLE KNITS

25%-.
III e

SOUL

Tea., a Sat.
1-5
I-11 Wad., Thur., &Fri.
1-5 Siiiiday

VELVET

OFF
II

Sale
Ends
Sunday
November 2i

CENTRAL
SHOPPING
CENTER

LUSTROUS RAYON

MOUNTAIN

PRICE

fIST-

POLY-FILL
11.9e

•

MITI LH. BAGS
FOR S11TF119(1
• • ows Tf ITS. ETV.
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•
•44

S
l
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?

•I'or

$249y.
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41.

tar .10;.
-44

SOLID

NIGNTWEAR

FLEECE
;72.tva
COCTRIY 199
PAJAMAS.
GOWNS,ETC
TO

ORANGE NAME

SCISSORS
SAVE 10%

REG 500
(1."TS ANY
FABRIC

slooPt

COLOR

OUTING
FLANN
EL 19
11
$

THICK
WARM NAP
FOR SI FFPWE AR

SHIRTING
FLANNEL
SAVE,1
R
9
ATIltArIn
PI AIM

VE sefiVi

99
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the campus. A variety of
delicious salad and vegetable
selections and dinner rolls will
also be served.
Dinner will be followed by
"Christmaa. Pie,- an enchanting
hour of entertainihent performed by a
talented troupe representing
the 101imay-Calloway -Community Theatre and under the
direction of Richard Valen
tine. Complete with timely
Christmas music selections.
'.'Christmas Pie" indeed
guarantees everyone will go
home in the holiday spirit
Mrs. Paddock said.
Reservations for the
Christmas dinner must be
made by noon on Wednesday.
Nov. 29, with Patsy Miller 7535718 or Pat Weatherly 7535819. The cost per person will
be $5.75.

Thanksgiving Sale

COOKING
IS FUN
By CEC1LT BROWNSTONE
,Associaitvel Press Food Editor

Miller and Pat Weatherly, cochairmen, Kathy Newton, and
Pat Harcourt, who encourage
all members to make plans to
attend.
The evening will begin at
4:30 p.m. with open houses in
the homes of several members. Open house hostesses
are Jane Hatt, assisted by
Diane Wagnee; Patty Paddock, assisted by Marilyn
Faughn;
Ruble Smith,
assisted by Frances Richey;
Cheryl Whitaker, assisted by
Mickey Gottfried and Jeanette
Sullivan; and Maura You,
assisted
Virginia
by
Strohecker.
Rolled chicken breasts, beef
filet, and German chocolate
cake highlight the inviting
buffet dinner menu which will
be served at 6:15 p.m. in Room
228 of Roy Stewart Stadium on

N EEDUWOMAN
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Save

Double Q
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Save 16

99

Save 10'
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.Cabbage
Carrots
Grapefruit
Apples -

1 lb. cello bag

1

Kraft
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89c
3

32 Oz.
6 Bottle
Carton
Save 70'

Boxes

Cake
Frosting
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Lb.
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Save 14

Armour Test Tender
Round Bone

Sliced
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Frosty Acres

nn s

For

Field Yiertitmore

2 in pkg.

frosty Acres Green Sweet

$1
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6

Armour Test Tender Beef

Picnics
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Busini

AllrEAL
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Boneless

izza
Pie Shells
Peas
Ta ty Taters
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Save 22'
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Jiffy
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Boxes
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Michigan Red Delicious

C
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Says 16'

Jiffy

Cake
Mix
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'I Oz. Save 12

Seaftest
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30c

5
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46, Shavers
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•
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89c
49c
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By Lowell Atchley

"

Looking Back
rip

Turkey Bowl
To Top List

Foot
games will dot the tube
much of thIday Thanksgiving.
But of all the games Thursday, the
Turkey Bowl promises to be the most

interesting.
Hungry sportswriters call it a classic

.matchup.
It'll be played in millions of dining
rooms across the nation, matching
families of all sizes with the turkey
dinner, a formidable opponent.
Hungry sportswriters say it'll be a
tough matchup all right. And there'll be
injuries...especially to the midsection.
I had a chance to interview one of the
coaches who has prepared his team all
week for the Turkey Bowl.
"Coach," I asked Joe Gonzo,"it's not
hard to get your team mentally
prepared to this important game
Thursday is it?"
He was half-srnoking, half-chewing a
cigar."No. It's probably one of the
easiest we've prepared for. Irma Gonzo
has been thinking about it for more than
a week now...going over playbooks,
stocking up on things we'll need for the
big game. She's a real asset to
team. She plans to play too..."
"Say coach, the Turkey Bowl is a key
game this season. Who are you going to
start in some key positions?" I asked:
"Well, I'll be calling signals from the
head of the table. Sheldon, our oldest,
-will be playing in the backfield, taking
handoffs from me. Polly will be my
receiver in case I want to pass across
the table..." He paused to puff on his
cigar.
"Irma will be playing a key part in
this game," coach Gonzo described,
"she'll share runback-from-the-kitchen
duties with Polly. And weglan to use
her on defense...you know to keep us
from taking too many handoffs..."
"Coach, what abbut your opponent?...Big and strong, right?"
"Yii. No doubt about it. This'll be the
biggest we'll face this year. We haven't
faced a turkey thus far this year..Dick
will come at Christmas. But you're
right," coach Gonzo said,"he is big and
strong. He leads the league in causing
after-dinner-bellyaches.. And he's hard
to finish off even if you feel like you
have the game won Thursday."
"Coach, mind sharing some of the
key plays you plan for Thursday's
matchup?"

10 Years Ago

"Well, we're keeping some under
wraps for the big game. But I can share
a couple with you. One thing, we don't
plan to pass on, Use first play. It'll
strictly be an option handoff from me to
my key back, Sheldon..."
"And what about your passing
game?"
"It's in good shape. We plan to mix
'ern up between passes and end-around
and up-the-mile plays. I don't go with
passing turki'y while the cranberries
and dressing are in the air. It's too
risky..." He puffed his cigar again.
"And you might see me a time or two
back off from the turkey and go with a
cold cut option play...And we have a
few tricks up our sleeves," coach Gonzo
said.
"Mind sharing one with me?" I
pressed.
"One...and don't'you let this one get
out... we have an outstanding numerin
our pet dog, Claude. If we have to, we'll
use him on key plays where we have to
cover some territory fast. He has a
good set of chompers when it comes to a
Pass..."
"Coach, I have all the confidence in
he world you can win the Turkey Bowl
Thursday. What about after the big
game? Anything special planned for the
team?"
"Well," coach Gomo said, "I *guess
we'll all go to the living room,flip on the
TV and watch the football games..."

Ralph Teaseneer Di, son of Dr. and
Mrs. Ralph Tasseneer, Jr., of Murray,
has been awarded a letter of commendation honoring him for his high
performance on the 1988 National Merit
Scholarship Qualifying Test.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Bob D.
(Flora) Grogan, Mrs. L B. (Lea)
Griffin, Mrs. C. E.(Erma) Ftichie, and
John P. Brandon. Sales of Type 35 dark air cured
tobacco will open here on Dec. 13, according to Holmes Ellis, manager of the
Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers
Association.
Dr. L B. Bndwell, Dr. Robert C.
Elberton, and Dr. Louis M. Beyer of the
physics department of Murray State
University will attend the fall meeting
of the American Physics Society in
Miami Beach, Fla., Nov. 25 to 27.
Births reported include a boy, James
Christopher, to Mr. and Mrs. Max Reed
on Nov. 19.

<3

20 Years _Ago
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"MY CB?.VICE PRECINgt MAI/ONG/RESEARCH. WHAT'S youps?"

111EARTLiNE

HeartInie is a service for senior
how many quarters of coverage are
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
necessary to entitle us to Social
questions and solve problems — fast. If
Security retirement. Can you tell us? —
you have a question or a problem not
D.B.
answered in these columns, write
The number of Quarters you must
Heartllne, 114 East Dayton Street, West
earn depends.upon your year of birth.
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
The following chart shows the
receive a prompt reply, but you must
minimum number of quarters you need
Include a stamped, self-addressed
for any year in which you were born.
envelope. The most useful replies will
Quarters Needed to
be printed in this column.
Be Fully Insured For
HEARTLINE: I am having._ a
Social Security Benefits
problem *With my Social Security
Year Born
Men
'women
benefits. I moved to a different state
1900
14
11
my
Before
I
left
ago.
months
several
1901
12
homestate, I went to Social Security
1902
16
13
and gave them my new address.
1903
17
14
However, I am still not receiving my
1904
18
15
benefits when and as I should. I have
1905
19
16
contacted the Social Security office
1906
20
17
here and I don't seem to be able to get
1907
21
18
this straightened out. Can you help no?
1908
22
19
— I.M.
1909
23
20
When you are moving, you should
1910
24
21
contact your local Social Security office
1911
24
22
as soon as you know your new address.
By JOHN CUNNIFF
1912
24
23
It still may take two to three months for
AP Business Analyst
1913
24
Same as
the new address to become effective. If
1914
25
men from
you feel you have been patient long
1913 on
enough, or if you are approaching a
1915
26
serious financial situation due to tir
1916
27
, 1917
delay, write to our Red Tape Cutting
28
System, 114 East Dayton St., West 1918
29
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. There is no 1919
30
charge for this service; but tie do ask
1920
31
that you send 25 cents for postage and
1921
The high, fast-rising rates come at a
NEW YORK (AP) --, When a com32
handling. We will send your problem
1922
critical time for small concerns; many
pany lowers its prices, especially a
33
through
special channels to see it is 1923' -•
are
forced to warehouse large in
bank, it iinounds-ter earn the MeV.solved quickly.
1924
35
Pittaburth',LMellott_ ventories for Use Christmas season. For
.HEARTLINE: I am a retirdwirgois47, some, Christiiiii Is the make or break
Bank did It and --conceivably nitg)it
drawing a minimum Sociat.SecuriTy
• season.
have started a national trend-.
benefit _I_ _am__alsa drawing a SupMellon did net offer-ageneral-ftTin------Were they able tO collect ea& W
plemental Security Income benefit. I
their sales the problem would not be so
prices, but it did sharply modify the
have been offered a part-time job and
great. But modern merchandising
formula used in calculating the cost of
am wondering if this would affect my
emphasizes deferred payments,
loans to small businesses, which it feels
benefits in any way. — P.N.
- By SY RAMSEY
through credit cards or "buy now, pay
are unduly hurt by current conditions.
The allowable earned income for
Associated Press Writer
after Christmas" plans. , Under the formula, a small business'
Social Security recipients ages 65 and
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — They
"This we thought would cause a
loan charges, ordinarily based on the
over is $4,000. This will be raised to
won't be tearing out seats from the
major crunch for these people," said
prime rate plus one, two or three
$4,500 in 1979. Aslong as you keep your
legislative galleries as they planned in
Ford. They were, he said, among the
percentages points, will begin instead
annual earnings below $4,000 you would
order
to install new ones for the 1980
most
loyal
of
Mellon's
customers,
below
prime.
/
4 points
from a base 11
receive no reductions in your Social special session.
"good, long-term customers who don't
At announcement time, Mellon's
Security benefit. If you exceed the
"We don't know how long the work
shop around."
prime rate was 10% percent, meaning a
$4,000
limit, $1.00 for every $2.00 you go
will take," said Vic Hellard, director of
Some of them have been corning to
small business might pay 11% percent
over will be deducted from your Social the Legislative Research Commission.
Mellon for so nfany years, said Ford,
to 13% percent. The new formula
Security
benefit.
"And we don't want construction going
"you come to have a close personal
dropped the base to. 9maldng the
The requirements for Supplemental on during the special session."
involvement
with
them."
The
charge 10% percent to 12xt percent.
Security Income vary from state to
Like everyone else, the LRC, which
relationship, he said, is not "deal by
Immediately followire the Nov. 14
state but generally any additional in- handles the technical details
deal."
It
continues.
of a
announcement the telephone began
come will affect your Supplemental legislative session,
Will it cost Mellon? "No question, in
was caught untinging, as other banks throughout the
Security Income in some way. Earning prepared when Lt. Gov.
the short run," said Ford at first, but
Thelma Stovall
country sought to learn the premise and
too much could also totally eliminate it. summoned the
then he amended the answer. "We're
lawmakers into special
procedures of Mellon's move.
HEARTLINE: I am a 63-year-old session for Dec.
not losing money," he said, but the
11.
A couple of days later Craig Ford,
woman and am recently widowed.
She did so last - Friday as acting
lower base rate, he pointed out, would
executive vice president for the
When my husband was alive; we governor during
cut into* profit.
Gov. Julian Carroll's
metropolitan region, was still extraveled
quite a bit. Now thathe's gone, absence from
The long-term gains are obvious, of
the state. Carroll
plaining the move. It was 6:30 p.m.,
I just can't imagine gotng to different
course, in the cementing of business
hardly a banker's hour, but no rarer an
places alone. But I would like to travel
relationships. And, Ford concedes, "it
event than the price cut.
some - If I had a way to become
might
help
us when we visit other
"The premise is very simple," he
acquainted with people on my route
customers."
said. '.'Our office managers in conprevious to each trip. Is there any way I
Therefore,0 thou son of man, speak
versations with small business people,
can go about doing this? — I.O.
unto the house of Israel; Thus shall ye
Apse with less than $1.5 million of
Many senior clubs offer pen pal clubs
speak, saying, If mu transgressions
ilimets, found they were being hurt
as part of their service. You could
and our sins be upon us, and we pine
severely."
checluaround your area to see if this
away in them, how shall we then live?
Dear Editor,
The damage to them, he said, was
type
of club exists.
— Ezekiel 33:10.
Boy Scout Troop 77 would like to
twofold: Not only from the rapid inHeartline also has a pen pal club, - _ .(;od hates sin but loves the sinner. His
thank the people of Murray for all the
crease in interest rates but from the
called the American 60 Club. Our memears are always open to repentance and
support they have given us on our
absolute level of those rates. And they
bers, on the most part, are very active
His spirit will dwell in us for right
newspaper drives and similar acneeded help.
correspondents,
and
many
living.
do
make
to
continue
will
yott
hope
tivities.
We
has
no
size
"A company of this
friends and travel to visit them. If you
support us.
financing alternative," said Ford.
would like complete details, send a
Sincerely,
market
"There's no commercial paper
Murray Ledger & Times
long, self-addressed, stamped envelope'
Samir Mahfoud,
for them. And they aren't well enough
to American 60 Club, 114 East Dayton
Troop 77, Scribe
Walter L. ngers,.
known to shop around."
Publisher
.
St., West Alexandria, Ohio 45381.
ft Gene Mccutcheor
Editor
is published
llmes
&
liedger
The
Murray
Editor:
Dear
As this is a pen pal club for senior
every afternoon exCept Sundays. July 4. rtinst
I write this letter with pride and
by
Thanksgiving
citizens, we do not accept persons unand
mas Day. New Year's liay
Murray Newspapers. Inc, 103 N 4th St
pleasure. Last week I attended the
der the age of 50.
Second Class Postage Paid at
Murray, Ky.
perfarmance of The Music Man put on
HEARTLINFIs a farmer :coriMurray,Ky 42071
-!..1
SUBSCRIP1ON RATES In areas served by
by Community Theatre. It was
sidered self-employed for Social
Oakhurst, California. Workers inComers, 92,75 per month, payable in advance
enjoyable.
and
delightful
a
business
support
Security
steel
post
purposes
to
and
a
stalled
subject to the
By mail in Calloway County and to Benton, Her
din, Mayfield. Sedalia and Farmington. K , and
As president of the Murray Woman's
same earning requirements as some
sign in the Sierra Nevada foothills
Paris. Buchanan and Par-year, Tn , 819 SO per
Club, I kept thinking this was truly a
self-employed in business? -- E.B.
hammunity and knew something was
year. By mail to other destinations, 135 00,per
mostly
band,
The
community effort.
Yes, unless the farmer's net income
wrong when they kept pouring concrete
.mber of Associated Press. Kentucky Press
MHS students, university students,
is small in comparison to gross income.
Amociation and Southern Newspaper Publishers
but couldn't get the hole filled. They
Association
from
adults
elementary students and
If so, a specific amount or two-thirds of
thought the one and a half cubic yards
ilmeatactited }tins is cislusively enunalla_
130tITIRS town and untversity made this
the groas ineome becomes reportable
'cent-rata-WM gang- down a rat hold.
renew+ mew news originated by The Murray
Ledger
& Tales as well as all other Al'news
a joint effort and very well done. .
Social Security earnings.
'Actually, it was going into a sewer pipe
TELEPHONE IIIMBERS
evening
of
as
an
this
recommend
754-1916
I
HEAI.... , •
MJNE:_n_sister and I have
theyhed ruptured in digging the hole.
.4014
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--ban irkilig`fil some lirOiTrieTs"
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'
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Netts
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Business Mirror

Bank Plan May
Start New Trend

37
1926
38
1927,
39
1928
40
1929 or later,
quarters or 10 years
Once a wage earner has earned the
"required amount of quarters" to be
eligible for Social Security retirement,
he or she is said to be "fully insured"
under Social Security.
Many people, as they approach
retirement age, realize that they don't
really know much about Social
Security, and desire information that
might benefit them in their retirement
years. Our Guide to Social Security is
to "Hearavailable by sending
fine's Guide to Social Security," P.O.
Box 11934, ChicagO, m., 60611. Please
allow six weeks for delivery.

$1.90

WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
• included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.'
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit fr.eqsetat writers.
Address correspondence - to:
ot ay'
Edit
Times,Box 32, Murru:Ky.42071.

The oder Murray Natural Gas and
City Hall building at South Fifth and
Poplar Streets will be dedicated here
tomorrow with Max Hurt to make the
principal address, according to Murray
Mayor Holmes Ellis.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Josie
Jones, 72.
Leon Chambers, Bill Ed Hendon, and
Hugh Foster, Calloway County farmers, were guest speakers at the
meeting of the Murray Rotary Club
held in observance of Farm-City Week.
About 50 Calloway County farmers
were guests of the club at the meeting
held- at the Murray Woman's Club
House.
Mrs. Ernest Mayfield
• presented the
lesson on "Cttlor In Relation To
Accessories" at the meeting of the
Penny Homemakers Club held at the
home of Mrs. Thomas Jones.
Showing at the Murray Drive In
Theatre are two films, 'This Is
Russia!" and "Tammy and The
Bachelor" starring Debbie Reynolds,
Leslie Nielsen, and Walter Brennan.

30 Years Ago
Yvette Bagwell was crowned as
senior basketball queen and Joyce
Bizzell as junior basketball queen at the
halftime of the basketball game between Alrno High School and Melber
High School at the Alino School.
Deaths reported include Georgia Ann
Allen, 92.
Mrs. Addle Carr was honored with a
dinner in celebration of her 55th birthday at the home of her son, Lewis
Carr and family, Hazel Route 3.
Marriages announced include Miss
Willa Dean Short to Odell Colson on
Nov. 6.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Clifford White on Nov.,
9, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Eubert Hale on
Nov. 12, and a _girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest Madrey on Nov. 17.
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Taylor who are
--teeenioe ieNobassia1411-.,--are4he guests
of her mother, Mrs. Frailties Coleman
Johnsiirrj-

Session Stymies Construction
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returned to Kentucky Sunday night to
face an accomplished fact.
Hellard said the main concern of his
agency is that there will be no computers available the first two weeks of
December.
The computers enable the LRC to
draw up and keep track of legislation in
record time.
This will have to be done temporarily
on a manual basis because the state
computer operation is being moved into
a new building next month.
Hellard said that "we're looking at
other options," but it appears a lot
more time and some additional per.sonnel will be required to process the
bills without computers.
The average cast of a session, special
or regular, was estimated by Hellard at
about $8,000 to -$9,000 a day. including
the $100 daily pay and expenses of the
100 House and 38 Senate members.
One question which no official has
answered yet is whether the General
Assembly, if it postpones a working
session for weeks after convening Dec.
11, will continue to receive daily pay
and expenses while not meeting daily,
rs strliesiow
pp yain
n.i of the
d hitniacalle
though
h
satiec
work in the session will tall on the
appropriations and revenue, the
judiciary-courts and the public utilities
and transportation committees, based
on the subjects listed by Mrs. Stovall on
her agenda for the special session call.
The remaining interim committees
will be able to meet as normally,
Hellard said, which means their
preparatory work for the 1980 session
won't be unduly interrupted_
The LRC director said that he hopes
next week to issue a special publication
outlining the background and issues
involved in Mrs. Stovall's call, plus any
subjects added by Carroll.
"Ibe special session will have some
impact for us in regard to the IMIO
session," Hellard said. "By the same
token, we have issues
'that would
have to be consIdrrettln 1180 anyway."
Coverage
by the
Kentucky
EunaL T0.1,0%48481 - Network
planned for the special session, similar
to that which was inaugurated for the
1978 session.

KET Director Leonard Press said at
Lexington that the main change in the
continuing coverage will be "a little
more orientation" for the viewing
public.
He indicated there were complaints
last time that there was a lack of
and
commentary
necessary
background during legislative speec
and maneuvers.
Pre-ss_Vndicated KET woukk hay,.
difficilties,•too, coping with, the surprise setsion, to the extent it might
have to rent equipment which now is in
use on other projects.
Hellard and his staff met Monday to
go over plans for next month and
thereafter if necessary.
49

WRITE TO POLITICIANS
As i service to our readers, The
Times
&
Ledger
Murray
..periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-2243u
titre are the mailing addresses:
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
D. C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, D. C. 20510
Murray Field Office, 753-1852
Rep Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20515
taL
giVsE
leE
EL
STSAtoTte
tors fluty be reached
in Frankfort when the General
Assembly is in session by dialing I564-2500 or by writing to them in care
of the State Capitol Building,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. Home
addresses of state legislators
serving Calloway County are:
a Sen. Richard Weisenberger
Route 7 •
Mayfield, Ky. 42066
Rep. Kenneth-C.lines
•
201 S. 3rd Street
'Murray,Ky. 42071
•
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tchley's Angle

Turkey Bowl
To Top List

15c
_1
99c
79c

89c

49c

Foogball games will dot the tube
much of the day Thanksgiving.
But of ail the games Thursday, the
Turkey BOwl promises to be the most
interesting.
Hungry snortswniers call it a classic
matchup.
It'll be played in millions of dining
rooms across the nation, matching
families of all sizes with the turkey
dinner, a formidable opponent.Hungry sportswriters say it'll be a
tough rnatchup all right. And there'll be
kijuries...especially to the midsection.
I had a chance to interview one of the
coaches who has prepared his team all
week for the Turkey Bowl.
"Coach," I asked Joe Gonzo,"it's not
hare to get. your team mentally
prepared to this important game
Thursday is it?"
- __Be was half-smoking, halbchowing a
its probably one tot the
easiest we've prepared for. Irma Gonzo
has been thinking about it for more than
a week nowy.going over playbooks,
stocking up on things we'll need for the
big game. She's a real asset to the
team. She plans to play too..."
"Say coach, the Turkey Bowl is a key
game this season. Who are you going to
start in some key positions?" I asked.
-Well, I'll be calling signals from the
head of the table. Sheldon, our oldest,
will be playing in the backfield, taking
handoffs from me. Polly will be my
receiver in case I want to pass across
the table..." He paused to puff on his
cigar.
"Irma will be playing a key part in
this game," coach Gonzo described,
"she'll share runback-from-the-kitchen
duties with Polly. And we plan to use
her ondefense...you know to keep us
from taking too many handoffs..."
"Coach, what about your opponent?...Big and strong, right?"
"Ya. No doubt about It. This'll be the
biggest we'll face this year. We haven't
faced a turkey thus far this year. Duck
will come at Christmas. But you're
right," coach Gonzo said,"he is big and
strong. He leads the league in causing
after-dinner-bellyaches. And he's hard
to finish off even if you feel like you
have the game won Thursday."
"Coach, mind sharing some of the
s key plays you plan for Thursday's
r•
matchup?"

Looking Back

By Lowell Atchley

10 fears Ago

411.

"Well, we're keeping some under
wraps for the big game. But I can share
a couple with you. One thing, we don't
plan to pass on the first play. It'll
strictly be an option handoff from me to
my key back, Sheldon..."
"And what about your passing
game?"
"It's in good shape. We plan to mix
'ern up between passes and end-around
and up-the-middle plays. I don't go with
pass* turkey while the cranberries
mid dressing are in the air. It's too
risky..." He puffed his cigar again.
"And you might see me a time or two
back off from the turkey and go with a
cold cut option play.. And we have a
few tricks up our sleeves," coach Gonzo
said.
•
"Mind sharing one with me?" I
pressed.
"One...and don't-you let this one get
out... we have an outstanding runnerin
our pet dog, Claude. If we have to, we'll
use him on key plays where we have to
cover some territory fast. Re'Mt a
good set of chompers when it comes to a
Pass..."
"Coach, I have all the confidence in
the world you can win the Turkey Bowl
Thursday. What about after the big
game? Anything special planned for the
team?"
"Well," coach Gonzo said, "I guess
we'll all go tathe living room,flip on the
TV and watch the football games..."
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hEARTINNED
,

Ralph Tesseneer III, son of Dr. aria
Mrs. Ralph Teaseneer, Jr., of Murray,
has been awarded a letter of commendation honoring him for his high
performance on the 1968 National Merit
Scholarship Qualifying Teat.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Bob D.
(Flora) Grogan, Mrs. L B. (Lela)
Griffin, Mrs. C. E.(Erma) Richie, and
John P. Brandon.
Sales of Type 35 dark air cured
tobacco will open here on Dec. 13, according to Holmes Ellis, manager of the
Western Dark Fired TobaccoGrowers
Association.
Dr. L B. Bridwell, Dr. Robert C
Etherton, and Dr. Louis M. Beyer of the
physics department of Murray State
University will attend the fall meeting
of the American Physics Society in
Miami Beach, Fla., Nov. 25 to 27.
Births reported include a boy, James
Christopher,to Mr. and Mrs. Max Reed
on Nov. 19.

.20 Ycars_Ago
The new Murray Natural Gas and
City Hall building at South Fifth and
Poplar Streets will be dedicated here
tomorrow with Max Hurt to drake the
principal address, according to Murray
Mayor Holmes Ellis.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Josie
Jones, 72.
Leon Chambers, Bill Ed Hendon, and
Hugh Foster, Calloway County farmers, were guest speakers at the
meeting of the Murray Rotary Club
held in observance of Farm-City Week.
About 50 Calloway County farmers
were guests of the club at the meeting
held at the Murray Woman's Club
House.
Mrs. Ernest Mayfield presented the
lesson on "Color In Relation To
Accessories" at the meeting of the
Penny Homemakers Club held at the
home of Mrs. Thomas Jones.
Showing at the Murray Drive In.:,
Theatre are two films, "This Is
Russia!" and "Tammy and The
Bachelor" starring Debbie Reynolde,
Leslie Nielsen, and Walter Brennan.

Heardine is a service for senior
how many quarters of coverage are
37
1926
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
necessary to entitle us to Social
38
1927
questions and solve problems-fast. If
Security retirement. Can you tell us?39
1928
you have a question or a problem not
D.B.
40
1929 or later,
answered in these columns, write
••••••,,a•,
The number of Quarters you must
years
or
10
quarters
He_artllne, 114 East Dayton Street, West
earn depends upon your year of birth.
Once a wage earner has earned the
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
The following chart shows the
amount of quarters" to be
"required
receive a prompt reply, but you must
minimum number of quarters you need
eligible for Social Security retirement,
include a -stamped, self-addressed
for any year in which you were born.
he or she is said to be "fully insured"
envelope. The most useful replies will
Quarters Needed to
under Social Security.
be printed in this column.
Be Fully Insured For
Many people, as they approach
HEARTLINE: I am having a
Social Security Benefits
retirement age, realize that they don't
problem with my Social Security
Year Born
Men
-really know much about Social
Women
benefits. I moved to a different state
1900
Security, and desire -information that
14
T1'
left
my
ago.
Before
months
I
several
1901
might benefit them in their retirement
15
12
homestate, I went to Social Security
1902
years. Our Guide to Social Security is
16
13
new
address.
and gave them my
Yvette Bagwell was crowned as
1903
by Sending $2.00 to "Hearavailable
17
14
However, I am still not receiving my
senior basketball queen and Joyce
Security,"
P.O.
Social
1904
Guide
to
tithe's
18
15
benefits when and as I should. I have
Bizzell as junior basketball queen at the
1905
Box 11934, Chicago, fll., 60611. Please
19
16
contacted the Social Security office
halftime of the basketball game betdelivery.
1906
weeks
for
allovelix
20
17
here and I don't seem to be able to get
ween Alm High School and Melber
1907
21
18
this straightened out. Can you help me?
High
School at the Alrno School.
1908
22
14
- I.M.
Deaths reported include Georgia Ann
1909
WRITE
A
LETTER
23
20
When you are moving, you should
Allen, 92.
1910
Letters to the editor are weltomed
24
21
contact your local Social Security office
Mrs. Addle Carr was honored with a
1911
and
encouraged.
All
letters
must
be
24
22
as soon as you know your new address,
.dinner
in celebration of her 55th birBy JOHN CUNNIFF
1912
signed by the writer and the writer's
24 •
23
It still may take two to three months for
thday at the home of her son, Lewis
AP Business Analyst
1913
address
and
phone
number
must
be
24
Same as
the new address to become effective. If
Carr and family, Hazel Route 3.
1914
included for verification. The phone
25
men from
you feel you have been patient long
Marriages announced indude Miss
number
will
not
be
published.
1913
on
enough, or if you are approaching a
Willa
Dean Short to Odell Colson on
1915
,Letters
should
be
typewritten
and
26
serious financial situation due to the
Nov. 6.
1916
double-spaced whenever possible
27
delay-, write to our Red Tape Cutting
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
1917
and should be on topics of general
28
System, 114 East Dayton St., West 1918
and Mrs. Robert Clifford White on Nev..
interest.
29
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. There is no 1919
9, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Eubert Hale ore
Editors reserve the right to '
30
Charge for this service; but we do ask
Nov. 12, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
1920
condense or reject any letter and
31
that you send 25 cents for postage and 1921
Ernest
Madrey on Nov. 17.
Limit
frequent
Till:t
writers.
i
fast-rising rates come at a
NEW YORK (AP)- When a com. 32
handling. We will send your problem 1922
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Taylor who are
•
33
correspondence
Address
crib
to:
e for small concerns; many
pany loivers, its prices, especially a
throuirspeciaLchanneis to aeo.g 4s- - .1923
•• 34
"-Si:liter, The 'Murray Ledger di ' - teaching in Nokomis,111., are the ghests
-bank, it-is bound- to-earn- thietrons:- are -forced- -to warehanse- large insolved quickly.
•
of her mother,Mrs. Frances Coletp,
1924
ventories for the Christmas seasop. For
Triunity's good will. Pittsburgh's Mellon
-••••••••:,
Ain-1--es4.-4113.P4urra-v-dix,
1925
HEARTLINEretirege17j
:
I
aml
some, Christmas is the rnakt or break
Bank did it, and. coirceivably might
36
drawing a minimum Social Security
season.
. •
have started a nation* trend.
,.
benefit_ _am alsa &awing a_Suce_ s
Were -they abk:To co11éc casICW
Mellon did not offer a general cnt In
-benefit.
Security
I
plemental
Income
their sales the problem would not be so
prices, but it did sharply modify the
have been offered a part-time job and
great. But modern merchandising
formula used in calculating the cost of
am wondering if this would affect my
emphasizes deferred payments,
loans to small businesses, which it feels
benefits In any way. - P.N.
By SY RAMSEY
through credit cards or "buy now, pay
returned to Kentucky Sunday night to
ICET Director Leonard Press said at
are unduly hurt by current conditions.
The allowable earned income for
Associated Press Writer
after Christmas" plans.
face an accomplished fact.
Lexington that the main change in the
Under the formula, a small business'
Social Security recipients ages 65 and
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - They
"This we thought would cause a
Hellard said the math concern of his
continuing coverage will be "a little
loan charges, ordinarily based on the
over is $4,000. This will be raised to
won't be tearing out seats from the
Major
crunch
for
agency is that there will be no comthese
people,"
three
more orientation" for the viewing
said
prime rate plus one, two or
$4,500 in 1979. As long as you keep your
legislative galleries as they planned in
Ford. They were, he said, among the
puters available the first two weeks of
public.
percentages points, will begin instead
annual earnings below $4,000 you would
order to install _new ones for the 1980
most loyal of Mellon's custornera.
December.
He indicated there were complaints
/
4 points below,prime.
from a base 11
receive no reductions in your Social special session.
"good, long-term customers who don't
The computers enable the LRC to
last time that there was a lack of
At announcement time, -Mellon's
Security benefit. If you exceed the
"We dpn't'know how long the work
shop around."
and
commentary
draw up and keep track of legislation in
necessary
prime rate was 10% percent, meaning a
$4,000 limit, $1.00 for every $2.00 you go
will take," said Vic Hellard, director of
Some of them have been corning to
record time.'
background during legislative speeches
small business might pay 11% percent
over will be deducted from your Social the Legislative Research Commission.
Mellon for so many years, said Ford,
This will have to be done temporarily
and maneuvers.
to 13% percent. The new formula
Security
benefit.
And we don't want construction going
"you come to have a close personal
on a manual basis because the state
Press indicated KET would have
/
4, making the
dropped the base to 91
for
The
Supplemental
requirements
on during the special session."
involvement with them." The
computer operation is being moved into
difficulties, too, coping with the sur/
4 percent.
/
4 percent to 121
charge 101
Security Income vary from state to
Like everyone else, the LRC, which
relationship, he said, is not "deal by
a new building next month.
prise session, to the extent it might
Immediately following the Nov. 14
state but generally any additional in- handles the
deal."
It
technical details of a
continues.
Hellard said that "we're looking at
to rent equipment which now is in
have
announcement the telephone began
come will affect your Supplemental legislative session,
Will it cost Mellon? "No question, in
was caught unother options," but it appears a lot
for
plailsprojects.
ovnerother
ringing, as other banks throughout the
Security Income in some way. Earning prepared when
the short run," said Ford at first, but
U.Gov. Thelma Stovall
More time and some additional percountry sought to learn the premise and
Hellard
and
his
staff met Monday td
too much could also totally eliminate it. summoned the
then he amended the answer. "We're
lawmakers into special
sonnel will be required to process the
go over
procedures of Mellon's move.
n
next month and
-year-old session for
63
I
am
HEARTLINE:
a
Dec. 11.
not losing money," he said, but the
bills without computers.
A couple of days later Craig Ford,
thereafter if necessary.
woman and am recently widowed.
She did so last Friday as acting
lower base rate, he pointed out, would
The average cost of a session, special
executive vice president for the
When my husband was alive, we governor
cut into profit.
during Gov. Julian Carroll's
or regular, was estimated by Hellard at
metropolitan region, was. still extraveled quite a bit. Now that he's gone, absence from
WRITE TO POLITICIANS, The long-term gains are obvious, of
the state. Carroll
about $8,000 to $9,000 a day, including
plaining the move. It was 6:30 p.m.,
I just can't imagine going to different
As
a service to our readers, The
course,
of
the
in
expenses
the
cementing of business
the $100 daily pay and
hardly a banker's hour, but no rarer an
Times
to
travel
But
I
would
places
like
alone.
&
Ledger
Murray
relationships. And, Ford concedes, "it
100 House and 38 Senate members.
event than the price cut.
addresses
I
become
the
had
a
some
way
publishes
if
to
periodically
has
official
might help us when we visit other
One question which no
""The premise is very simple," he
acquainted with people on my route
of the state and federal elected
customers."
answered yet is whether the General
said. "Our office managers in conprevious to each trip. Is there any way I
representatives serving our area.
working
Therefore,
0 thou son of man, speak
Assembly, if it postpones a
versations with small business people,
can go about doing this? - I.O.
LEVEL
FEDERAL
unto the house of Israel: Thus shall ye
session for weeks after convening Dec.
*se with less than $1.5 million of
Many senior clubs offer pen pal clubs
or representative
senator
Any
speak,
saying, U our transgressions
11, will continue to receive daily pay
insets, found they were being hurt
through the
as part of their service. You could
reached
be
may
and our stns be upon us, and we pine
and expenses while not meeting daily,
severely."
switchboard, 2027224• check around your area to see if this
congressional
away
In them, how shall we then live?
Dear Editor,
though technically in session.
The damage to them, he said, was
type of club exists.
3121.
.
- Ezekiel 33:10.
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God
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Sen.
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Building Washingtorr,-3327
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His
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20510
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living.
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and transportation committees, based
"A company of this size has no
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
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support us.
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financing alternative,". said Ford.
4107 Dirksen Building
would
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Sincerely,
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agenda
for
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special session call.
"There's no conuneecial paper-market
Murray Ledger & Times
Washington, D. C. 20510
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Editor
Hellard said, which means their
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
The Murray Ledger & Times is published
Dear Editor:
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Washington, D. C. 20515
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McCarthy Addicted
To Morphine, News
Columnist Claims

Jailer Says He Feared For
His Life After Abduction
ELIZABETHTOWN, Ky.
,- AP i — Hardin County Jailer
Marshall Heady said he
feared for his life after being
abducted by a county jail
' prisoner.
"I was just thinking about
what I a as going to do to get
away the first chance I got."
Heady said aftei he was
released unharmed Tuesday.
'
I
,•,„•
.. -I was pretty sure when we
got to Where we were going he
• would shoot me."
The prisoner, identified as
J.W. Childs, 25, of Louisville,
was back in custody about an
hour after Heady was abducted, according to state
;'`...; police. Authorities said he was
e charged with unlawful irn•:.7: prisonment in the first degree,
escape.
wanton
en-..-:
ciangerment,
armed robbery'
..-.
;:-:- and theft.
:,::;:i‘ A dispatcher at the
Elizabethtown state police
..1....•
, post said (2hilds, being held on
--„.17-an armed robbery charge,
.was taken by Heady to the
.::* ;county health clinic for
1;treatment Tuesday afternoon.
„- I After beiog treated, Childs
:;allegedly grabbed a nurse and

t

'.-...z

NEW

a

tint!
the nem removed
hand"vat'at
•

gun.-

"He told me to drive to
Louisville," Heady said. "We
heard on my ( police ) radio
that they were looking for my
car." So the abductor made
Heady stop in front of a store
in
the man
stole another car, Heady said.
The two continued to drive
toward Radcliff.

Longview, where

As Childs and the manager

entered the manager's van, a

linen truck pulled into the
parking lot and C'hilds ordered
the restaurant manager and
the truck driver to enter the
truck, police said.

Meanwhile, the waitress
had managed to free herself
and .telephoned Radcliff
police. A squad investigating
Heady gave the escapee his an accident near the
gun, and the prisoner threw restaurant answered the call
his jacket over it, pointed it at. and pulled into the parking lot
Heady and forced the puler - as the truck was leaving.
back into his car.
The restaurant manager
from
After arriving in Radcliff, and truck driver jumped
Childs
and
truck
the
police said, Childs told the
jailer lo pull in behind a surrendered, police said.
restaurant; the two entered
Childs was returned to the
the building through the back Hardin County jail Tuesday
door and found the restaurant night.
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Snack

Crackers
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59

Del Monte
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Purina Moist a Chewy

Dog Food

Bag

handicapped

2/89'

150ct

Potato Chips

111
71EIC

Han-

dicapped

5119

Prtngies

13 Oz.

-system is in -substantial
noncompliance" with a
federal law on the education of
handicapped children, according to a study to be
released Monday by the
Louisville and Jefferson
County Human Relations
Commission.
As many as 15,000 students
in the school system are affected by provisions of The
Education for All
Children Act.
/
Congress passed the law in
1975 to improve educational opportunity for

Fur is tor fan Brown boot buckles around tut cult
Durable lug bottom insures steady steps

Dish Liq.
Del
racial Tissue
Lowry
Shells

513

Jefferson Board
In 'Noncompliance'
With Fedeal Law
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) —
The Jefferson County school

A. Trek around in these Isghtweight S warm blue nylon
?limn boots Acc41.1% Cowes sna sottve traction sole
make Mem tun se well as functional

628 Central Shopping Center

the Federal Bureau of Narcotics,
according
to
Washington columnist Maxine
Chesire.
In the current issue of
Ladies Home Journal, the
columnist quotes agents of the
bureau as saying McCarthy
regularly obtained his morphine through a druggist near
the White House.
She also quotes them as
saying Harry Anslinger,
commissioner of the bureau
for 30 years, authorized their
filling of the prescriptions.
According to Miss Cheshire,
Anslinger agreed to make the
Morphine available because
McCarthy's addiction
presented a
this country."
In her story, which has been
criticized
the late senator,
the columnist also wrote that
drugs have become standard
fare at Washington parties
where
politicians
and
diplomats make up the lists of
guests and partakers.
The White House and
foreign embassies — involved
in drug trafficking -- have not
been exempt from the trend,
according to the columnist.
A White House press officer
declined comment without
first seeing the article.

oreyss
o
St
F
ijolANT

'grave threat to

••••■•

13

YORK (AP) - The

late Sen. Joseph McCarthy
%Ms a morphine addict whose
habit was financed for
then national
security- reasons by

held
table knife to her manager and& waitress.
Childs "handcuffed the
throat, ordering Heady to
jailer to a metal rack and tied
hand over his gun:
'1 couldn't shoot ?UM:* - the waitress te a chair,
Heady-said. "I started to,
money from an open
didn't want to hurt
safe and directed the manager'
He told he me he'd At her
to lock up and leave by a rear
throat if I didn't
--Saar," the police dispatcher
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Right To Aid Systems Buy Land
By HtiRBF:RT SPARROW
Associated Press Willer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)The Kentucky School Building
Authority apparently has the
power to help local school
Mitilett bUy iatid l'Or
buildings. But the group may
decide not to exercise that

Should She Tattle
n—Bossis Prattle?
By Abigail Van Buren

*right.

197114 ChKupo T.bi.m.-iV %sus Send Inc

The authority Was created
by
the 1978 General Assembly
DEAR ABBY:! have a terrific job as assistant to the head
help local school districts
to
and
here
only
months
firm.
I've
been
three
of a professional
facilities. There had
build
love it.
been some question as the
My boss gets frequent calls from women who are in
group began to organize about
reality his girlfriends.
I know for a fact that he is divorced. His ex-wife phones
whether it could help a district
him -and he calls her often to discuss their children. They
buy land for a school building.
have a friendly and even Close relatniship.
Assistant Attorney General
I have heard my boss tell his girlfriends that he is only
Robert Chenoweth told the
separated, and that his wife will never give him a divorce.
authority's acting director
• He is aware that "have heard him lying, and he's asked
Arnold Guess, in an opinion
me to answer_ no questions about his personal life. I never
Tuesday, that the
released
have.
I feel that by not volunteering the truth I am IvingIMY-—authority could help buy land.
Chenoweth said he saw
mother thinks I should quit my job and tell my boss why. I
where there could be some
don't think I could ever get a job I like as much, and I don't
want to quit. My mother and 1 have agreed to follow your
confusion since the emphasis
advice.
in the law appeared to be on
CONFUSED
constructing or -working on
school buildings and not the
DEAR CONFUSED: It is not your place as an employee
real property on which they
to volunteer the facts to interested girlfriends concerning
are located.
your boss's private life.
However, Chenoweth said
But if you feel that you are lying by withholding the truth,
that in the definition of project
and your conscience can't handle it, quit.
in the law there is a reference
DEAR ABBY: Last month our teen-age daughter ran off
to other school property
and got married. She realized within two weeks that it was a
related statutes. He said one
terrible mistake and came home.
statute in particular "goes to
We succeeded in having the marriage annulled and are
the acquisition of school
now trying to live down the embarrassing episode. We don't
sites;"
care to discuss it with anyone, but this is a small town and
we believe site
news of this kind travels fast. When people ask us for the
"details." what should we tell them?
EMBA'RRASs'ED IN IOWA

_acquiatiop cost is a factor the
Kentucky School Building
Authority may rightfully
evaluate in considering school
districts
projects,''
Chenoweth said.
The
TcTcoV"fling
Authority was scheduled to
meet today and may vote on
whether to include site
acquisition in its projects.
However, an advisory committee of local school
superintendents has gone on
record as opposing the use of
the authority's money for land
acquisition.
The
Legislature
appropriated 87 million to the
authority for debt service on
about $85 million in bonds. The
authority will begin issuing
bonds
for
construction
projects next July.
The group was also expected to continue work today
on developing a formula to
assign priorities for funding of
projects. Guess said the
authority hopes tb have the
formula, which will be based
on need adjusted for local
effort and student growth, by
January.
The attorney general's
office also said Tuesday that
interest earned on funds
deposited in the state treasury
on behalf of the Department of
_ Fish and Wildlife Resources
must be credited to the game
--

and fish fund. ,
The gate has been investing
all money in the treasury not
required for current expenditure in overnight and
ekend short-term deposits.
The money has included game
and fish funds, but the interest
has been credited to the
general fund.
The fish and game fund is
used to administer state laws

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)U.S. District Judge Charles
Allen has scheduled a Dec. 7
hearing on the final enimpact
v i r)n m en t a I
statement for Taylorsville
lake.
Allen said Tuesday that he
scheduled the hearing to give
plaintiffs in a suit that has
halted construction on the
$88.6 million project a ehance
to present additional proof.
The judge said the plaintiffs
had raised the questions of
whether the environmental
statement
had
impact
provided, 'satisfactory
assurances.
The 6,300-acre lake project
was proposed more than 12
years ago, but has been tied up
in court most of that time.
The U.S. Army Corps of

DEAR ABBY: My dearest friend talks about 'hee two
grandchildren constantly! Not only that, but she always
drags her daughter and grandchildren along with her
-whenever she visits or is-invited out socially. Daughter and
children always seem th pop up at Mom's whenever Mom
has company.
The grandchildren are cute, but they are always "on" and
their m-other and grandmother encourage them to be the
center of attention.
I resent having toddlers underfoot when I plan to relax
and socialize with adults.
Abby, don't you think that young mother should take her
little ones and socialize with the diaper crowd where they
can all enjoy the cute antics and baby talk?
A TIME FOR ADULTS

and regulations protecting
wild animals and comes from
the sale of licenses and fines.
Deputy Attorney General
Thomas Jacobs said he agreed
with the department that the
-date-Ian Setting up the fund
says it can be used for no other
purpose than enforcing the
game laws. Thus interest
earned on the money can only
be placed in the fund.

Engineers has bought most of
the land needed for the lake
and has constructed a
spillway and towel. at the(Wm
site neat Taylorsville.

Frankfort Man Is
Arrested In Series
Of Fires Last Week
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP)A Frankfort man was arrested
Tuesday in connection with a
series of fires last week in the
state capital, including a blaze
at the historic Todd-Lindsey
House.
Police said Walter Perkins
Jr., 20, was charged with
arson and criminal mischief.
He is being held in the
Franklin County Jail.
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seafood

Savings & Loan Association

Open Thanksgiving

DEAR TIME: Yes. But you are addressing your complaints to the Ivrea( person. If you want results, tell your
dearest friend in yoer most diplomatic manner what you've
told ses,

D's,

Security Federal

sportiog GOOdg

CONFIDENTIAL TO "ANYONE FOR WHOM IT IS
NOT YET TOO LATE": The gestation period of a mother's
advice is anywhere from one week to 50 years. Losing one's
mother before haying thanked her for the many precious
things she taught you is one of life's greatest tragedies.
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By ANITA WEBB
EDITOR'S NOTE: Ms. deductible and after that file a
Webb is a professional bill each time you receive
at medical services. Holding
consultant
relations
Life. your bills until the end of the
Metropolitan
Metropolitan administers the year may result in failure to
Medicare Part B Program for file a claim because the bill
may become misplaced or you
the State of Kentucky.
"Why- canIt I get faster may strnply-not remember
payment from Medicare" is a that you had expenses to file.
Also, year-end filings are
question frequently asked by
those on Medicare. We, at not paid as quickly because
medicare agree that prompt the seasonable backlog of
payment is one of the most claims delays payments.
Your physician can help you
important concerns to those
who file claims. Yet, it is a file Medicare claims. We
fact that the majority of suggest you ask the billing
properly filed claims can be clerk at your Doctor's office to
file the claim or assist in filing paid within two weeks.
A claim With only one bill is your claim. Feel free to
processed faster than a claim contact the Metropolitan
with many bills. For this Medicare Office at 1218
Road,
reason, we urge filing a claim Harrodsburg
when you have enough ex- Lexington, 40504, or call toll
pease to meet the $60.00 free ii'" 9255.

Lake Hearing Scheduled

DEAR EMBARRASSED: Don't tell them anything. Your
friends won't ask. And your enemies won't believe you
anyway.

Captain

Ask Us
About Medicare-

s
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By TONY WILSON
• Sports Editor
FANCY FARM, Ky. —
There 13 such a thing as the
hame Mid advantage, then
there is the Fancy Farm High
school Gymnasium. It can
take a 2-4 basketball team and
transform it into, well, at least
a good team.
The CaUolinfy'County boys,
leading just 33-29 at the half,
outscored the hosts 21-10 in the
third quarter and coasted to a
71-61 victory over the Gophers
Tuesday night.
"That's the worst place to
play, except for Farmington,
that I know of," said Calloway
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The takers' Kenny McCuiston has a shot rejected by Fancy
Farm's Mike Elliott in Tuesday night's 71-61 Calloway County
victory. The win evened the takers record at 1-1.

saw his team even its record
at 1-1 after a 47-42 loss to Hickman County last week.
The Lakers have a week off
before another road game —
at Farmington, of course —
Nov. 22. "I'm glad we're
getting these two out of the
way,"said Hargrove.
Fancy Farm had defeated
only Wingo and Sedalia before
last night, but the victory over
the latter had come at home.
And in the only other game
Fancy Farm had hosted,
Hickman County barely
escaped 49-41.
The Gophers took a quick 128 lead over the Lakers, which
immediately set the 600 or so
'fans — a full house — stomping. • The crowd was within
two feet of the playing floor,
but not 'on all sides. On each
end, the players had a good 28
inches before meeting the
wall. Anyone diving for a loose

Gibson Axed After Fumble Results In NY Loss
By the'Associated Press
Garrett, to mastermind the cording to the game's official
With a friend like this, John Giants' defense. What hap- statistical sheet, were:
McVay might well wonder, pened was that other National
"Grogan falls down with
who aeeds enemies?
Football League teams looked ball, no gain."
McVay's friend, Bob Gib- at the Giants' defense and saw
"Grogan falls down with
son, was offensive coordinator a welcome mat. For every ball, no gain."
of the New York Giants until four touchdowns the Giants
"Grogan falls down with
Joe Pisarcik ricocheted the scored, the opposition scored ball, no gain."
ball off Larry Csonka's hip five. These days the defense is
In Giants Stadium, Pisarcik
and into, Herm Edwards' respectable — but the offense would have had to fall down
hands last Sunday. • .
seems to go nowhere_
with the ball just once. But he
lay was Gibson's final
"I think what I did, John ignored the shouting in the
p y, and the final act of a did. I made a few bad moves, huddle, the demands of his
mah who, it appears, really putting the wrong people in teammates that he
fill on the
didn't know what he was doing charge," Webster said as he ball, and loyally went with the
With_rs and. O's on the_
--play_whieirCiihson had sentin.=
blackboard and with Pisarcik dismissal.
and Jerry Golsteyn at querWebster eventually stepped
terthick.
down and his assistants, Russian Team '
In these days of multiple Garrett among them, were
offenses__ and sophisticated raartad.-With Giboe-i's firing, Completes
defenses, Gibson's idea of an the guillotine would seem to be
Victory
offense
was
roughly poised over McVay's head. With 81-79
something like -off-tackle It's more likely, though, that
By the Associated Press
run, off-tackle run, short he'll be back next year.
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. Pass."
But don't look for Golsteyn Sergei lovaisha scored on a
But he was McVay's friend, or Pisarzik when training lay-in with 58 seconds
and when people become head camp opens next year. The remaining in the second
coaches br politicians or Giants have given up on Jerry overtime Tuesday night /o
corporate executives, for that the was third on their depth give the touring Russian
• matter), friends tend to show chart last Sunday behind Nationals an 81-79 exhibition
up on sidelines, in am- Unused Randy Dean and basketball • victory over
bassadorships and in vice there's a pretty good chance Arkansas.
presidencies.
they'll shop around or draft
The Razorbacks had taken a
It was a sort of mirror for a replacement for Joe, too. 79-77 lead on Alan Zahn's 25image of Alex Webster's days
Gibson's conservative Or. foot jumper with 2:14
as head coach, when he fense early in a game usually remaining.
brought along a friend, Jim led to a catch-up offense late
Anatoli Mishkin evened
•
in a game. On occasion, things . with a layup on an
though, it was the Gianti Who alleyoop pass with 1:
led
as they did 17-12 with remaining before the teams
less than half a minute to go in took turns scrambling untir
Sunday's game against liavaisha hit the winner.
—
Philadelphia.
Mishkin led all scorers with
The Murray High Tiger
If Gibson had been watching 26 points and also bad 10
football banquet will be held at a game not too many miles assists. Sidney Moncrief had
the
Colonial
House away at Shea Stadium, he 24 for the Hogs.
Smorgasbord Nov. 30 at 6:,30 would have seen how a
U.S. Reed added 15 for
p.m.
professional runs out the Arkansas and Steve Schell
The banquet is to honor the clock. With New England had 14 before exiting with a
1978-- Tiger-football gitayer'S. leading-the New York Jets 19- 'ilighTliiMrained ankle.in the
and the public is invited to 17, Patriots' quarterback second half.
attend.
Steve Grogan had the ball on
It was the final game of an
Murray State head football his 20-yard line with about half American tour for the
coach Mike Gottfried will be a minute to go.
Russians, who finished with a
the featured speaker.
The final three plays, ac- 9-4 record.

Tiger Football

ball on one sideline had to
keep an eye out for the stage
— made of brick — as well as
thkbaft.
Ricky Garland, who finished
with 19 points and a whopping
21 rebounds, hit a 12400ter
and two free throws to pull his
team even at 12-12. He had just
four field goals, but sank 11 of
14 foul shots.
As a team,Calloway hit 25 of
32 from the charity stripe,
enabling it to maintain its
sizeable margin in the second
half as Fancy Farm became
desperate.
"We played well, but we
could never put them away,"
grav_e_ __Callawaysai
broke open the tight first-half
contest by outscoring the hosts
19-6 in the first seven and onehalf minutes of the third
quarter.
Craig Rogers, who came off
the bench to score 16 points,
sparked the outburst, sinking
three from twenty feet during
the stretch.
"This is the kind of game we
are going to have to have if we
are to win," said Hargrove.
-Fancy Farm had five good
starters, but their bench was
weak. I think thats whpee_we
beat them."
6-2 sophomore David
Cohoon was the game's
second-leading scorer with 18,
including 10 of 11 free throws.
He also pulled down 12 errant
shots
as
the
Lakers
outrebounded the Gophers 4731.
The contest was close
throughout in the first half.
The lead changed hands seven
times in the first two quarters,
but Calloway managed to take
it for good on Kenny Erwin's
basket with 1:23 left in the
half. Erwin's basket came off
a spectacular tip-in that
rallied the Laker fans and
pushed Calloway up 31-29.
Neither team could improve
its advantage to more than

SOUTHSIDE
STORE HOURS
_1-10 Mon-Sat.
10-1 Sian

PRICES GOOD
Friday 24
--41ereneFTwasilite0-

FRYERS
SUNFLOUR

MEAL

Sunflower
Meal

5 LB. BAG

FOLGERS

WIT11 510.00 ADDITIONAL
MIMS'EXCLUDING
RAINY OR TOBACCO

GERBER STRAINED

BUSH CHILLI NOT

1 LB. CAN

BEANS"

-

4 ROLL PK.

EAGLE BRAND COND.

MILK
PUNCH

ETERGENT

IGA

DUNCAN
HINES

SANDWICH
BREAD 240Z.

CAKE
MIX
ASSORTED FLAVORS
LIMIT 4

2/1"

PAMPERS

Security Federal

HARVEST QUEEN

Pays The Highest Allowed By Law

Us MOW
It n MI)

ISA FROZEN ORANGE
•

759 1234

3
CaSsurny 71, Fancy Fore Al
.1
fg (go
It
Ito
rb 0 tp
Ricky Garland
4
14
11
14
21, 1 •A 9
Pp wit('ahoon.
4
7
Craig Rogers
10
2
2
2
1 ../ 6
-Kenny McCuiston .
. 3
9
2
4
3 2 8
Kenny Erwin
2
2 . 0
0
6
j 4
Sorry Guthrie.
... 2
3
0
0
2
5
4
Scott Borrow
. I
3
0
0
0
I
2
Stan Rushing
0
1
. 0
01
1 . 0
Gory Emerson
0'
0
1
0
0 0 0
Totals
23
50
32
25
47 20 - 71
Fancy Form
. 21
51_,_ 17
25
38 31 61
Foncy Form — Mike Toone, ii, Mike Elliott, 10, Timmy Elliott, TO.
Pool Corrico, 8, Mike Hayden. 8. Joe Higdon, 6, Alan Block: 4; Paid
Hobbs, 0, Wolter Rowe,0
Calloway
17 16 21 17-71
Fancy Form
IS 14 10 22-61

Ricky Garland is defensed by Fancy Farm players in Calloway County's 71-61 victory over the Gophers last night. Garland led all
scorers with 19 points.
Staff Photo by Tony Wilson

.6 10 MesTburs
6.12 Friday
Clo4441-Sun d a y

Just Hemember

Savtrij' & Loan Associatioi

"We did some silly things in
tha fourth quarter," said.
Hargrove. "We had the big
/eatf; but were stITT committing far too many turnovers."
The Gophers outscored
Calloway 14-6 thereafter to
pull within 10 at the buzzer.
"Our inexperience still
showed in the fourth quarter
when we let them come back,"
he said. "But I'm pleased
overall. We bit the free throws
when we had to and didn't let
them really get back in it."

NORTNSIDE
STORE HOURS

Confused Over Savings
interest Rates?

Security Federal

three points. Garland hit two
free throws to up his team's
lead to 27-24 with .3:43 left in
the-seconittiarterT4mc-rner
Farm scored two quick
baskets to put it on top 28-27.
A Fancy Farm free throw
and a 'Rogers 22-footer
followed before Erwin's tip-in.
The game's biggest lead
came with three minutes to go
in the quarter. Garland sank
• the front end of a bonus free
throw to put the Lakers on top
65-47. From there on out it was
all Fancy Farm.

PAt.E 13 .4
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Mayfield's Moms
Named-TonCo
By the Associated Press
Louisville Ballard's Shep
LEXINGTON — Mayfield Hart leads a linebaclung corps
Coach Jack Moms, whose that Includes Jeff Bunch of
team defends its Class AA Boyd County and Dean Hall of
championship and 24-game East Carter.,
wituung.streak Friday ka4!..%
David BlackAlLiAliaville
Somerset, has been named 'Trinity was named to the
Kentucky high school football defensive backfield, along
coach of the year by The with'Steve Bird of Corbin and
A ssarlated Press.
Sebastian Curry of Manual.
-That's a pretty good tiiiii-Or" Butler County's David Tuck is
and I think it's a credit to our the punter. •
program and to our assistants.
Ray's coach, Wilson Sears,
They've done a pretty good described huri as "the kind of
yob," Morris said Tuesday in a player that other teams have
telephone interview from to negotiate when they come
Mayfield..
•
to play us. Those roles are
Morris, who has guided the normally reserved for running
Cardinals to a 12-0 record this backs."
season, was a runaway winner
Sears • said Ray's selection
for the coaching honor in the was - "quite a tribute---tdsportswriters and broadcasters..
He tops the AP All-State

team, which features Bowling
Green tight end Felton Ray
and Boone County running
back George Rudd, who
finished first and second,
respectively, in balloting for
24 first-team positions.
Ray, a 6-foot-2, 200-pound
senior, caught 17 passes for a
runoriented, veer offense
team and was the key blocker
in the Purples',firstling attack.
. Rudd, a second team
selection last year and the
only repeater on this year's
squad, rushed for more than
1.400 yards for the second
straight year.
Joining Ray on the offensive
line are --Bob Humble of
Owensboro Apollo, tackles
Fred .Ackiss of Lexington
Henry Clay and Mark Filburn
of Louisville Western, guards
Mike Brugh of Paintsville and
Kelly Gabbard of Danville,
- and center David- Burke of.
Henry Clay.
- Also chosen to the all-state
backfield
were Russell
quarterback Brent Muncy wad
a pair of 1,000-yard rushers —
Rodney Francis of Louisville
Manual and. Paintsville's B.J.
Ward.
The defen,.sive line features.
Paducah Tilgtunan's Richard
Abraham and Louisville
Butler's Darryl. Wimberly at
the ends, tackles David
Thompson of Louisville St.
Xavier, the ,only
underclassman selected, Tim
Roberts of Shelby County, and
middle guard Kent Fowler of
Louisville Fern Creek.

LA- Dean HAS E Larne, 64, 117,
Snow
011-David Ilet. Len Tnnity, 5411. 110
Sear.
DIII--Strat Bird. Corbin. 0-11, 170,
StanW.
DS---gabastian Curry, Loa Illaman. 6-0
MO. Senior
tes
-P-Darld Twit.
Samar
Amend Tam
Olisma
Eade-Uadasy Timm& los Southern
Ilandiasso. Ida Mori Clay
aad
Ilmblarkiiregia 1604 Remerse. ano

Suesits.u.
Gyarb-Tesig kyle. Los Dose, an°
Brad Sparta. Iloges11.
Ossatir-Nermanl.sr. Int Balboa
David.
Quarterback-40 OVA Mayfield
Running haekit-Wak McCombs,
Christian Co. TMVenalM,'Somerset.
Marco HeedeR.L.. Mort
Bakbansta.,DeselIere Co
Odom
Eada-Ilim tam, Ian Layette, and
Tarry lleselees. Pt Campbell
--le
David, awl Toil licliabia, IAN Ballard

The Five!
left to ri
and Tim
David Mi

playoffs and missed out on the
extra exposure.''
Boone County Coach Owen ,

Xavier.
Limirmbirs-Vincent Tucker, Paris;
Raid Homey. Samerast. 'Tony Harlan,
Temokinsville.
asive harks-Eddie Stmmons.
Hauck said Rudd "is one of the ak
Drand Madison: Washington Co
best I've ever coached" in -a-Haaseabk Mennen
Meese
26-year career.
Bisia-Dasne Flora. Mercer Co; Mark
"He's rushect_for over,4,500 Cbamisrs, Chnstan Co; David Wyatt.
Yards in his career, and he's Mayfield; lam Miller. FL Kam; Glen
Ftusseil Co. Wayland Hall,
averaging over five yards a WaShington Co, Angel Montano, St
Brohm,
DeSales; Jim Bonza
carry," Hauck said. "Tres a Xavier Ron
Corbin; Steve Clark, Ashland, Rand)
the Trent,
power runner and one
Henderson Co; Mitch Julian,
most valuable players on our Russell; Tun Gross, Heath, Mark
Wallace. Woodford Co, Terry Phillips
team,that's for sure."
Nelson Co; Byron Bell. Laurel Co.
Tackles-Andrew Linnet, Washington
Co; Richard Adams, Southern; Jim Dyer.
Caldwell Co: Bert Shesnwell, Christian Co;
John Ale:Lander. Heath; Banal Holbrook,
Boyd Co; Jeff Roy, Russell; Brian Fox.
Here is the 11711 Associated Press
Meade Co: Chip . Combs, Harrodaburg,
Keaton's' high acimil all-state football
TiM_Seeley, Breclapridie Coi_ Joey_
position
by
with
hand
Mei
Owen
team,
Clarlstol. Fern Creek; Victor Rhea,
%tight, might Ned dem
Wheelwright; Bill Singord. Breathitt Co,
PleaTerit
Scott Ss.,GS
Ca: Willie Rice,
Elizabethtown; B111 Botts, Erlanger
6-2,
NO.
Green.
Bay.
Bowling
6-1Pelles
Lloyd, Craig Schenker, Newport Cath.
Ballard; Dela Boyd, Paris.
E-lish Humble, Owensboro Apollo, 64.
Giants-Mike Pignut, Berry Clay;
MO, Solar
Lou Etallew, Rich Madison: Morrell
Clay.
6-6,
Lax
Henry
7-nod Annum
Moore, Somerset; James Hanson,
241, Smaior.
Chnatian Co: Tony Eatheely, Bawling
T-Igart Fawn, Lou Western, 6-3,730,
Green; Mark Barnes. Caldwell Co, Join
Seder.
Kent, E Harthn, Rich Franciant, Corbin;
G-illke Brugh. Paintsville, 6-2. 15t,
Mark Privette. Ft. Knot; DOM Jean,
Seabee,
Meads Co; Bill Rem', Many Dan
Gabbard. Danville. 541. 1*
Pabigia, Zrriss; Darre.lakkorn
Senior.
(=kr Berm IRIIPMEikOpimslieren Dare
C-Orsid Bic*, Lee Henry Clay, 6-2:
Mint, Addis* Pat filmpira, liopkinrn,Smite.
maim Paid
Fdbm CRY; Bin
Aius...Elueseil,
116.
BarNIL law0); Larry Milk Trinio
Senior
Mehl.
BOMB
AIM
Girl
R5-George Rid& Boone Co, 6-1. 110,
Cumbira--3511 Unbind& Priam Co;
Senior
Ahmed Castaik rt: Campbell: Greg Horn,
RB-Rodney Franca, Lou Manual, 14.
Wilissbmg; Bart Thoommi. • Defines;
216, Senior
rn City:Bre Greensiate.
Jim liatON.
RB-B J Ward, Paintsrtile. 6-0. 110.
Gnaw Ce; l'key Hart11-irtity.
Senior
Quarterbacks-Mark Matthews.
K-Gary Nussbaum, Beechwaxi 540,
Woodford Co; Mike Cohn, Barren Co;
110 Sensor
Steve Boyd, Meade Co; Denny Nash.
Defame
Bishop David; ,David LeMaster, PaintE-Richard Abrahatn, Pad Tilghman. emin; Greg &Mom, Bowifng Green; Al
1 135, Senior'
Nagy,Irt. Rasp.
E-Darrell Witribeely. Lou Butler, 64.
Becks-War Dam.Garrard Co; Dal
Back, 11restint Co; Don leetdate, rt.
Campbell; Gm Parks, Harrodsburg; Dan
Carouthers, fkowding Green; Neel
mums, Caldirell Co; Greg Hawkins,
Mayfield; Marcos Moss, Mayfield; Greg
wilaik Death; David Yam,Bardstown;
Willems, Pt Um: Bill Valentine.
LB--flhop Bart, Lou Ballard. 6-0, as,
Made ak ado Rateber, Butler Co:
Pampaim, .Gritiase Coi., Craig
--o
Ser
LikB-Jalf Bunch. Boyd Co. 0-2, as,
1)
11.111- Basedgneidge Co; Keith Akin..
Senior.
DaM.

a

Four Murray State gridders were selected as Ali-Ohio Volley Conference firstteam selections Monday. From left are offensive guard Don Hutchinson,
defensive tackle Bruce Martin and tight end David Thomas. Danny lee John-

son, who rushed for 1,217 yards, was named the OVC Offensive Player-OfThe-Year. Quarterback Mike Dickens and defensive sack Glen Jones were
Staff Photos by Ten Wilson
second-team picks.

A Truck In High Gear

All-State Selections

Jazz' Robinson Scores 51 To Stop New Jersey 140-118
-BrAtEX-BACHARE
AP Sports Writer

The book on Truck Robinson
is that he's a great inside
player, virtually unstoppable
around the basket. Give the

rugged New Orleans forward
the outside shot, the book
says, but don't let him work
inside.
Well, it may be time to
rewrite the book.

Cowboys, Broncos
Tabbed By Picker
By the Associated Press,
Traditionally, profeasional
football games are divided
into four.periods, each lasting
15 minutes. So how come the
Dallas Cowboys keep insisting
on playing only the last three
quarters?
Not-even the vaunted Dallas
computer ,has been able la
figure out why the Cowboys
have been outscored 69-21 in
the opening periods of their 12
games this season. For the
last three ,quarters, Dallas
holds a commanding 248-99
point edge.
The slow starting-fast
finishing Coewboy offense goes
Against

Detroit quarterback .Gary
Danielson moved the Lidns to
328 total yards against
Oakland but the Lion defense
came up short. Expect the
same thing to happen 'against
the Broncos.

Robinson, shooting mostly New York Knicks defeated the
from ,15-18 feet, hit on 20 of 26 Detroit Pistons 96-79, the
shots from the field — in- Phoenix Suns edged the
cluding 12 in a row starting in Cleveland Cavaliers 110-108,
the second period, many of the Milwaukee Bucks blasted
them bank shots — en route to the Portland Trail Blazers 123a career-high 51 points as the 93, the Indiana Pacers
New Orleans Jazz ended a trimmed the San Antonio
fivegame losing streak by Spurs 108-103 and the Atlanta
beating the New Jersey Nets Hawks beat the San Diego
Clippers 113-107.
140-118 Tuesday night.
Warriors 115,76ers 105
Robinson's 51 points were
John Lucas stored 35 points,
the most by any NBA player
this season, surpassing the 46 handed out 17 assists and
posted by San Antonio's made five steals in leading the
George Gervin and New Warriors to their sixth victory
York's Spencer Haywood in seven road games this
season.
earlier.
Elsewhere, the Golden State Al Attles.
Warriors • beat
the
Kplcks 96, Pistons 79
Philadelphia 76ers 115-105, the
New York scored 38 points

in the final period to pull away
from the Pistons and raise its
record to 5-0 since Red
Holzrnan replaced Willis Reed
as coach. New York has
allowed 100 points or less in
each of those five games, and
Detroit's 79 points equalled
the lowest of the season in the
NBA.

KIDNEY DANGER SIGNALS.
SUCH'AS ElACKACRU GETTING
UP NIGHTS
rMay %arm of (urn (Jona! ,th,,
ders - "Danger Ahead." Help
nature FLUSH kidneys and
REGULATE . passage uith
gentle BUKETS. Feel GOOD
again or your 69e back in 12
hours! NOW at. Holland Snug
Co.
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Broncos 21, Lions 10
'Speaking of offenses.
Denver's
isn't. - exai tly
. devastating:

Information
Regarding

For
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Last ye
regarded
team laugh
the NCAA
fering a s
punch by
Wildcats.
The Blue
take thing:
season, n<
starting 'ou
ranking in tl
Like Kent

the Blue De.
their top bil

Redskins Thursday in_au NFC
second half of
'National
Football League's traditional
Tharrksgi v rss
Day
doubleheader. In the other
game, Denver, sharing the'
AFC West lead- with Oakland,
takes on the Detroit Lions.
Last weekend's 10-4 raised
the season mark to 100-67 for
.599.
- The holiday picks:
Cowboys 24, Redskins 14 ,
Roger Staubach and Co. owe
this one to the Redskin defense
that embarassed the-Cowbioys
on national television Oct. -2, ,
winning1-5 and holding Dallas.
without a touchdown for the
first time since Nov. 7, 1976.
. The Cowboys gained 309 yards
in that game, marching up
and down the field but never
,crossing the Washington goal
ine.
That victOry, constructed —
*round three Mark Moseley. .
field goals, thrust the Redskins into a 2-game lead in the
NYC East. That bulge nas
melted and now the two teams
are tied for the top, both at
__
Both tearns_wilLbe without_
key players. Dallas has lost
running
hack
Robert
Newhouse with a .broken leg,
meaning a heavier burden on
1,000-yard man Tony Dorsett
and more playing time for
swingrnan Presfon pearson.
Washington has lost defensive
tackle Diron Talbert for the
season with a knee injury.
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Whitaker Grabs Rookie
Of Year Honors-In-AL
batting average and 58 runs Perienced, even though we're downs than me."
Whitaker is the third Tiger
batted in. He teamed with still ailed rookies."
Molitor agreed in kind that to win the award, but the
Trammell to give the Tigers
- NEW YORK — Lou one of the best double-play the BBWAA had selected the. second in three years. Mark
Whitaker, the classy, con- combinations in the game in right man. Chosen as the AL's Fidrych won in 1976 and
Rookie of the Year by a Harvey Kuenn was the last to
fident second baseman of the 1978.
Detroit Manager Ralph leading national sports win before that in Detroit, in
,Detroit Tigers, was named the
. American League's Rookie of Houk had said somewhat publication earlier this year, '1953.
reflected
that
iae Year today by the prophetically during the Molitor
Though struggling through
Whitaker should have won the an occasional slump, Molitor
Baseball Writers Association season:
finished with a .273 average.
of kmerica,
"If Lou gets Rookie of the award instead.
"Whitaker was more con- Lansford hit .294 and TramYear, he should split it- with
Whitaker won the annual Alan."
sistent than I was," Molitor mell .268, while Gale posted a
Ford C. Frick Award in a
said. "He had less ups and 14-8 mark with Kansas City.
The 21-year-old Whitaker
runaway, polling 21 of 28
possible votes from the BB- showed uncommon poise for a
WAA.
Paul
Molitor, rookie, once drawing this
Milwaukee's fine infielder, remark from Houk:
"He plays every day and
was a distant' second in the
doesn't choke. And you'll find
voting with three ballots,
that that's unusual for a
Californ,ia infielder Carney rookie."
Lansford finished third with
Whitaker agreed that -histwo votes and Kansas City
pitcher Rich Gale and first major league season ran
Whitaker's teammate, pretty smoothly for him.
"Playing baseball is very
shortstop Alan Trammell,
-were tied for fourth with one easy for me," he said at one
point near the end of the year.
vote apiece.
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer

The flyers of the Murray Soccer Association finished with a 4-0-1 record and copped the post-season tournament. Bottom-row,
left to right, ore Jason Sammons, Brett thristianson, Brian Schell, Shane Morris, Jeff Summerville, Chad Lawson, T. J. Gradishire
and Tim Armstrong. Second row are Chris Burpoe, Jamey Armstrong, Pot Rowland, Tony Cloys, Bobby Harris, Jim Baker and
David McDowell. In back are coaches Steve Sammons and Bruce Christianson.

Host Of Teams Silo' uld Compete
For Basketball Championship
By the Associated Press
It's time for Bill Foster to
get serious.
Last year, his lightlyregarded Duke basketball
team laughed all the way to
the NCAA finals before suffering a sobering knockout
punch by the Kentucky
Wildcats.
The Blue Devils 'might not
take things so lightly this
season, now that they're
starting out with the No. 1
ranking in the country.
Like Kentucky before them,
the Blue Devils must live up to
their top billing from the start.
And like Kentucky, they may
have the talent to do it.
The players who won applause for their blazing style
and admiration for their
lighthearted approach are all
back — including the
ubiquitous Gene Banks, who
prophetically stated after last
year's finals:
"Well, at least we'll be No. 1
next year."
That, of course, will
eventually depend on how
Banks, Mike Gminski and Jim
Spanarkel and Co. can handle
the pressure in the tough
Atlantic Coast Conference.
There, the Blue Devils must
face competition in a league
recognized as one of the
o g
n
Virtually everyone in the ACC
is stronger this year, with the
possible exception of North
Carolina. which _ lost the
redoubtable Phil Ford.
Banks at forward and
Gminski at center are two of
the very best at their positions
in what most certainly looks
like the Year of the

Sophomore
in
college
basketball.
Another good one is Earvin
"Magic" Johnson, the passing
wizard who led Michigan State
to the Big -Ten championship
last season. Johnson alone
makes the Spartans a
palpable threat on the national
scene and the foremost team
in a league that many consider
as strong as any in the country
this season.
There would seem to be
almost as Many contenders in
the Big Ten as there are
members., Along
with
Michigan State and its
magical guard, the competitive teams there include
arch-rival Michigan, Indiana,
Ohio State and Illinois,
Minnesota, with one of the
best recruiting crops in the
country, and • Purdue —
coached by incoming Lee
Rose — also are worth'watching.
Notre Dame features
another of the nation's most
celebrated sophomores —
forward Kelly Tripucka. As a
freshman, Tripucka was instrumental in leading the Irish
into the Final Four last
season. And Digger Phelps'
team could be there again this
year, with an outstanding
collection of frontcourt
-01ayersind plenty-or-depth: In Darnell Valentine, the
Kansas Jayhawks have
another highly-prized
--sophomo•re,- making T
Owens' team the Big One in
the Big Eight. The Jayhawks
reportedly had the best
recruiting year in the conference this season.
,.Meanwhile, Kentucky's fall

from national power i's
inevitable with the loss of four
of its top six players„ Yet the
Wildcats might-have enough
to hold their own in the
weakened Southeastern
Conference.
The SEC Will be as balanced
as it ever has been, with
Mississippi State and big man
Ricky Brown; rated a good
chance to supplant Kentucky
as league champion. New
coaches abound this year in
the -SEC, with Mississippi
State, Georgia, Tenn_essee and
Auburn all presenting new
faces.
The other member, of last
year's Final Four, Arkansas,
is in a position similar to
Kentucky's — suffering
irreplaceable losses in Ron
Brewer and Marvin Delph.
The Razorbacks might have to
take a back seat to Texas, the

class of the Southwest Conference, Witty Abe Lemons'
sharpshooters, led by Jim
Krivacs, won the National
Invitation Tournament last
year.
In the Pacific-10 Conference,, UCLA once again
rates as the favorite — and not
only because of its lustrous
history. In David Greenwood,
the Bruins have one of
America's top forwards. The
defending league champions
will probably be pressed by
crosstown rival Southern Cal,
Washington State, Oregon
State and newcomer Arizona.
Fullerton State, the Cinderella team in last--ye r
NCAA- playoffs, has four
regulars back for the Pacific
Coast Athletic Association
race. Long Beach State and
Fresno State are also among
the powers of the league. '

Then, referring to his
relationship with Trammell on
the field, he said unabashedly,
"We've played very well as a
pair and we feel very ex-

Times' AnneSchreiber
Surprised At Excitement
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK — The new
sports editor of the New York
Times will J>e, ready if the
newspaper ever adopts
foreign language editioni.
That's because Le Anne
Schreiber is fluent in French,
Italian and Latin, remnants of
her doctoral studies at Har-yard University.
That's -right Her: This
sports editor is a woman and
she's amazed at the attention
her appointment last week has
received.
• "I was really surprised at
all the excitement it created,"
she said. "When I got the job

and told my friends, they
greeted the news, well, not
quite matter-of-factly, but
certainly not as if it had
historical significance. Then
when the media blitz hit, they
began calling to apologize for
their reaction."
No
apologies
were
necessary because Schreiber
doesn't consider herself a
trailblazer. -To,the world, I
guess it's almost statistical
phenomenon,..the first woman
sports editor. But from my
perspective, it's a natural
evolution of interests and
talents
that
I
have
cultivated."

Kenny Erwin grabs one of his six rebounds that helped
Calloway County belt Fancy Farm 71-61 last night. The takers
now stand 1-1 on the season.

SPORTING nonnc
Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.

Pete Rose Calls News
Conference To Award
Workers With 10 Jeeps
By the Associated Press
is not a publicity gimmick.
CINCINNATI — During his
Rose, 37, is locked in a bitter
16 years with the Cincinnati salary dispute with the Reds,
Reds, Pete Rose seldom who offered a take-it-or-leaveoverlooked the little people.
it package prior to the team's
Autograph hawks found him exhibition tour.
ever available and few
Rose rejected the deal and
members of the media came directed harsh words at Reds'
away without a story.
president Dick Wagner as he
So it was no surprise that boarded the plane for the
Rose called a news conference Orient Oct. 24.
today to do something special.
Since then, the Philadelphia
• -In a-gesture of appreciation, Phillies and New York Meta
Rose has purchased 10 Jeeps have offered Rose three-year
for members of the Reds' contracts totalling $1.5 million
coaching staff and clubhouse or more.
crew.
The Reds are reportedly
"He's trying to take care of reluctant to bydge from a
the little guys, the guys that $400,000-a-year offer, which
aren't making the big Rose received in his last twomoney," said one of Rose's year contract.
nose friends.
, Initially, Rose said he might
The presentation was consider staying in Cincinnati
scheduled a few hours after for less money than the best
Rose and the Reds returned offer. But since then he has
from a four-week, 17-game stated that he wanted to be the
in
tour of Japan.
player
highest-paid
Is it Rose's way of saying baseball.
"goodbye?"
Rose was quoted in The
His attorney, Reuven Katz, Cincinnati Enquirer's Wedisn't saying, but he added: nesday edition as saying: "I
"He decided to do this well haven't been in really close
before the season ended."
contact with Reuven lately,
Rose, a free agent who can but if I was a betting man, I'd
sign with any of 12 clubs, plus say the odds are 3-2 I'd be with
the Reds, that drafted him, is the Phillles."
shelling out a reported $59,900
!Zeta dented a report that
--aehedeteit -La•
•.w hia--gratltuds--te-tM
Reds'shift.
•
Meeting between thethree.
no '
"It's all out of pocket for ' "There " are
nOthlitir TA 'tile6111-1Ts - attorney
Reuven Katz, emphasizing it ' works.

Two writers from each AL
City cast ballots in the voting.
Whitaker, a left-handed
hitter, played 139 games for
Detroit and compiled a .285
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STRING ART — Some eyamples of the string art produced by a skth grade practical
arts class at North Calloway Elementary School are pictured. The class, which just completed a three-week unit on string art titled -Construction," is taught by Ronnie
Walker. As part of the unit, the students had to cut their own board on which they
hammered nails in a design. The strings were then wound around the nails. They had
numerous designs to choose from including hearts, squares, rectangles, or a roadrunner.

.12 Months To Pay... At No Interest

,
Anyone who would is investigated thoroughly
Those figures tend, to
*al from the poor and de- before anyOne's welfare bene- bear out our contention that
*iseless has to be the worst fits are cut off, and no one is welfare programs are not
llInd of criminal imaginable.. presumed to be guilty with- designed nor intended to pro-4! Although it often might out there being clear proof vide an "easy life" for anyone
rtnt be regarded that way, shown.
who just doesn't feel like
that is exactly what is in-.
• As an illustration of
vitived when we talk about that point, approximately
Rather, the programs
three-fourths of the cases that
Ifare cheaters.
A welfare cheater robs we have investigated so far as are meant ,to prevent suffer, poor in two ways. First of a result - of "hotline" calls ing and to provide basic food
of course, there is only a have dropped either because . and ,shelter for sincere, conl*iitecl number of dollars to no fraud was shown or there scientious people who aren't
around for public assis- wasn't enough information. able to meet their basic needs
tance. When someone. gets available --;
to keep the c-ase • without soon help from •us,
*an- of that • money- who is---going,That-still-leaves-enough—- The comparatively short
t entitled to it. that means cases of provable fraud, how- time that most people stay on
*me other deserging citizen • ever, to make the effort these programs is in line with
has to go without. worthwhile,. -especially when our intent for them to be
Also. support -for wel- you consider the total only " temporary. The help
fare_ programs. in general is amount. of -money involved. thus provided merely allows
wioyisly undermined when
Contrary to popular these people to • live at a
e.'Public sees or reads about belief, most people don't stay certain minimum level while
meone who is abusing the on welfare for years and years. they are getting on their- feet
Vern. As a result, it be- nor from generation to genera- and in a position to take care
of themselves.
cgimes harder to persuade tion.
We should do no less
In -fact,. it has been
Ifigislative bodies and other
for
those
unfortunate citizens
governmental agencies to al- determined that the median
who
find
themselves on hard
time
span
for
people
to
locate money for those
remain on The welfare rolls of times through no fadlt of
programs.
We never intended, our two most popular _pro. their own. This W especially
larougli our welfare programs, grams -food stamps and Aid ' true for 'children whose parto give anyone a, "free ride" to Families with Dependent • ents-are'out of work or perhaps have, even abandoned
through life, always living at Children. or , AFDC-is itist
the taxpayTers' expense. That Iwo to iwt> and one-half yeak. -them.
Next week, I will tell
hy we impose strict guide- That,means that there are just
you
about
some of the results
,
as
many
people
remaining
in
s to make sure no one is
we hav 'achieved from our
tin& welfare benefits if those programs for shorter
welfare fraud efforts so far. I
_ also are working and periods than that is there are
believe they are paying off.
•ning enough money to live for longer ones,
a is-s-vt=
vt"
ve- ry o
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November 30th, December 1st and December 2nd
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one abuses the generosity
ich lies behind a welfare
I am sorry to say
leare
are
iteogram. a few people who
!Owe abused the system. They
the ones who have robbed
poor and defenseless
ugh their fraud.
We long have worked at
ching
these
welfare
aters. A number of steps
have taken in the past
*rat or so have proven to be
y,successful in this regard.
4.
First of all, we created
-Office of Inspector Gen-I in our state Department
tgit Human Resources_ The
jor task of that office is to
Stigate welfare fraud andr such abuses,
Later, we established e
`lotline".-"a telephone num* which' anyone can call
Aim anywhere in the state,
no charge, to report ,
toinances-of suspected welfare
ritaud. That number is 1-800T '-‘'UR-WACKER - Using her imagination, Kimberly
2970,
Sue Sagan, 9, of lanesville, Wis.,4n
' visions a duck-like
Any - report received
figure from a peculiarly-fused pota grown in her paren'Ter that "hotline," ofcourse,
ts' garden.
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TRANSMITTERS
Ashiaricl
Boutkne Green
Covington
Elizabethtown
Hazard
Lexington Richmond
Loosvise
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THURSDAY, NOV. 23
'All Times Given Ale In
Eastern/Central Times
WEATHER
8:30/7:30 a.m. KET IN PROGRAMMIN
SCHOOL
G
3:30/2:30 OVER EASY Guest.
Garson Kanin
4:0003:00 SESAME' STREET
5.00/4:00
MR. ROGERS'
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:3014:30 THE ELECTRIC
COMPANY
8:00/5:00 ZOOM
6:30/5:30 GED -Grammar .1.
Subject-Verb Agreement"
7:00/6:00 THE MACNEIL/
LEHRER REPORT
7:3016:30 THE DICK CAVETT
SHOW ,
8:00/7:00 KENTUCKY NOW
Mountain women are the sub•ect of tonight's show.
8:30/7:30 LEGISLATIVE IN-;
9:00/8:00
SING-SING
THANKSGIVING Sing-Sing
Prison is the setting for an
unusual -Thanksgiving celebration wittr -concert performances by Joan Baez, B. B.
King, Jimmy Walker, Voices
of East Harlem and various inmates
10:30/9:30 SNEAK PREVIEWS

FRIDAY, NOV. 24
8:15/7:15 a.m. A.M. WEATHER
8:30/7:30 KET IN-SCHOOL
PROGRAMMING
3:30/2:30 OVER EASY Guest,
Sylvia Sims
4:00/3:00
MR. ROGERS'
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30/4:30 THE ELECTRIC
COMPANY
6:0015:00 ZOOM .
6:30/5:30 GUTEN TAG IN
DEUTSCHLAND Lesson Ten
7:00/8:00 THE MACNEIL/
LEHRER REPORT
7:30/6:30 COMMENT ON
KENTUCKY
8:00/1:00 WASHINGTON
WEEK IN REVIEW
8:30/7:39 WALL STREET
WEEK •
9:00/8:00 FARM DIGEST
9:3018:30 THE COLLEGE
HEIGHTS HERALD: A CAREER IN JOURNALISM A production by Western Kentucky
University.
10:00/9:00 THE PALLISERS
Glencora and Plantagenet
Palliser become Duke and
Duchess of Omnium, but they
are not quite happy about it.

SATURDAY, NOV. 26
10:00/9:00 a.m. CINEMATIC
10:
:30 JANUS FILMS "La
Strade This film is a genuinely tétsØer story about a
brutal stro
man (Anthony
Quinn) in a t elling circus
arid the pathetIc, impressionable little w
he
owns.

SUNDAY, NOV. 26
8:00/7:00 SESAME STREET
9:00/8:00 MR. ROGERS'
NEIGHBORHOOD
9:30/8:30 THE ELECTRIC
COMPANY
10:00/9:00 SESAME STREET
11:00/10:00 REBOP
11:30/10:30 STUDIO SEE
12:00/11:00 FREESTYLE
12:30/11:30 BIG BLUE' MARBLE
1:00/12:00 WASHINGTON
WEEK IN REVIEW (R)
1:30/12:30 WALL STREET
WEEK (R)

Mdse.
•

TRANSLATORS
Augodla
Barbourvile
oslpn:Butler
Ciowan Creek -Eolia
Femouth

Louisa

(;)
12
64
9
56
10
8

Whilesburg

2:00/1:00 COMMENT ON
KENTUCKY iR)
2:30/1:30 KENTUCKY NOW
Women of the mountains are
shown IP)
'3:00/2:00 KENTON: A MUSIC
CLINIC FOR STUDENTS
3:3012:30 SNEAK PREVIEWS
4:00/3:00 THE PRISONER (R)
5:00/4:00 THE LONG SEARCH
"A Question of Balance- (R)
6:00/5:00 CROCKETT'S VICTORY GARDEN Jim demonstrates the simplest and best
methods for shielding hybrid
tea roses from
cold
temperatures and drying_
winds.
8:3015:30 ONCE UPON A
CLASSIC "Dominic" Nick
escapes and joins Lucy, and
at the- nestle they convince
Lord Stainton that she is his
granddaughter and heir.
7:00/6:00 THE PALLISERS (R)
8713017:00 'JAMES NICHENER'S WORLD "Poland: The
Will to Be" In This portrait of
modern Poland, James
Michener traces the sprint
and wilt of one of the most nationalistic groups of people in
the world.
9:0018:00 MASTERPIECE
THEATRE "The Duchess of
Duke Street- One of the
hotel's guests, Count Paul
Oppendorf, is intrigued by the
young, beautiful, and apparently rich Lady Daisy
Adam.
10:00/9:00 SOUNDSTAGE
-The Doobie Brothers" These
rock stars of the 70s perform
some of their all-time hits
such as "China Grove,"
"Takin' It To the Streets" and
"Black Water,:,,..

10:30/9:30 CONGRESSIONAL
OUTLOOK The topic discussed is President Carter's
water policy

TUESDAY, NOV. 28
8:15/7:15 a.m. A.M. WEATHER
8:30/7:30 KET IN-SCHOOL
PROGRAMMING
3:30/2:30 OVER EASY Guest,
Gore Vidal
4:00/3:00 SESAME STREET
5:00/4,00 MR. ROGERS'
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30/4:30 THE ELECTRIC
COMPANY
6:00/5:00 FEELING FREE •
6:30/5:30 "Grammar II:
Subject-Verb Agreement"
7:00/6:00 THE MACNEIL/
LEHRER REPORT
7:30/6:30 THE DICK CAVETT
SHOW
8:00/7:00 MASTERPIECE
THEATRE -The- Duchess of
Duke Street" (R)
9:00/8:00 CINEMA SHOWCASE "Harlan County,
U.S.A.- This Academy Awatdwinning.documentary ctuonicleslhe efforts of 180 striking
coal mining families in Kentucky, from confrontations on
the picket line between
strikebreakers and police to
the murder of a young miner.

WEDNESDAY, NOV. 29

8:1517:15 a.m. A.M. WEATHER
8:30/7:30 KET IN-SCHOOL
PROGRAMMING
3:30/2:30 OVER EASY Guest,
Polly Bergen
4:00/3:00- SESAME STREET
5:00/4:00 MR. ROGERS'
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30/4:30 THE ELECTRIC
COMPANY
MONDAY, NOV. 27
6:00/5:00 ZOOM
6:30/5:30
TEACHING LIFE
8:15/7:15 a.m. A.M. WEATHER
8:30/730 KET IN-SCHOOL SCIENCE IN THE EIEMENTARY
SCHOOL "EnvironmenPROGRAMMING
3:3012:30 OVER EASY Guest, tal Cycles"(R)
7:00/6:00
THE MACNEIL/
Norman Cousins
4:00/3:00 SESAME STREET LEHRER REPORT
5:00/4:00 MR. ROGERS' 7:30/6:30 THE.DICK CAVETT
SHOW
•
NEIGH BORKOOD
---F:Y:17-1--:"TYrugs in
5:30/4:30 THE ELECTRIC
America This program exCOMPANY
amines the extent of the drug
6:0015:00 ZOOM
6:30/5:30 CINEMATIC EYE problem in, this country, inDiscussion of the film "La cluding both legal and illegal
drugs: Strada."(R)
7:00/8:00 THE MACNEIL/ 9:00/8:00 GREAT PERFORMANCES "Choreography by
LEHRER REPORT
Balanchine with the New
7:30/6:30 THE DICK ORWETT
York City Ballet" Part III.
SHOW
Mikhail Baryshnikov is
8:00/7:00 EVENING AT SYMPHONY Seiji Ozawa leads the scheduled to make his debut
with the company.
Boston Symphony in Bach's
Violin Concerto in A Minor, 10:00/9:00 FINDHORN This
documentary vistts the small
and Beethoven's Symphony
No. 7, with ltzhak Perlman as community of Findhorn,
-founded in 1962 in northern
the violin soloist.
9:00/8:00 VISIONS "Gold Scotland, where 200 people
Watch" The story of a Japa- of varying nationalities, ages
nese-American family facing and backgrounds live and
ork together in a-communal'
an order to move to art internment camp shortly after Pearl- lifestyle.
Harbor.

Burley Growers Maric-Second
Day Of $1 30-Plus Averages
LOUISVILLE, Ky.-(AP) —
While Kentucky burley
growers marked their second
straight day of averages
above $130 per hundredweight
for their handtied product, the
first sale of loose-leaf tobacco
was disappointing to some
farmers.
Sales of more than 22 million
oounds of burley Tuesday in
the state's 30 markets brought
an average of $133.21 per
hundredweight after first-day
sales Monday recorded an
average of $133.37, according
to preliminary figures from
the Federal-State Market
News Service.
Almost all ef Tuesday's
offering was sold in the
traditional hand-tied form.
But the Fourth Street TobaccoWarehouse in Lexington held
the season's first sale of experimental looseleaf burley.
- Ben Crain, manager of the
warehouse, said bids on the
baled tobacco were Ito 3 cents
a pound below those paid for
comparable, hand-tied burley.
About 45,000 pounds of baled
tobacco was offered for sale,
but farmers rejected bids on
28,000 pounds of theleaf, Crain
said. But the low prices might
not turn out to be typical of the
loose-leaf market, he said:
Some buyers for cigarette
companies appeared to be
caught off guard by the first

--loose-leaf sale,Cram said.
S.J. Stokes Jr., chairman of
the Kentucky Farm Bureau's
tobacco committee, which has
promoted the loose-leaf experiment, said he was concerned 'about the future of the
program.
"I hope this is not the way
it's going to be," Stokes said.
"If it is, we're in trouble."
Stokes said government
graders, who place pricesupport levels on tobacco, tore
the bales open to inspect the
leaf. He said he and other
Farm Bureau officials will try

markets topped $130 Tuesday;
sales at Mayfield averaged
$127.04 -while, 0.1/011140F4ill
average was $129.74. There
were no sales at Henderson
and Paducah.
The second-highest price
Tuesday came at Lexington,
the state's largest market,
where more than three million
pounds brought an average of
$134.68 per hundredweight.
After two days of sales,
Kentucky's burley fanners
have sold 41,692,555 pounds for
$55,570,418, an average of
$133.22.

Sugar & Spice Boutique
(Located in the Hall)
Dixieland Shopping Center
HOURS:9-1 Mon.-Sat.
SundaN

Captured Escapee
Is Charged Tuesday
ANDERSON,Ind.(AP)— A
Kentucky State Penitentiary'
escapee captured Saturday in
Anderson, Ind., was charged
Tuesday with attempted
escape from the Madison
County,Ind,jail.
,
The
Madison
County
sheriff's office said the charge,
was placed against Donald
Mayo, 26, of Carter County,'
after he allegedly joined three
other prisoners at the jail in
overpowering a guard Sunday.
According to a statement
_accompanying the warrant,
Mayo was captured in the
prison, while the other three
fled the jail. The three were
recaptured later Sunday,

to make arrangements for the
tied bales to be just partly
-opened in future sates.- - :Kentucky farmers have
signed up to market about V::
nrcent of, the state's total
crop in bales this year. Stokes
expressed a fear that farmers
will back away from the
program if they have to pay a
price penalty for taking part.
Tuesday's high average was
offered at Shelbyville, where
1,163,386 pounds sold for
$1,573,865, an average of
$135.28.
All but two of the 'state's •
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Daily
For Christmas
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FDA, nment statistics that show the cities, whereas physicians nearly two to one. .
Dartin,
fb—r-thril ugT15ut—frre- Country — Russell est- 486 deatllS-in -24—major 13-re.17rIbe propoxyphene more spokesmanlatest petition and report back
etropolitan areas between than any other prescription Indianapolis, cOnceded that
to Califano as soon as possible.
propoxyphene "is not immune 1977, and April 1978. 'painkiller.
from abuse," but he insisted
Hero related' deaths in the
When asked about Wolfe's same citlesduring
that period "We can't be sure," Kozel that - numerous scientific
claim that Darvon and other were put at
said, "but based on the pieces studies of the drug since it was
QKozel said.
propoxyphene compounds kill
But the p lc health of the puzzle we know about, it first marketed in 1957 have
hundreds a year, Nicholas analyst said the
does appear that Darvon is proven its safety and efm
Kozel of the National Institute studies
involved in more deaths than fectiveness when taken as
indicate heroinis
of Drug Abuse cited gover- generally
heroin," probably by a ratio of directed.
confined to
Wayne Pines, said

•

liliJay!'
- °i

And Saturday
FISH
SANDWICHES

Conn Says Crackd wn On Welfare
Fraud One Of Most Successful
By ANDY LIPPMAN
FORT MITCHELL, Ky.
(AP)
Kentucky's crackdown on, welfare fraud is one
of the most successful such
operations in the nation, according to Peter Conn. the
state's Human Resources
secretary.
Conn told a Tuesday news
conference that the state has
been concentrating since July
on northern Kentucky.
He said
welfare investigators have uncovered
about 250 cases, representing
about $438,000 in alleged
fraudulently received funds.
Conn said the money has
been received through three
welfare programs: food
stamps, Medicaid and Aid to
Families with Dependent

Children.
The
five-month
investigation of an eight-county
area uncovered ..the largest
welfare fraud case so far. in
Kentucky: the alleged receipt
by one family in Kenton
County of more than $60,000 in
food stamps, Aid to Families
with Dependent Children and
Medicaid benefits.
No arrests have been yet
been made in that case, a
spokesman in Conn's office
said.
Four other cases involved
alleged welfare fraud of more
than $10,000, Conn said.
Mot average amount of
alleged fraud in the northern
Kentucky cases was about
$1,400, he said.
Most of the cases occurred

This Weeks
Looney Tune
Glass Is
"Porky Pig"

in Kenton and CamOtaenll said Conn.
He said his office will have a
County. Other counties
vestigated were Boone, team of special investigators
Carroll, Gallatin,Grant,Owen wokiq in the Fayette County
Lexington after and Pendleton:
---- —-area ft
Seventy-one cases are the first of the, year.
already in the hands of local
The northqi Kentucky
prosecutors, Conn said, and investigation will
through'
others will be turned over for December.
More than half the efies
prosecution within the next
uncovered resulted from w,
month.
•
,
The investigation of welfare special matching program
fraud began last spring in between
the,. Human
Jefferson County. Conn Resources Department and
estimated that in the six the
Security
Social
months his office has been Administration,said Conn.
working, about $1 million in
He said Social Security
alleged welfare fraud has wage records were matched
been identified.
against the welfare rolls in the
"We are operating the most eight northern Kentucky
successful program of its kind counties and a total of 1,200
in the country, for the time "raw matches" or indications
that it has been in operation," of possible fraud were found.

Price

SvAd7Affe
753-9002
641 North

2 FOR 1 SHOE SALE

No Lay Away

Buy One Pair At Reg. Price Get A Second Pair Free!!!
This offer includes Men's Women's and Childrens' Dress, Casual, and Canvas Shoes
cawm:neithem- whew buyifigiso bfing-the whole family, friend Of neighbor,-

Quality
571

'
WKIAR 38
WKMU 21
Vi/K,ON 52
WKPI 22
WKSO 29

Study Damon Bah Request

All Shoes
First

k4orenead
Murray Mayileio
Owenton
Peke‘pite
Somerset

12:30111:30 NEW SHAPES:
EDUCATION
1:00/12:00 GEO "Literature IV
Drama & Poetry" (R)-1:31:wth90 GO "GForatom
Subject Verb Agreement" IR)
2:00/1:00 GUrEN TAG- IN
DEUTSCHLAND Lesson
Eleven
2:3011:30 TEACHING LIFE
SCIENCE IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - Environmental Cycles"
3:00/2:00 LILIAS, YOGA AND
YOU
3:3012:30 CROCKETT'S VICTORY GARDEN The second
part of Jim's tour of Pennsylvania's
Longwood
Gardens is shown.(R)
4:00/3:00
JULIA CHILD &
COMPANY "Dinner for the
Boss" For an impressive dinner, Julia fixes a perfect
standing rib roast with a timan
brussels sprouts
4:30/3:30 ANTIQUES "Pewler"
5:00/4:00 ALL&TAR SOCCER
600400 NOVA "The Desert's
Edge" The conversion of productive land into desert—
caused by man's mismanagement—is explored.
7:00/6:00 ONCE UPON A
CLASSIC "Dominic" Beever
prepares his cadets -for an
assault on Stainton's castle.
7:30/8:30 CONGRESSIONAL
'OUTLOOK -Should Congress
cooperate with President
Carter's new national water
policy which emphasizes construction of fewer -dams and
other water projects?"
8:00/7:00 FIRING LINE
9:00/8:00 THE LONG SEARCH
"A Question " of Balance"
Taiwan, where Taoism thrives
and the government is concerned about the huge sums
of money spent on religious
ritual, is the focus.
10:00/9:00 THE PRISONER
"The Arrival': In this gripping
adventure/suspense series,
Patrick McGoohan stars as
the prisoner, who, after
resigning from a spy agency,
finds himself in strange circumstances.
11:00/10:00 MONTY PYTHON'S FLYING CIRCUS

Officials
-By MICHAELFTITZEL—
Assieiated-Press-WrIter----,WASHINGTON-4AP) , 'The
governmeht promises a
prompt and careful study of a
petition to ban Darvon andother varieties of the widely
used painkiller propoxyphene,
which a Ralph Nader group
calls
"the
deadliest
prescription drug in the
United States."
Darvon is Eli Lilly and Co.'s
brand
name
for
rropoxyphene. An analyst for
the National Institute On Drug
Abuse said the drug may be
implicated in more deaths
than heroin.
On Tuesday, Dr.„Sidney M.
Wolfe, the outspoKen director
of Nader's Health Researd
Group,
asked
Health,
Education and Welfare
Secretary Joseph A. Califano
Jr. to bark the drug's sale
immediately as "an imminent
hazard to the public health."
Califano has used that
power only once, in banning
phenformin, used by an
estimated 250,000 diabetics, in
July 1977.- Ten weeks earlier,
Wolfe had petitioned for the
ban, saying it kills more
people than it saves.
Wolfe called the sale of
propoxyphene, the nation's
most widely prescribed
prescription painkiller,
"tantamount to legalized
dope."
A spokesman for the Food
and Drug Administration,

vvKAS 25
WKG8 53
WCVN 54
WKZT 23
WKHA 35
VvKLE 46
WKMJ 68
WKMA 35

1971

510-Main Street
. Murray, Ky.
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•

Exchange
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All Shoe
Displayed on
C. Wooden.
Seif-Servic'e.
Owner
Floor
_
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Claude Anderson who
*eyed- as Els commissioner of
Calloway County for three
terms died this morning at
at the..Murry-Callawit.IL
'ounty Hospital_
He was 91 years of age and
as preceded in death by Ins
a de, Jewel, in 1971. Born Jan.
14, 1887, in Graves County. he
was the son of the late John A.
Anderson and Sarah Canter
A- nderson.
Mr. Anderson, a resident of
Hazel, was a member of the
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ, Murray. and American
Legion Post No. 73.
The Hazel man is survived
by one brother, Orville
500 North Sixth
Anderson
/ Street. Murray. and several
nieces and nephews.
The funehl will be held
Thursday at_ 2 p.m. at the
Hazel Church of -Christ with
burial to follow in the Hazel
Cemetery.
the
of
charge
In
arrangements is the Miller
Funeral Home of Hazel where
friends may call after 6 p.m.
tonlght Wednesday'.

-Final rites will be held
Friday at 1 p.m. at the Mt..
Horeb 'Freewill Baptist
Church for Dan (Squachil
Young. 63, of Murray who died
_Sunday at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The Rev. Richard Drew will
officiate and burial will follow
in the Murray City Cemetery
with the arrangements by the
Rutledge Funeral Home
where the wake will be held Thursday from 7 to 8 p.m.
Survivors include' two
sisters, Mrs.•Mae Will Abbott
and Mrs. Georgia S. Haskin,
one niece, one nephew, and
one great nephew.

Ag ree ment
Reached On

Peoples Temple Finances Simple
SAN FRANCISCO ( AP) — Ukiah, Calif., and properties
Real estate records on file in Henderson's home was sold in
Keeping track of money was a in Mendocino and San San Francisco show that June for $127,500, four months
simple task for Peoples Francisco counties valued at several people gave their after he deeded it over.
One former member told a
Temple members: "If you an estimated $1.5 million.
homes to the temple, free and
she and other temple
reporter
were on welfare, you gave
Although the extent of the clear. The homes were sold
your welfare check to Jim church's wealth is not known, when the church needed cash. members who owned property
In 1971, for example, Ruby were ordered by sect officials
Jones. 11 you owned a house, bow Jones raised funds is an
you...gave it to Jim Jones.", . _idttoo familiar story to friends Lee Johnson gave her house to to sign blank power-ofand families of impoverished the temple, which sold it.four attorney forms and blank deed
This formula, according to
years later for $42,000. Vernell papers.
church members.
Toni Alston of Bakersfield,
whose cousins are_
missing in Guyana, was how
temple leader Jones amassed
a fortune of untold millions.

FALL AND WINTER MEET — Mary lane Gurcizeil of
Nutley. NJ., takes photos of the colorful foliage while
leaf-peeping at Killington Ski Resort in central Vermont.
The temperatures and contions, however, were right for
the snowmaking crews on the mountain to test their
equipment and produce the stuff overnight.

Castro To Release
3,000 Political Captives

Murray radio station
WNBSLWAAW operators, and
owners of the building on the
court square the statical occupies have agreed to share
the cost of correcting fire code
deficiencies.
The state fire marshal and
local fire chief had ordered a
rear -exit be built- and -other
alterations be made to the
station by Dec. 1 or the
station's personnel would be
Along with more than 400
evicted.
bodies; found at the poisoned
Murray attorney Don
OY,erby, with the firm that temple's jangle-commune in
Guyana,
owns the building, said an Jonestown,
agreement has been reached authorities found $500,000 cash
with
the
station's and a safe full of jewelry.
management to share the cost Unconfirmed reports said
another $500,000 in gold and
of making the changes.
According to Overby, the hundreds of Social Security
state fire marshal granted a 60 checks also were found.
day extension of the eviction ' Deborah Layton Blakey,•
notice to allow time for who managed finances for
alterations to • be • made: In - Jones In Guyana before'
addition to a rear exit, other escaping last May, confirmed
work will include installation that more than $65,000 in
of lighted exit signs and Social Security checks came
emergency-lighting.
Tittalke jungle mission each
Murray Fire Chief Jackie month. She reported Jones
Cooper said stricter en- had bank accounts totalling as
forcement of fire codes is much as $10 million in
continuing in Murray and European, South American
following a crackdown that and California banks.
began last summer.
the
Jones,
Stephan
messianic reverend's son,
.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake 7 a.m. 354.9, said he had been -reliably
informed" that his father had
down 0.1.
at least $3 million stashed
O.9.
up
301.1,
Below dam
away at the camp.
Barkley Lake 7 a.m. 354.9.
The temple also holds title to
Below dam 310.0, up 0.9.
at least 25 parcels of land in
Sunset 4:44. Sunrise 6:42.

By IKE FLAME'S
they wish, Castro said.
Associated Press Writer
On the visits by Cuban exiles
HAVANA. AP — Cuban to their homeland, the
President Fidel Castro ann- president indicated that at
nounced early Wednesday he least at first the visits would
would free more than 3,000 be restricted to those wishing
policiatvsoners — and he to, see farnily members. He
challeng
the. United States said the visits could begin in
to accept them.
January.
In a. post-midnight press 'Earlier, Castro made a
conference after meetings gesture of goodwill toward the
with 75 invited exiles, Castro group of exiles by telling a
alab relaxed most travel member of the delegation,
restrictions for Cuban exiles' Felipe Jimenez of Puerto
to visit relatives in their Rico, that he would free
homeland. And he said Cubans Jimenez' brother, Roberto,
could travel to the United within a few days. It was the
States to see their families on, third such gesture by the
Alhumanitahan basis."
Cuban head of state during the
_
Castro criticized the United unprecedented allCuban
The funeral for Mrs.
Johnnie Humphreys is being States for moving too slowly dialogue.
The exiles had expressed
held today at the chapel of the on the relimse of prisoners. "It
Blalock-Coleman Funeral is now up the United States to high hopes that Tuesday's
Hod* with Harold Irvan of- accept them," he said, adding meeting would produce a
historic agreement.
Lee he expects nothing in return.
ficiating. - 'Thomas
The Cuban president said.
"We spoke and he listened
Armstrong is leading the
singing with singers from the "I want nothing, absolutely yesterday Monday. It's his
Wilhaila . Chapel Church of nothing from the United turn to speak and take acBenes said.
(IN* where,_Lake_ was a States... I think :they are in,
'capible of an}taro has aTready reTeaSXIflatrablie•--rThe Cuban leader said the 60 prisoners and said he was
Seriring as pallbearers are
runates he would release prepared to free another 400 or
_P_at Dale Orr, Billy Dan On
Hal Orr, Jerry Humphreys, constituted about 80 percenT(T) - so as soon the U.S. governGlenn Futrell, and Ray Sims. the total number of political . ment could take them. Benes
Banal will follow in the South prisoners in Cuban jails. The said the second meeting could
others are serving sentences be the forum for Castro to
Pleasant Grove Cemetery.
Mrs. Humphreys, 88, died for crimes of a special — announce freedom for most of
Tuesday at her home on generally of a terroristic the 3,000 political prisoners
Murray Route 7. She is sur- nature — he said, and would still in Cuban jails.
At the five-hour closed
vived by one daughter, Mrs. not be released.
Castro said he was prepared session on Monday, 40 exiles
Milburn Orr, Murray Route 7,
one son, Tarlton Humphreys, to release 400 prisoners a spoke before a Cuban
Hazel Route 1, one sister, Mrs. month, about 200 to 250 of government panel composed
Blanche Lassiter, Murray, whom would want to leave the of Castro, seven members of
the Cuban Communist Party.
seven grandchildren, and 14 island for the United States.
Castro also said he would Central Committee and Aleida
great grandchildren.
release about 600 prisoners March, widow of the late
who had tried to leave Cuba Cuban revolutionary leader
illegally. But he said the total Che Guevara.
number of prisoners to be
released would probably not
total 3,600, as some of those
held for trying to leave the
island had also committed
• Federal-State Market News Service
political crimes.
Nov 22, 1978
Those held for trying to Kentucky Purchase Area Bug Market
leave Cuba' will also be Report includes? Buying Stations
Receipts Art 652 Est 650 Barrows &
allowed to leave the island Al Gilts $i (Iasi gs higher Sows .50-1-10
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access to Interstate-24,'.
Cadiz Route 2, was preceded
Boars 30 0633 00
Stewart said.
in death by her husband, John
Stewart said KY 94 from
Ferguson, in 1951, one son,
Murray to Aurora "does
Troy Ferguson, and one
handle a higher volume of
Prices of stork of weal interest at
daughter, Mrs. Forrest Gage.
no. EDT, today. furnished to the
Mrs. Ferguson was a traffic than some roads in the ledger & Times by Firlt of Michigan.
member of the Ferguson county but less than other Corp.,of Murray,are as follows:
Springs Baptist Church. Born roads." He said an average
Dec. 10, 1885. in. Lyon County, 2,190 cars per day traveled the
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linking
Benton
around
of the Goodwin Funeral Home,
Cadii, With Off Fay. Bobby with Purchase 'Parkway. -Tale
Light officiating. Burial will four-laning is almost ready for
follow in the Oakley Cemetery paving whila Gov Carroll has
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Subcommittee Disapproves Pact
For Tobacco Research Adviser
By SY RAMSEY
state last year.
public information officer for
Associated Press Writer
The Personal Service the tobacco board.
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)-A Contract
Review
Sub- - Johnson is a former state
legislative subcommittee has committee also balked police commissioner and was
voted to disapprove a $38,000 Tuesday at ,a $20,000 annual an aide to former Gov.
contract for a scientific ad- contract to Ron Johnson as a Wendell Ford.
viser to the Kentucky Tobacco
Research Board.
State Sen. Ed Ford, DCynthiana, said Tuesday that
Maffet said. State police
the pact withik-ArthurStein
FRANKFORT
=
of Albany, N.Y., did not ThanksgivWf is more than records- show that excessive
conform to established turkey, cranberries, pumpkin speed and alcohol are the two
pie and families • getting major factors that are idenguidelines.
And Rep. Bruce Blythe, R- together. To state tran- tifiable as contributing to fatal
Louisville, asked why a sportation personnel, Its' accidents.
"These factors are often
Kentuckian could not be hired driving to stay alive.
for the agency which uses oneThe state Department of coupled together," Maffet
half cent of the state's Transportation's Office of explained. "Alcohol affects
cigarette tax for research on Highway Safety advises see. You relax, drive faster
tobacco.
motorists that Thanksgiving and see less."
Maffet stresses driver
Ford said Stein would have weekend is the second most
to work 71 2 hours daily, five dingerous holiday period for alertness at all times.
"If you're in good physical
days a week to draw almost weekend travelers. Since 1972
and mental condition and have
the
maximum
$38,000 there have been a total of 72
provided by the contract fatalities recorded over that kept your vehicle in top shape,
you'll be ready to react to any
under the hourly pay
holiday period. The Fourth of road problem," Maffet said.
specifications.
Dick Barbella of the July ranks first with 85
University of Kentucky tried fatalities.
Kentucky highways claimed
to explain the pact, although
he said he did not have details 17 lives in 16 accidents last
year compared with 15 lives
of Stein's credentials.,,.
The
seven-member and 11 accidents in 1976. All
legislative committee is a fatalities last year were
review group which advises, reported to have occurred on
but cannot enforce decisions, highways other than inon personal service contracts terstates.
"That's not unusual,"
— those awarded for
professional services without Bennie Maffet, state highway
safety coordinator said. "The
bidding.
.The tobacco research board short trip around town is more
now has 30 days to amend the dangerous than a long trip on
contract to the satisfaction of an interstate nignway. A road
legislators, but the pact that is familiar to the driver is
cannot be halted if the agency more likely to become the site
chooses not to stop it.
of an accident than one less
All that could be elicited familiar," he said.
from the hearing was that
"The danger is in becoming
Stein obtained $35,000 from the overconfident and reckless,"

Drive To Stay Alive

PURCHASE OFFICERS — Arlie Scott, Calloway County, third from left, is the state delegate for the Purchase 4-H
Council. He met with other officers, left to right, Lee Roy Harrison, Fulton County, president, Mrs. Hugh Jennings,
Carlisle County, treasurer, Roscoe Wurth, McCracken County, vice-president„Mrs. Ruth Bowles, Ballard County,
secretary, and Mrs. Elwood Turner, BItIlard County state deleg te, to finalize member4iip of :he Area 4-H Program

Harrison Says Panel Can Help
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
Deputy Energy Commissioner
Damon Harrison believes a
new state energy conservation
coordinating committee
representing
industry,
utilities and other energy
users can help cut down on
confusion in state conservation efforts.
"This committee, as I see it,
will act as a forum to talk
about energy conservation,"
Harrison told the 43-member
group- at its initial meeting
Tuesday. "This is not a
committee to tell anybody to
do something or not to do
something.
"But I hope it can provide a
forum to avoid confusion and
overlapping in ow- energy
conservation
efforts,"

Harrison told the committee.
Other officials from the
state Energy Department
briefed the group on the
department's plans for implementing state and federal
energy
conservation
measures.
Deputy Commissioner of
Energy Management John
Stapleton said the state expects final guidelines by the
end of February for implementation of the .National
Energy Act,signed into law by
President Carter on Nov.9.
Stapleton said the state has
180 days from Nov. 9 to tell the
federal government its plans
for implementing the new law.
The law provides some $300
million' for preliminary
energy audits, technical
assistance and conservation
measures
in
schools,

hospitals,
public
care
facilities and local government.
Stapleton said Kentucky's
share is expected to be between $4.5 million and $5
million.
Stapleton said the federal
law also has provisions for a
residental energy conservation utility program and
tax credits for homeowners.
The residential utility
program would detail state
requirements for utility
companies
to
inform
customers of energy saving
measures and for the cornponies to inspect customers'
homes to recommend specific
improvements.
The tax credit system would
allow a $300 credit for insulation of existing homes and
a $2,200 credit for installation

of solar energy heating
systems on existing homes.
Bob Johnston, director of
conservation, said the Kentucky Energy Conservation
Plan, which was implemented
in July 1977, has a goal of
lowering energy consumption
in Kentucky 7.2 percent by
1980.
The Kentucky plan contains
five mandatory programs
such as -lighting and thermal
efficiency standards and
insulation standards for public
buildings, administration of a
carpool program in Jefferson
County and the right. turn on
red light law.
The state plan also includes
a series of voluntary conservation programs featuring
education and energy audits of
public buildings.

Amvet
Post 45

Dance Fri. & Sat.
Nov 24 125
Featuring

Country Feeling

oving, caring, giving,- sharing ...

L

that's

what

this he your
time to reflect on all life's blessings, and-all-life's
Thanksgiving is all about. Let

--joys. Celebrate-the true meaning of .peace and
-brotherhood...faith,ancl, hope. Sliolve thanks...

and give thanks for a

His pact calls for him
maintaining an "awareness of
legislation that might influence the program."
Rep. Henry ,Clay List, D- •
Lexington, said that "to pay a
man to lobby us does not make
much sense."
Ford added that there does
not seem to be. enough
documentation and Johnson
apparently does not have -to
report or be accountable to
anyone.
Barbella responded that
Johnson files a monthly
report. He said documentation
could be provided, though it
was not on hand at the
moment.
The legislative group voted
to defer any advisory opinion
on the contract, now in its
second year, and indicated the
tobacco board should be more
specific in guidelines for the
service.

y

wonderful holiday.
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Families Await Word Of Relatives' Fate
By ELLEN NIMMONS
screamed Margie Henderson Grace Stoen, for word of their
Associated Press Writer
as she flailed at a chain link 6-year-old son, Samantha
The fathers and mothers, fence at the People's Temple Tucker of Tulsa, Okla., for
daughters and sons of those -headquarters in San Fran- news of her 86-year-old
ho followed the Rev Jim cisco. "Shoot me, shoot me mother, and Mike Carter of
Jones are waiting ith fear, like you shot them!" she Boise, Idaho, whose children
and grandchildren - nine in
resignation, anger - and a, raged
uestion were the people they
Her words were the words of all - went to tuyana
lo Washington, the State
.ove among the more than 400 thousancts.
N isted bodies in Guyana'
The kin of the People's _Department set up a task
Where's my mother'''. Temple waited: Timothy and force, and for some families,

the waiting ended. But the America right here," said`
agency said it had no complete Johnnie
Harris, who was
List of the dead - killed by seekini
Word_ oatJus12.-yon
-poison-or-gunshots — or- the old daughter,
Vera Young, a
living. Some 500-900 cult cult member
for eight years.
members were unaccounted
Others were less bitter. "I
for, and had apparently fled
was favorably impressed with
into the dense jungle. the social and humanitarian
The days of death in causes
of the church and their
Jonestown,
Guyana, began integration efforts,"
said the
with the fatal shootings of Rev.
William Power Clancey
California Rep. Leo Ryan, Jr., who said his
son,Timothy,
who had gooe there to in- gave up
drugs after joining the
vestigate the cult, and four temple.
others. They ended with the
:But I see it now as a onedeaths of Jones and hundreds
Irian cult," the minister said.
of his followers.
had no idea it would end
Some of the waiting
relatives went to the People's like this."
In sciklahoma, Samantha
Temple headquarters in San
Francisco Monday, where Tucker's thoughts were of her
about 25 cult members stayed 86-year-old mother, Mary
behind locked doors and police Rogers, who went to Guyana
several years ago.
guard.
"We want to make sure that
"It wasn't any surprise,"
nothing will happen to them," Mrs. Tucker said of the
said Deputy Police Chief Clem
deaths. "I know they were
DeAmieis, adding there was supposed-to ii---vesehinwerrie
no'
indication- the-- -temple-- tiapperredloti-WiJones.1"
members might try suicide.
For 74-year-old
Mike
-My feeling is that they are
Carter, the State Department
not interested in doing away
had this message: his two
with themselves," he said.
sons, Tim,30, and Michael,20,
Outside, the people waited, were alive, but their wives and
and they talked.
Tim's child were dead. The
''There was a Hitler
fate of Carter's daughter, her
building up here in the heart of
husband and his two other

Conference To Focus On
Elderly Transportation
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)Transportation problems for
Kentucky's senior citizens will
be the focus of a conference
Nov. 30 in Louisville.

To Have Your
Brush Picked Up:.
1. Have your brUs' h by the street before first day of area's pick-up (Nov.
27)
•
2. Limbs must be stacked with cut end at street side', and no longer than 5
ft.
3. Logs: No larger than 6Inches in diameter or longer than 2 feet.

No Phone Calls Please! Each Street Will Be Picked Up
Only Once!

State
Transportation
Secretary Calvin Grayson,
Human Resources Secretary
Peter Conn and spokesmen for
senior citizen organizations
will discuss the problems of
inadequate alternatives
available to older people who
don't or can't drive.
Representatives from the
U.S. Department of TranFRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)- sportation, U.S. Health,
The Kentucky Historic Education and Welfare
Preservation Board will departments and other
consider 20 sites in 13 counties national, state and local ofthat have been nominated to ficials wiltalso take part in the
the National Register of conference.
Historic Places Dec. 12.
If the sites are approved by
the 11-member board, they
will be forwarded to the
National Register of Historic.
Places in Washington for
consideration.

Free For'The Asking!
write

grandchildren was not known.
In Berkeley, Calif., where
one family _has_ set up a
deprogramming center for
People's Temple members,
the .huadrods of deaths
fulfilltd their worst fears.

BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071

Gm
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wee
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Friday, Nov.24th

10% OFF
w Everything In The Store
Free Gift Wrapping

11,

g 1BANKAMERICARD Closed from 4 to 5 To
Prepare For This Event
a'

Board To Consider
20 Historic Sites

LOCATED IN THE
DOWNTOWN SHOPPING CENTER.
MURRAY
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INSURANCE BONDS—REAL ESTATE- 108 E. 12TH ST., BENTON

Now Has A LocalNumber.
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FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLOW/4Y COUNTY AND AURORA
_.The Number To Call_

Murray Branch 12th &Main
Ph. 759-1630
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All of us at Home Federal are
taking time, this week to give
thanks for all the blessings that
have been bestowed upon us this
past year.
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HAVE A WONDERFUL THANKSGIVING!

"The place where thousands are saving millions"

HOME FEDERAL
SAVING§ AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
PADUCAH/KY.

.44.4•44

""""-r".
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IURSE

A SLEIGHFUL OF UNIQUE
CHRISTMAS IDEAS
SHOP

NOW FOR BEST SELECTION!

BOOKSHELF SPEAKER
-40 OFF MAKES
AT s
A GREAT GIFT

Nova -6 by Realistic"

•SCR-1800 AM FM RIC8IVOI Record*,,
• Two Nova-6 Speakers
SAVE
•Realistic LAB-55 Changer

Greg Davis, of the Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife
Resources recently
stocked redear sunfish in Hematite Lake in the northern portion
of TVA's Land Between The Lakes 0114 The redear, commonly known as "shellcracker"
were placed in
the lake in an attempt lo duplicate a shellcracker fishery
that once existed in Hematite
during the 1940's and 1950s. This fall Henfatite lIke was drained and
completely
renovated. Next spring fingerling largemouth bass will be stocked to
complete the
program on Hematite Lake. According to LBL wildlife officials, no sizable fish
are expected to be in the subimpoundment until 1988.
-..
"
-•'-riMINIIIINFI!trSat* VeftV

Beautifultiesign, superb
sound! Convenient 19/
1
4x
11/
1
2x97/8",size. With 8"
acoustic suspension
woofer, 3" tweeter.
walnut veneer case,
molded latticework grille

Survivor SayscampDoctor
Brewed Deadly Purple Drink
By MARTIN MER2ER
Associated Press Writer
GEORGETOWN, Guyana
(AP)— A survivor of the mass
suicide at the Jonestown
religious settlement said the
camp doctor and his two
nurses brewed the deadly
purple drink of cyanide and
Kool-Aid in a large stainless
steel vat and then administered it to the babies
first.
Dr. Lawrence Schacht, 30,
of Houston, Tex., and his two
nurses squirted the fruityflavored potion into the
mouths of squirming babies
before ladling it into paper
cups for hundreds of adult
members of the Rev. Jim
Jones' People's Temple
Saturday at their isolated
jungle colony in northwest
Guyana, said Odell Rhodes, a
36-year-did teacher.
Rhodes ,said he escaped
when Schacht asked for a
stethoscope and he volunteered to get it. Instead of
returning, he fled into the
jungle, he said.
Two other aged survivors
were found in the camp,and 12
PROJECT
INDEPENDENa
What is Project
Independence?
Project
Independence is a
demonstration project,
for the elderly in the
Jackson Purchase. It
is designed to help
older persons reinsIn
in their own homes as
an alternative to entering
institutional
facilities.
Who is eligible?
Persons who:
1. Are age 60 or
older, AND
2. Need services to
remain in their homes
(such as household
chores, meals, health
needs, transportation
and others), AND
3. Can not get the
services from any
other source.
,If
you
have
questions
about
Project Independence
call Bonnie Ashby at
753-5362.

others who fled came out of
the jungle. The police count of
bodies in the camp reached
409 by Monday night, and
Guyanese
troops
were
searching the jungle for
hundreds of others believed to
have fled when Jones summoned them to die.
Rhodes said he saw mothers
give the poison to their
children before taking it
themselves.
"It just got all out of order,"
he reported. "Babies were
screaming, children were
screaming, and there was
mass confusion."
Armed guards turned back
persons who tried to leave the
ritual.
•_
Those who drank-went into
convulsions, their eyes rolled
upward and they gasped for
breath before falling dead.
Jones, clad in black pants
and a colorful casual shirt,
was found on his back on the

Regular Sepimistis,..
Items Price 429"
•STA-52B AM/FM Receiver
• Two Nova-6 Speakers
•Realistic LAB-53 Changer

40-4019

STEREO SYSTEMS

AM, FM STEREO/
PHONO SYSTEM

SPECIAL PURCHASE
AN EVENING WITH THE
BOSTON POPS

Clarinette*-20 by Realistic

pavilion stage. He apparently
shot himself in The right
temple. The body of his wife
was nearby.
Bodies carpeted the openair pavilion, and the yard
around it was solid with them.
Many of the victims clutched
each other.

SAVE
25 0
Clarinette-44
by Realistic

Mini-changer, 2
speakers, removable dust cover.

Full-sire 2-speed changer with removable dust cover, 5" speakers. Aux jack
for adding 8-track/cassette anytime.

13-1166
Arthur Fiedler
conducts 36
favorites

by Realistic
8-track tape system 13-1150

13-11.8

"From the au it literally
looked like a garbage dump
where somebody dumped a lot
of rag dolls," said Charles
Krause of the Washington
Post, who visited Jonestown
as a representative of the
foreign press.
Another survivor, Grover
Davis, 79, said he realized
what was coming when lones
announced by loudspeaker:____
"The time has come for us to
meet in another place." He
said he slipped off and hid in a
hole atthe edge of a clearing.
Hyacinth Prash, in her 70s,
was ill and stayed in a cabin.

Play pre-recorded tapes or re.cord your own! Changer, dust
cover, speakers. 13-1203
Record 8 - tracks/
cassettes from phono, radio, mike or
each other. 13-1204

PHON0:8-TRACK
Clormette-95 by Realistic
Same as above but
95 with 8-Track system.
13.1202

Strauss Says Public Not

FAMILY ENTERTAINMENT GIFT IDEAS
Reg.
39"

2995

WASHINGTON (AP) — Commerce subcommittee, he
White House inflation adviser urged striking a balance
Robert Strauss said today that between
solving. social .
the American public "feels it problems .through federal
isnt -getting triO-ney's -regulation and - adding new
worth!.! —.from- -federalregulation.
Strauss said White House
"When this government inflation-fighters
have
makes up its mind to look into • estimated that about three- .
writing a regulation, all too quarters of 1 percent per yearoften the hearingt on that is added to the inflation rate
regulation-are more advocacy by environmental and health
than inquiry," Strauss Said.
and safety regulations.
In testimony to a Senate
Another estimate provided
the subcommittee came from
a study made at Washington
MISS YOUR PAPER?
'University of St. Louis.
- Selealiers sae bare net
According to that study, the
received *Or beese-delivered
cost of complying with
copy of The Mane, Ledger &
Tegulations in 1976 was $62.9
billion, or $300 Tor every man,
Times by 5:30
lAfeeksy-.
woman and child in America.
hairy or by 3:30 p.m. en Sowdays ere wiped se ail 753-11l6
He said in travels around
before,. 3:30
the country he finds "the
..dl
American public is disturbed
Meedey-fridey, et 3:30 p.s.
and concerned. In this area of
end 4 p.o. Seterdeys, to leswt
regulation, the American
delivery ef sae pewspeper. Cale
public wants to be protected,
Rest be pieced by 6 p.n.
wants to have their children
weekdays it 4 p.o. Seterdeps
protected. But the American
te parentee delivery.
public feels it isn't getting its
money's worth.''

• ."

•

AM/FIR STEREO CASSETTE
Clarinette-98 by Realistic
ntr,98
2 s akers h1a3
"

259 Recorder,

SPECIAL PURCHASE MICROPROCESSOR
ME FUN!

TV Scoreboard- by Radio Shack -

Getting Money's Worth

Record off-the-air, from
changer, live. Speakers,
tuner, dust cover. 13-1197

II by RCA!

2195 Reg.

299s
SAVE 2
c0
6n
%
Remote
Photo- e le c - ; ,, trots. adj.
w
treg..6
ic pi..Ls oi
it.:
;
:speed Req.&
25°k

'

-RCA
in ga
-fridge

itextra CarAdeorer.for 120V

1977..HCA
List Price

batis-766:51rert
'
'
-1AtOlitetr—

RECORDING TAPES AT HOLIDAY SAVINGS!
&mom 25%

by ReallstIC'

SAVE 20%

PRIORITY SWITCH

*-V---40- MINUTE 8-TRACK

1

TRC-821 by Realistic

44-840

59
Reg. 199

r

$0- MINUTE

2

°'
Reg.

4-KEY MEMORY
CALCULATOR

Instant emergency Ch 9
selection, antenna warning
lights 21-1534

44-841

2"

"PETTABLE PORTABLES"

LCD CALCULATOR

by Radio Shack

Statesman Thin• EC-257

EC-243 by Radio Shack

1O

PORTABLE RADIOS

F Brown Spaniel 12-979 15K.

AM radios inside. Use 9V batt
A.

F.

SPACE AGE LAB KIT FUN

Flavoradlos • by Realistic

_ 5

RACER FUN GIFTS
by Radio Shack

Science Fair- by Radio Shack

Reg.

60-3008

69
'Ea.

.

SAVE

22%

-6 colors to pick from take-along
musicr With 9V batt. 12-166

Will Be Open
All Day Thanksgiving

119
8
R
8
e9.

-

M"
111
—

75-in-1 lab projects!
- Req. 9V, 2 "AA"
. batts 28-245

by Micronta•

SAVE

.
MarraritY•

A DIVISION OF TAN
- DY CORPORATION

• Fonvard.
,;.• Reverse— Turn
• Take 2 9V and
4 "AA" Batts.

Formula -1 w/engine,
mirror, detail. 8e-3013

TOY FIREMAN'S HELMET

99 •

Foam Padded

• Req. 2 "C" Batts.

Fa* E',tom,

I

i

Hrs: Mon.-Sat. 9-8
otetit$
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II 1 II
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MOST STORES OPEN LATE NIGHTS 'TIL CHRISTMAS,

Olympic Plaza
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en- 599

Reg
60-2375
$5
29"
1
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• 8 - wheeler C99
Emmier•
.....
rig 80-2374 owl
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•
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171 "''
ik,e,..-,N CONTROL
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- ---„,„---• COURSE!
batt 03-651

SMART SANTAS SHOP EARLY.

SAVE

60-2376

•Fire
gine

12

22"

AUTHENTIC TOY REPLICAS „c.c.,
by Radio Shack
• Formula 1

INDOOR/OUTDOOR
THERMOMETER

Convenience Food Stores

iliK"Sili

,.,.. _ • isib.

•

rig!: with'

'
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,
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2
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12-977

65-626

65-618

\

12.•

White Terrier

1095 C Raccoon
12.971 14«
TO
0 Black Poodle 12-9110 lfr
'1595 E Country Mouse 12-915 13"

Reg.
149
'
SAVE 36%
SAVE 27%
—Add, subtract,
2600- hr. use:
-recall, cancel- '
- Add, subtract,
memory. W/2
96. sq. rt.
"AA" batts

I

Pekingese — 12-947

I/
--

Most items
also &voidable at
Radio Shack
Dealers
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Four Jump From Bridge
To Escape Sliding Cars

Former Temple Member Tells
About-Mass- Suicide Drills

CHEHAIIS, Wash. (API -- automobile.
Apparently - a
Four persons, including a couple of the
oncoming cars
pregnant woman, jumped 50 were swerving
around as they
feet from an icy bridge to their tried to stop.
It's pretty icy in
deaths in an apparent attempt this area nght
now," said a
to escape sliding cars during a State Patrol
spokesman in
'traffic pileup, the Sate Patrol Chehalis.
reported.
"They looked up and
The tragedy occurred about
thought
they were going to be
6 p.m. Monday on the Inter- state 5 bridte over the cowlita_ hit and over they went.
T River, 17 miles south of Whether they didn't know how
Chehalis, investigating of- far down it was, I don't know."
The victims were identified
ficers said.
:11 The four had left their cars as Jose Cruse Estrada, 47, of
after a pileup involving rune nearby Castle Rock; Robert
vehicles, troopers said. As H. Fashbaugh,58, and his wife
more traffic approached, they. Charlotte, 58, both of Salinas,
jumped over the guardrail and Calif.; and Christine M.
26,
of
plunged 50 feet to frozen 'McKenzie,
ground and rocks below, in- Breckenridge, Mich.
. Troopers said Ms. McKenzie
vestigaling officers said.
"Apparently they felt they was six months pregnant, and
IA ere going to be struck by an
the fetus could not be saved.

FUTURE PARALEGALS STUDY AT EKU LAW LIBRARY — These students are studying
to be -paralegals," who assist lawyers in providing all types of legal services. Standing
in the law library at Eastern Kentucky University is their professor, attorney Dr. lames
W. H. McCord,coordinator of the EKU legal assistance program of study. Eastern offers
the only four-year legal assistance program in Kentucky, McCord said. The future
paralegals at work on their lawbooks are (from left) Pam White, Lebanon, Ohio; Jenny
Bishop. Georgetown; Teri Floyd, Ashland; Debbie Myers, Corinth, and David Kennedy,
Murray.

BIC
LIGHTER

9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sunday

Bel-Air Center
153-8304

2 PACK
SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

BERKELEY, Calif. AP) —
"A lot of beautiful people died
'because Jim Jones preordained this many years
ago," said a shocked former
People's Temple member,
remembering mass suicide
drills by trusting followers
who beliceed they were taking
poison.
"Jim Jones always said, 'If
they ever put me in jail or if I
am killed, we are all to
commit suicide, killing
children first, making sure
they are dead, then killing
ourselves," said Linda
Mettle, who left the cult a year
ago just before she was to go
to Jonestown, Guyana, where
more than 400 cult members
died by poison and gunfire

you will be dead in 30
minutes."
She said a man jumped up
and said he didn't want to die,
but was beaten tnthe floor t*
two of Jones"angels' — "what
we called his hit men and
women."
"I beat him too because he
doubted Jim Jones' word;
she said.
Another
woman, who
shouted she didn't want to die
was shot at with a'pistol. The
shots were blanks.
"After he tJories) enjoyed
the agony of the people, he
said that this was just a test of
our loyalty," said Ms.
Johnson, who added that her
12-year-old son was in Guyana
and may be among the dead.

Sunday.
Wanda Johnson, a Temple
member for four years, said
Jones "was always — from
early 1973 — testing us with.
practice suicides. In • 1973,
when eight people defected
from the church in San
Francisco, that was the first
time he tested us."
She said Jones called
followers to the San Francisco
temple and after they had
given him a clenched-fist
salute, he announced, "We're
going to celebrate tonight."
She said, "He brought in
paper cups and poured wine in
them.... He ordered all of us to
drink it. We did and then he
said to us, smiling,'You have
just drunk poison and all of

ALL-WIDE
30'S
OR
URGE 50'S

plastic
strips
Non Stick
Cuthion
P id

FREE CIGARETTES
OFF ON PKG.
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HAIR SPRAY
9 OZ.
15° OFF LABEL
SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE
SAVE

ULTRA BAN 1
ANTI-PERSPIRANT
3 OZ.
SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

elk

'704//k.

ROLL-ON
ANTI-PERSPIRANT
1.50Z.
SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

Ii

99,

NEW! IMPROVED!

_
°

THE NATURAL
WAY TO SPRAY

UNSCENTED
The Henna war to
—shighl. younger-look1^11
hair. _Add shimmering highlights, extra
—bodik-and-bounca fur,ir.11y siath_the ex-- elusive Enrich Henna- formula of,
Beautiful Hair Treatments, Conditioning
Shampoo and Intensive Conditioner
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hours mist

68c
54c

DATRIL EXTRA STRENGTH
24 TABLETS
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MOUTHWASH
9 OZ.
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SAVE 45°
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NASAL SPRAY
. .5 OZ.

DETAILS
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PACKAGE'
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30 TABLETS

VITALIS HAIR GROOM
(
delivers
d. steady flow of cool vapor for
12 to 20 hours Has directional nozzle
and output regulator New 2-tone design in sturdy break -resistant polystyrens U.L. approved Motor self•lubri-

4 OZ. LIQUID

99.
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ONE OF OUR MANY G.E. APPLIANCES —ALL AT PRICES YOU'LL LIKE

6z, COFFEEMATIC

AUTOMATIC

DRIP COFFEEMAKER
DCM15/3390-004

FOR YOUR
KITCHEN

Set'n Forget With GE's BREW
STARTER DRIP COFFEEMAKER
•.111.•

it af,4,

;lc
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.40k.mbi

• BREW STARTER automatic
clock and timer feature lets you
wake up to delicious drip coffee
• Easy to use, just set for time
to start brewing and slide control tc AUTO
. Brews 2-10 cups with the
speed of instant coffee, automatically switches to keepswarro when ready, stays hot
for serving
• Use either permanent filter
or disposable paper filters.
both included. for CAW coffee.

SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

"VINTAGE"
27 PIECE
PARTY STARTER PUNCH SET

$44.98 VALUE
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FRAGRANT BODY POWDER 5 Oz.

60 MINUTE
CASSETTE
TAPES

$8.00 VALUE
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.

.
.....,
•
o o
o 0

i,,
SAY-RITE
WE'VE GOT TIE FRAGRANCE
TUT IS RIGNT FOR YOU
SELECTION OF RE MOST
POPULAR COLOGNES A PERFUMES

$2

'.

SAVE
51c

e•

SAY-RITE

GILT
CERTIFICATE
WORTH TWO DOLLARS OFFilNY PURCHASE
OF $5.00 OR MORE IN OUR

JEWELRY DEPARTMENT
Offer Expires 11-26-78

----CTIO-TIffritlIPIN in-soma ifvini

S.

,
t
SAY-RITE'S
1
';'‘.k
LOW PRICE
ill&
01111
,„„„,.
,. .:Ill
„. . , •e4a
1111041V%,,,,,„ii.1„, Vitt
• 41.46 ,04.

a

I

i

460
riffil
nAuc
pill
1 -.41_
:
dePillil
;
I
'
's.-4 - ', '
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YOU'LL LOVE TIE RESULTS'FAITIDS BRING

CROSSWORD'PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Succor
5 Fruit
9 Chinese pagoda
12 Hebrew
measure
13 French river
14 Tear
15 Bars legally
17 Babylonian
deity
18 Fruit drink

2 Printer's
measures
3 Permit
4 Drives
5 Sat
6 Chinese
distance
measure
7 Employ
8 Repast
9 Kind of butlet
10 Assistant
Sinn ian

- +9-Pore

2. NOTICE'
COMING TO MURRAY;
Dec. 34.5. one of America's
prern AIM humorist, story
teller, poet, composer of
voice and piano, Bible
Scholar • and preacher- Or.
Roger N. Carstensen of Athens, Georgia, et 1st.
Christian Church. (lust off
the courtsquare).
DeVANTI'S RESTAURANT
needs a Star Wars costume
All parts needed Call 753
1314.
FOR WATKINS Products.
S.CtilteLt _1 1r1180._41_211 S.
13th., phone 753-3128.
GOD LOVES AND WANTS to
help you. Call Bible Facts,
759 4600.
WHAT WE do best is care
Headline. 753 6333.

Answer to Tuesday's Puz_rie

ITEPODRI
000 DOOD oc
ourinnmm

rir

13000 0000 0
I2J000 01:0 OC
00 DODO BUM
000 0000000
MO 000M nO.
UOMOI MIMEO
MCKIM rum
MOM &211 31E1

16 Tolled
21 Thrashes
13 Equal
51 Heap
23 Farm imple- 20 Man s nickname
36 Uncooked
52 Strike
ment
38 Wanting
27 Compass pt 22 Article
56 State- Abbr
23 Portic,o
41 Esculent
28 Gnome
58 Tibetan
Quarry
24
rug
Small
43
29 Triumph
gazelle
Artificial lan31 Corded cloth 25
45 Railroad
guage
59 Conjunction
34 Diphthong
labbr )
47 Preposition 60 Bend up15 Weight of In- 26 Free of
30 Heckle
ward
49 Direction
dia
32 Great Lake
63 Pronoun
37 Lair
50 Catch
39 Note of
scale
9 10 11
5 6 7 ill
1
2 3 4
40 Affirmative
12 ME
vote
Se
42 Obstruct
WWI
is
16
44 Weird
.
111
,
46 PerfOgn

2. NOTIti

2

/I

35

ha

WI

41

Mama

MUST SELL - uouwation
-of- 404- new- -eft----811101*ip ings -48i 96x 16-1,97
;.)e r s ft Call toll free
1-800-814-3830
CENTURY STEEL BUILDINGS
, • •
J
149I

53

Distr

I”

Row Crop Land for
corn, beans, wheat,
babe etc. If you have
Land to rent or lease
let me make a bid.
Call or see:

12. INSURANCE a

must haw *me esiadlAcsetans
alba* is ssond•SSW chersaier
cameo to *wit
yoyilu/ renew

Kim Wallis
4394462

samairds • SW-

ea mai& homes, rid 31fir..? cedpeisies. Far best
nem coated Wiles. Ismeow mad led Estate, 302
N. lift 753-3243.

Foe par••••I

fotr.o., wen** Jimmy I addend
P 0 Sea POI Cair•rt City Ky
42029 ip.ing MIMI ago Wilms'
phone number, and occupational
background itrig COn.ocl you #0,
o cOnfoOonlooi interview ot your

NEWLY
REDECORATED
SLEEPING,
ROOMS'
1 block from Univrj-

Op•aings

usoi.gnovt
Westorn
soon*.n fifinOiS

Ky

ond

sity. Call 733-1812 or
739-4909.

It's A
Fact
Frio Sift
Wrapping

WI
UM

tfarselerifware
12th & Poplar
753-1227
FREE PARKING!

4OU NEW SOMETHING
MORE q0LIR SIZE...

Save On
Fuel Bills
With

a

ISI
58 50
61
55 a
C
I
64•
66
6TUUU

la

1w 4111111iso

to You

UMW

4647
50 St IIII152

1 Garden tool

Wil

43

••oc no"

peneanions semi ••••ernare

con rfor11•11(•

Wil38

36

Out

asndthconana. no Ohs endows

PLAINTS

MI III MN Wail

W

meet

and comapinas "Wan.Ise a pen
award. allipalleal owl*
11.6"*".
whom siIlly
eisispiand and

1
1 1WA. WE%
lo. 4
fat 24 la
Sal
taill

you

9. SITUATIONS WAN:190
RETIRED
VET
AY
NEEDS work. Proor ionitor
or inside work tsrlho winter.
Call 41-8110,enytIme.
la. BU .OPPORTUNITY
TEXAS OIL CO
needs
ma%re person In Murray
area. We train. Write T.M.
Dick, Box 789, Ft. Worth, TX
76101.

WAKED

'WHAT GOOD IS MIKITY
WITHOUT
OP
PON/UNITY-

'slum

Twirfs
53 Related
54 Penpoint
55 State- Abbr
57 Rules
61 Everyone
62 Landed
64 Midday
65 Horse command
66 Lane
67 City in Indiana
DOWN

2. NOTICE

NOTICE

Ashley

United Feature Syndicate.

BLONDIE

SIR •ADU COULD
ESE AsseAKENED
MUSICALLY
EVERY
MORN!NS

1

Jim Fain
Motors

14, WANT TO BUY
WANT TO BUY good used
moble homes. Call 502-527
1362.
15. ART1CtES FOR SALE
CROCHET GIFTS, house
shoes, afghans, tam sets, call
7513997.
FOR SALE: 111
/
2 X 1111
/
2
beige carpet. Used, in fair
condition. Call 753-9924.
FOR SALE: Used Singer
sewing machines, zig-zag, all
regular attahments, sews
perfect, fully guaranteed,
full cash price, 639.50. Call
Martha Hopper.354-6521.
FIREWOOD for sale. Call
436-2758.
GRANDMOTHER CLOCK.
Singer sewing machine and
cabinet, dishwasher,
refrigerator and 10-speed
bike. 753-7575 and ask for
Paul.

753-0632
PART TIME opening for
sales clerk, must be willing
to work nights and weekends.
Apply in person at the Shoe
Loft, Olympic Plaza.
USED
CAR
RECON
DITIONING and detail man,
to work at progrressive Ford
dealership in ill. Top salary
and benefits, For the right
man. Call collect, 217-5323921
WANTED: SOMEONE to
live in my home and keep a
10 year old child. Call 4365836 until 10 PM.

BULL DOZEI
TO 14, WOW
new tracks al
model, 14100.

oiack oak bet
Call 354-6644
Andersen,'R t
i2025,

20. SPORTS E,
BATAVUS
Christmas ig
$25- tree excel
Sport & Mario
753 7400.
22. MUSICAL

FOP

km bal.

Hodge & Son, Inc.
We can help you buy, sell
or trade a home anyplace
in the USA and Caned.

111
it. FARA% U

Wig mow 1
!Odic Mess

Used Furniture or Appliances

. HELP WANTED
DEPENDABLE LADY to
live in and care for lady
invalid. Time off, salary,
room and board. 759-1661.
MAID, PART TIME. Merit
bonus plan. Apply in person
at Regal 8 Inn, 517 S. 121h. St.
No phone calls.
MEAT CUTTER fully ex
per ienced. Call 1-362 4542.

Purdom's
Inc.

753-82911

GO-CART I HORSEPOWER
motor. Good condition. Call
753-5677.
2 MOBILE HOME AXLES,4
tires and wheels, $12.5. Call
753-0605.
REMOTE CONTROL 25"
ZenItti color t.v. $125. Console, portable clothes drat/
$30. Belt vibrator, 840.
492-8648.
16, NOME FURNISHINOS
ANTIQUE DINING table,
light fixtures, clock, glass
and hood; wrought iron
furniture, party glass. six
Haviland plates, tea pot,
silver serving pieces and
other fine things. Call any
morning except SaturddaY,
753-0106.
CHERRY POSTER BEDS_
Matching chest of drawers,
cherry desk and chair. Call
753-7370.
COUCH, GREEN NYLON
fabric, very good condition,
819 She Wa, telephone 7534409

1

-

•

Clean up and Juba person. Apply in person at

CARTER
PROTOGRAMIIC
STUDIO
•Weciclings
•Partrcpts

IS. ARTICLES FOR SALE

IS EVOLUTION RUM T111
ANSWER TO '
11VIIERT NO I
COME MIA?" Call 759-4444
ASK 901 TA/I No. 104.

Auto Wood
haters

753-472
Drissitows Murray

PAGE 7-B T

FOR SALE: Formica topped
kitchen table with four
j padded
chairs,
elseFridgidare freezor and
washer and dryer all in good
condition. Call 753-8270.
LIGHT OAK THREE piece
bedroom suite, book case
headboard. Also 4 post
double bed wLih box springs
and mattress. Phone 492-8206
between 3 and 6pm.
USED FURNITURE, nicnacs and antiques. Open 7,
days a week. Gream's, 641
N., Dexter.
17. VACUUM CLEANERS
ELECTROLUX ,Sales and
Service in Paducah call 1443-6469. In Murray call Tony
Montgomery 7534760.
111. SEWING MACHINES
FOR SALE, Necchi zig-zag
sewing machine. In real nice
cabiret. Sew perect. Full
cash price $59.50. Call 3546521.
19. FARM EQUIP.
FORK LIFT FOR Case back
hoe. Midwest Boom Brand.
Call 753-4065.
1972 MASSEY COMBINE
with both headers, quick
attach. 210-5 white tractor,
1200 hour, 5-16 Inch breaking
plows. 4 year old International 4 rOVI drill. 4 row
Massey cultivator. Calf 7535444.

)
v tttt ez
C
23. EXTERM

Kelley's
& Pest

24. MISCELLI
COMING TI
Dec. 3-4-5, on,
premiere hu
teller, poet,
voice and
Scholar and
Roger N.
Athens, Geo
Christian Chi
the courtsquai
FREEZER
grain fectage
quarter $.79
whole or Sidi
pound. Hind
cents a po
weight. Foe<
cepted. We a
slaughtering.
Processing,
mile north
Murray road.
WOOD FOR
mild oak. Call 4

\RUMEN=

11

4# APPLES

- 3. PLL0,45
2 PEACHES
"2 PEARS

Suit Th.' Inrvb

A STOMACHACHE

e,

WH
...I

ISM mart

•1-111G

PULL: OYER

1212
_74F-20.W.R

0.10141-

BUT,IILSIND
SPEEP
`liELP

-

I AA

Vo.k7
NO
LEFT
TURN

AM 5144

LOCATION: 10 miles east of Murray, Kentucky
on Highway 280 Watertown Road), in the neighborhood of Blood River on Kentucky Lake. From
Murray,take Highway 94 East 2',2 miles to Highway
280, continue 71
/
2 miles to property.

YOU'RE REHEARSING
A SHOW FOR SARGES
BIRTHDAY?

This stately home, built in 1838 by Peter Stainback Hamlin, is listed in the NATIONAL
REGISTER
OF
HISTORIC
PLACES.
"Seclusaval's" nine rooms include on the first floor
a 10' x 20' foyer, 20' x 21' living room,20' x21' dining
room, 13' 18' kitchen, 18' a 20' family room, utility
mad _lin laths. The upper - level has 3
bedrooms,2 of which are 20' x 21', the third being 14'
x 20'. Much rehabilitation has been accomplished to
restore this home to its present fine condition.
Although an abundance of antiquity is preserved,
many modern conveniences have been added. Heat
and air conditioning is supplied by a new central
electrtr unit and water is supplied by a 140' private
well. The kitchen is equipped with built-in range,
dishwasher,compactor,and disposal.
The house is a 5 bay rectangular with a considerably wider central unit. The rear ell is several

THE PHANTOM
...01B9reRVED BY SHARP
JUNGLE EYES..

OKAY... EASY BOY.
NOW
REMEMBER,
THIS IS JUST
PRETENDING!

TERMS: 20 percent down day of sale, balance on
delivery of deed within 30 days.

steps above the main block. Tile ena walls have
central chimneys that project only slightly from the
surface. A single, almost square room on each side
flanks the central hall on both stories. The stair,
with its fine rail of local apple wood rises to a landing over the back entrance and returns in a short
flight. There are six operable fireplaces with
grooved mantles. Part of the interior woodwork is of
fine, dark cherry.
"Seclusaval" is situated on six beautiful acres
which slope steeply down under the rear of the
house into a richly wooded hillside. The elevated
location affords a beautiful view.
This is an Unusual opportunity to own a rare
chapter in history. AND a solid investment for the
future.
Representatives will be on premises and have
property available for showing on the following
dates: Saturday, November 25, 9:00 A.M. to 12:00
Sunday, November 26, 1:00 P.M. to, &AV P.M.
Saturday, December 2, 9:00 A.M. to 12:00 Noon
Sunday, December 3, 1:00 P.M. to 5:00 P.M. Selling
agents will be happy to show property by appointment or assist with financial arrangements
any day prior to sale day.

All leather
welt, fully
lasting sot(

Reg.

DEED:Sellers will furnish Deed and Deed Tax.

1 Groin
Mens

OWNERS: Bill Burris and Salome Burris Wynn
POSSESSION:'With Deed.
AUCTIONEER'S NOTE: this is a division auction
ordered by Calloway Circuit Court. There is no
reserve price. THIS IS AN ABSOLUTE AUCTION.

SURVEY: Will be furnished.

Women

lasting Broker

.0 • I
()KAY... WE GO
MAKE IT LOOK
REAL'

It
fiF:

701492
1200 Sycamore

Sale Conducted by

GY. Shelton

Real Estate & Auction Co.
•

Boot

_man=

1$3.

.4

1

Moe

9.
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FOR SALE
lORSEPOWER
condition. call
DME AXLES,4
eels, $125. Call

1111

:ONTROL 25"
t.v. S125. ConClothes draw
-ator, $40.
INISHINGS
ilNING table,
I. clock. glass
wrought Won
rty glass, six
ites, tea pot,
g pieces and
ings. Call any
ppt Saturdday.
iSTER BEDS.
at of drawers,
Ind chair. Call
EEN NYLON
lOod condition,
telephone 753

'freed,
hire or Ap

& Son, Inc.

$3. SERVICESOFFERED
1975 12 X 60 MOBILE HOME
need to sale. Call 527-3694.
28. MOB. HOME RENTS
2 BR FURNISHED trailer on
eerelot. -Eery-trot heat
cooling, $120 month plus
deposit, water furnished.
Gallimore's 'Call 753 3534
FOR
RENT, 2 bedroom
Restaurant
in
trailer, Shady Oak Trailer
Hazel,
Ky.
Court.
Call
489-2533.
will
be
BATAVUS
MOPEDS
1969 JETLINER 12 X 65, gas,
Christmas special, $399 50,
serving Thanksgivi3 bedroom, 1 bath, storm
S25 free excessories. Murray
ng Dinner, turkey,
windows, canopy, service
Sport 8. Marine, 718 S 4th St ,
pole, partially furnished.
753 7400
dressing and all the
Call 436-5659 or 436-5545.
MOBILE
HOMES
and
trimmings. Also sermobile home spaces for rent
ving - Fresh Catfish,
at Riveria Courts. Call 7533280.
Country Ham and
29. HEATING & COOLING
Like novo Kimbell console
Bar-B-Qua.
FRANKLIN STOVE', like
piano. Meet sea. Call 753new $120.-Call 753-7582.
/1270
30. BUS. RENTALS
0 1978 unitea feature Syndicate Inc
SHOPPING CENTER next
AM FM, 8- TRACK
GE
rilq.a
te University
iterfrpgior roof.
difer,
GU I A , -Pr
with
Equipped
gas
heat and
string, $200. Call 759-4125
DON'T BE MISLEAD. W C
conditioning. Call 753 3018
will meet the price of any air
21 EXTERMINATING
after
5
pm.
Zenith dealer of this area.
Our service makes a dif- 32. APTS. FOR RENT
ference. Your Zenith dealer FOR RENT: 2 bedroom,
for Murray and Calloway kitchen, utility, living room,
County. Tucker T.V. Sales, and bath duplex on secluded
1914
Coldwater
Road, property southside of town.
Murray, KY.
Extras
include
FOUR ZENITH circle of refridgerator, oven, dishwasher,
private
deck, large
sound speakers, 5100. 753front and back yards. Must
8.428.
see to appreciate. Call 753SISSON'S ZENITH 1978 8270
today.
Close Out Sale. ten Friday
itYiQhts till 8. One year free NICE SMALL furnished
se'vice on all color tvs. apartment, come by 1414
Sissd,ss has sold and ser- Vine St.
viced
ith products for 16 33, ROOMS FOR RENT
COMING TO MURRAY, years.
Sãtor the best in sales ROOM FOR RENT. 2 blocks
Professional Services
Dec. 3-4-5, one of America's and service
call Sisson's from university, living room,
With The Friendly Touch"
premiere humorist, story Zenith,
19 --miles west of kitchen, washer and dryer.
teller, poet, composer of Murray
an 94. 1-382-2174.
BUILDING SUL $60 plus utilities. Call 436
voice and piano, Bible
This 14 acre building
Scholar and preacher Dr. WANT A.-NEW COLOR TV 2411.
Roger N. Carstensen of but short on cash! Take up 36. RENT OR LEASE
site on Bailey Road
Athens. Georgia, at 1st. payment on this beautiful 25"
with woods and creek,.
Christian Church. (just off _console, under warranty.
Clayton's formerly J & B
the courtsquare).
approximately 10 teRMini
Music. Call 753-7575
FREEZER BEEF. Choice
dable acres all rolled
Warehouse
grain fed-aged beef. Front 27. MOB. HOME SALES
into one Less than 2
Storage Space
quarter 5.79 cents a pound, TWO-2BR Homes ready for
posession.
miles from city-. Better
whole or side 5.89 cents a immediate
For Rent
remodeled. 5
pound. Hind quarter $.99 Completely
Hurry - only $20,000.
753-4758
cents a pound hanging miles N. of Murray on hwy
Real
Boyd-Majors
weight. Food stamps ac- 641. Call 1 474-2337 or 474
cepted. We also do custom 2323.
Estate, 105 N. 12th.
STORAGE-Bicycle,
mowers,
slaughtering. Paris Meat 10 X 50 1968 Champion mobile
mopeds,
small
Processing, 642-8201. One home, excellent conditon. - tillers,
motorcycle, $3.00
month.
mile north of Paris on old Ca11436 2647.
FINISH. THIS AND SAVE!
Large mowers, motorcycles,
Murray road.
Bring your tool box and your
1972 12 X 60 trailer, un15.00 month. Boats, campers,
imagination
and. take a look
furnished, 2 BR, $4500. Call $20.-up. 10 X
22 Sheds, 10
at this 2 bedroom home
759-4939 after 4 pm.
cents sq. ft. • up. 753-7400.
located on 1 acre lot with tall
pine
trees. Small
but
FOR SALE: 10 nice pigs. Call economical with energy
saving hear- - Perfect for
474-2301, Noble L. Hurt.
FOR SALE: 2 Billy goats, 1 young couple. See it today
753-1492, LORETTA
suitable for table. Call 753- Call
JOBS REALTORS.
2952.
BULL DOZER International
TD 14, goed condition, like
new tracks and rollers. 1962
model, $4800. New flat bed
trailer, 7 X 141., red_ grv
olack oak bed, 2 axles, $5013
Call 354-6644 after 5 pm. Paul
apdersen,'Rt. 5, Benton, K y
i2025.

4`4,..11C1r,>,"10
-

Formica topped
ile with four
:hairs,
also
freezor and
fryer all in good
11753-8270.
THREE piece
ite, book case
Also 4 post
ejh box springs
Phone 492-8206
6pm.
NITURE, nicitiques. Open 7
Gream's, 641

CLEANERS
IX .Soles and
'adtrcah call 1iurray call Tony
753-6760.
VIACHINES
Necchi zig-zag
ine. In real nice
perect. Full
59.50. Call 354UIP.
FOR Case back
Boom Brand.

:Y COMBINE
treaders, quick
white tractor,
6 Inch breaking
iar old Inter.
'wdrill. 4 row
eator. Call 753

Kelley's Termite
& Pest qontrol

Thurman
Pur1111.1
antir
11.11.1
1.1.11
Insurance Weal Estate

HAY FOR SAL, Call 753
1287,
LARGE ROUND BALES of
good hay loaded on your
truck. Call 247 2889.

souths,dS court

elucire
Murray, Kentucky

753-4451

BOARDING
FOR
THE
Holidays.
Now
taking
reservations, reasonable
rates, and 24 hour supervision.
Hidden
ValleY
Kennels. 435-4481.

Tested and proven for
rugged durability and
645rtn5'fl-blrren.W o
make their living
outdoors. Come in
and 'try one pair

All leather uppers, leather insole, leather Goodyear
welt, fully leather sock lining, rugged durable 1ir long

lasting sole.

icres
f the
rated

SUDSBURY
p.

Dog grooming by appointment
only. Call 759-4140 Monday
through Friday,9 till 5.

have
wing
12:00
P.M.
'loon
Bing
aplents

ProTessiena I Services
_ With The Friendly Touch'

MINATURE
POODLE.
Female, 9 months old. Has
had att shuts. G-ood -with
children. 759-4620.
WHAT NICER GIFT for your
Child's Christmas than a
CFA registered ff,ersian
kitten. Red, cameo and .
silver. (Layaway one for
Christmas now). Cell (901)642-6742, 782-3732 or 782-5625.
GARAGE
SAL E
ritriMerator, chest, chairs,
box springs, black and white
t.v., books, light fixtures,.
doors, 12 old clocks, 10-speed
-bike, niee
rnen's
and
women't clothes and lots of
miscellaneous. 1304 Olive,
Saturday Nov. 25, 9 am to 3
pm.
50 ACRES FOR SALE, on
Jcihnny Robertson road. This
development
is
prime
property, just listed. Phone
KOPPERUO REALTY, 753
1.222, for all your real estate
needs.
3 BEDROOM, 1 1,2 BATH,
_ near town. Nice deep lot in
area of nice homes but zoned
B 3 for the future. Ideal for
rental income. Priced at
THE
$20,500.
NELSON
SHROAT CO. REALTORS,
759-1707

rare
r the

SELLING

ction
no
)N.

I/IIDLIJ
4,1(
p4eaus
• v Tops
Shirts
fr Blouses
Over /
142 Price

'loots 4 Shoe4 For Everything Under The Sun"

YOUR

Homtn,
profit greatly when
selling your home if
the sale is handled in a
professional manner
by
experienced
people. List your home
with us and take advantage of the type of
service offered by
BOYD-MAJORS REAL ESTATE. BoydMajors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th.

TBP, ii3PE
43. REAL ESTATE
IF YOU ARE A Luxury
homebuyer
looking for
something unique, you must
inspect this comtemporary
home...sunken fireplace in
family room, fireplace ig
galley kitchen, formal dining"
room, 3 baths...All this on
approximately 8.8 acres. A
home well worth inquiring
about...Call LORETTA JOBS
REALTORS today at 7531492.

Oi 151111115.0.11
nuettorteertteattnr,
Appraiser
901 479-2986 479-3713
South FultorrTenn

LOG CABIN. Genuine log
cabin close to Ky. Lake.
Year round living with tots of
space. Three bedrooms and
large fireprace in. living
room, one acre lot. Priced to
sell. Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222. We are
members of Multiple Listing
Service

JOHN C.
NEUBAUER
REALTOR

41. LOTS FOR SALE
LETS GET ,to the point! That
is this excellent lake front lot
located on a point in Croppie
Hollow. Yours for only
$10,600 DONALD R TUCKER
REALTOR 753-4342.
LOTS FOR SALE: Complete
with septic system. Water,
electric and driveway for
mobile home -or house. Near
Kentucky Lake, -$42.50 per
month with $1,000 down. Call
500-474-2718
LOTS FOR SALE: 6 miles
west of Murray. Call 489
2110.
LOT FOR SALE. Zoned for
duplex. Call 753-8067 after 5
pm.
LLKE BEING OUT? Enjoy 45. FARMS FOR SALE
the -tranquil beauty of these FARMLAND-110 Acres, 100
wooded lots located in tillable, 9 miles west of
Estates... Build
Candlelite
'Murray. Call 489-2110.
the home of your dreams. .Call and let us show one of 46. HOMES FOR SALE
the beautiful lots Call 753- CONSTRUCTION. 3, 3 BR
JOBS houses. You buy and finish or
LORETTA
1492,
will finish 10 suit
REALTORS.
_ buyer. Call
_
489-71TO.
FOR SALE: New 3 BR brick.
Central heat and air, carpeted, ,5 miles west of
Murray. Can move now. Call
489-2110.
HOUSE FOR SALE. 5 BR,
brick veneer house, 2200 sq.
ft. excellent location, 704
Olive, newr health center,
library,
public
middle
school, $4,750. Basement,
1/2
1
baths, central gas heat,'
dish_washer,
garbage
disposal, air conditioned,
breakfast nook, fireplace in
living room, large family
room. 52 gallon glass lined
electric hot water heater,
front patio, lot 60 x 150.
Would consider a 3 way
trade, have a buyer for a 3
BR house. Shown by appointment only. John Pasco,
753,5791 or 753-2649.
NICE 2 BEDROOM house,
large living room, kitchen,
bath, garage with storage.
By. Bi-level, loa'd-ed • 753-2770.
ANOTHER
with
quality.
3 "REDUCED
51000. 2 bedroom, white
bedroom,1 bath, great
frame house in good location.
ui, --irffireplace-, yi4itt apphances and-draperies
go with house. Call 753-9924
electric heat, wall-toafter 3 30 pm.

wall carpeting. Enjoy
and quiet jIlihis
scenic location. Call
today
torpointmept. Boyd:Majors Real Estate, 105 N.
12th.

47. MOTORCYCLES
1972 SL-350 HONDA. Hafartew
tires and
battery, good
mecbanICal condition. Call
-1T07,
-•
1969 BUICK LESABRE good
condition, $400 or best offer.
Call 527 3205. .

'PRESCRIPTIONS
SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
*HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS

•HOSPIT AL

Sat. Nov. 25
12:30 p.m.
Brownsville Tn. Feeder Calf Barn
'Selling 15 Serviceage Bulls, 20 bred
heifers, plus 20 young cows. Free
Delivery on 3 lots.
Contact:

Jim Ed Hart
Phone 901-988-5419

7531
753.0101-753:

miles
Thirteen
Southeast of Murray is
room,
four
this
aluminum insulated
siding house. Within
the last two years the
house has been completely redone ,from
the well and putnp to
the carpet inside. One
acre of land. $17,500.00
HUNTER'
BARGAIN
DELIGHT. Would you like to
live near the lake or have a
nice house just to get away
from it all? Take a look at
this practically new . two
bedroom home in Baywood
Vista. It has a nice kitchen,
living room, one berth and a
full walkout basement with
central heat and air. Priced
- stitrYkr-sr
.
Don't delay phone Us today.'
KOPPERUD REALTY- 753
1222.

NORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
209 Walnut Stn •

WIN OFFICE NOUNS
Mondas i.riday 7:30-Noon

(7Iosed-Ali Day Wed
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00

PRICE 141,0 [UT 51.50
PRICE SHAVE 51.2$
POI swam I NOUS( CAM room 753 ell

Guy Spann
Realty ,
901 Syenonor's 753-7724
Guy Spann 733 2517

f.t
lecke Kober 753 2409
Prentice Donn 753.5725

•

109,..11 end ,eddy, Up he 17 s 24. Ake horn style, offices, costeges
ohile home *dims, gni patios. or U SURD, pre cgs completely reedy
° asse.Mhtle q.t.° 21_144,..litt the
•

CUSTOM-Built PORTABLE BUILDINGS

LICENSED ELECTRICIAN,
prompt, efficient service,
call Ernest White, 753-0605.
CARPET
LEE'S
-CL-EA141 NG, v ibra- back,
cleaning,
dry!
steam
references.
Reasonable
rates, free estimates. Call
753 5827.
NEED TREES cut? Landolt
Tree Service. Call George
Landolt, 753-8170.
NEED FIRE WOOD.
? Call
George Landolt at 753-8170.
PIANO TUNING and repair.
Call Joe Jackson at Chuck's
Music Center, 753-3682 or 753
7149 after 6 pm.
ROOFING,
excellent
references.
753-1486
Call
between 7 am and 3:30 pm,
ask.for Shelley.
ROOFING,
OR
FLAT
SHINGLES. Waterproofing
and mobile homes. 15 years
experience. 435-4173.

"AlseMP-VP4-4=amaterial

Wayne Wilson 753-5084
Ton Herndon 753-0974
Shirley Milord 753-3043
Alex Mcleod 753-1575
1216 Street
753-3263

South 12th at Sy ca rnor•
TELEPtiONE 7511%1

1972 CADILLAC
SEDAN
DEVILLE. Loaded with
equipment, steel belted
radial tires, a real good car,
$1350. Call 1-354.6217
1973 CHEVY 1MPALLA, 4door sedan, power & air,
automatic, 350 engine.
Locally bought & owned
51,000
actual
miles.
Exceptionally good, $1250.
Call 753-5970, or 759 4788. Can
be seen at Advanced Tire &
Auto Center, N 4th &
Chettnut.

Sawn home within 3/
1
2 saes
of city. lies 3 bedrooms, 1%
bath, excellent baseboard
heat, good well, stock ban.
Imes, is brick end storm. CA
704163.

Hart Hereford
Invitational Sale

ix.

nn

-
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1974 AMC HORNET, 4door,small V-8, automatic,
double power and air. Extra
good condition, $1250. Also
1974 Pinto Squire wagon, 230
-DEE- engine, automatiL with
AM FM and
tape, $850.
Phone 1-354-6217.

Insley Auction &
Realty Sales

FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753 2310 for
free, estimates kr
your
needs.
GUTTERING BY SEARS,
Sears - =liftmen -gonersinstalled
per
your
specifications
Cab Sears
753-2310 for free estimates.
GLASS WORK. Auto glass,
storm windows and doors
repaired Complete line of
glass and aluminum store
front work. Also small home
inprovement jobs. M & G
Complete Glass, 816 Coldwater Rd. 753-0180. ,
INSULATION! BLOWN IN,
fiberglass. Call 759-1820 after
5 pm. Call 1 247-8986 collect.
INSULATION BLOWN IN by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills.
Call Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do

604 South 12t6 Street
Phone (5422) 753-7114
Mwrey, Kentucky 42071
1976 CORVETTE, red ,T•top,
extras, red and white velure
seats, 19,000 miles. Call 75303.41 after 5.
1977 FIAT X 1-9, one owner.
25-30 mpg. Can be seen at
B&B brokers on South 12th.
753-4389.
1973
HONDA, automatic,
$1200 or best offet. Call 7536531 or 759-1155.
1974 MUSTANG II. Like new
condition, $1300, 1803 College
Farm Road. '
1974 MONTE CARLO, triple
black. AM stero-tape. Good
tires & in good condition. 7539793 or 753-5094.
1977
S-10 DATSUN
hatchback, 5-speed, air, am-fm,
like new. Call 753-9951.
1976 SILVER CORDOBA,
burgandy top, loaded, sharp,
good condition. Call 436-5878.
VERY ,RARE 1956 Chevrolet
Sedan Delivery, rOugh but
original. Call 753-7345.

YOUR
FOR
DRIVEWAY WHITE
Rip-Rap,.
ROCK
Sand,
Lime,
Decorative rock, or
Septic Rock Needs.
Call or see Roger
Hudson, 753-4545
or 753-6763.

Free
approved
estimates, Cadiz Dry Wall
Contractors Inc., Cadiz, Ky.
Call (502)-4241541.
SMALL DOZE R•Spreading,
leveling, back filling. Call
753-7370.
TRIMING
TREE
and
removal. Free estimates
Call 436-2294 after 5 pm.
WELDING SERVICE. New
business just starting, on
hwy 893, 2 miles northwest of
Lynn Grove. Working after 4
pm and on Saturdays. Small
repairs and custom jobs,
reasonable rates Calf Hugh
'Deering at 435-4434 after 4
pm.

Sunset-Boulevard Music
-DixieUnd Center
Your OpioNEEI
T-Cor

Stereo S.ecialists

SPECIAL
'78 COUGAR XR7
Looks I drives brand Pm
too miles, loaded with extras, comfort supreme, dill
in warranty. Will tall or
trade on, MOO

PARKER
FORD
Your Volume Dealer
753-5273
1971 VW SUPER BEETLE.
Very nice. $650. 753-7581 after •
4 pm.
SO. USED TRUCKS
1971 CHEVROLET pickup,
307 engine, straight $hift,
good condition, $1250. Call474-2355
1972 CHEVROLET PICKUP.
Extra
good
mechanically. Priced to sell.
Cell 753-1586 day, 7S3-3570".
after 5 o'Clack.
1967 FORD PICK-UP. 8cylinder. Straight shift, wn
camper _top._
_000d-ctiod it ion, 5750. 436-5544.
1965 INTERNATIONAL 2 ton
truck, flat dump. Call 43651. CAMPERS
1979 MODELS ARRIVING,
cane out and take a look.
White's Camper Sales, your
dealer.
Starcraft
local
Complete line of parts and
accessories. Non-toxic antifreeze $3.99 per gal.Located
4 miles from Murray on 94
East. Call 753-0605.
WIN- CAMPER
NEED
TERIZED? Call Whites
Camper Sales, east 94 hwy.
Murray, Ky. 753-0605.
52. ilOATS & MOTORS
144.--FT JON BOAT, 40 hp
with
Johnson
removable
duck blind, $800 or best offer
Call 767 2355.

Country home with many trees, on seven acres.
A beautifully refurbished', home, tastefully
modernized inside,4 or5 bedrooms, dining room,
family room, kitchen, fireplace, and 2 baths.
Property has 300 feet of blacktop road frontage,
plus a four stall stable, two other buildings and
three separate areas fenced for pasture. Mid
- - 40's.

Gallagtier753-8129
Harry Patterson 753-5553
Bill Rayburn 759-4900

Geri Andersen 753-7932
Bill Kopperud 753-1222
Don Bailey 759-4577

Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
eramic baths, huge utility room, 2
ficeplaces, fully c, arpeted, kitchen With
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other interest. Price
• 110,000.

-

Ohio Valley Real Estate
701 West-9th, Owensboro, Ky. 423.01

BYARS BROTHERS & Son
General home remodeling.
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. Call 1
395-4967 or 1.362-4895.
B & J HYDRAULICS. ser
vice calls or in-shop repairs
of hydraulic parts, jack
rebuilding, prices starting at
$17.50. Hwy. 1346 off 94 East.
Call 436-2788,
CARPET CLEANING, at
reasonable rates. Prompt
and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care. 489-2774.
CHIMNEY CLEANING, rain
caps installed, minor repair.
References furnished Call
the Chimney experts Magic
Hat Chimney Sweeps. 7594878.
•
CAN'T GET those small jobs_
around the house or mobile
home done? Carpentry,
painting,
plumbing,
aluminum siding, patios,
small concrete jobs, call 4362562 after 5pm.
KEPT .IN 'MY
ZHILD
HOME. 2 to 4 years old, full
lime. C614753-3262. DO YOU
need stumps
removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up to 24"
*-below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimate, Steve Shaw
753.9490 or Bob Kemp, 4354343.
DRIVEWAYS & PARKING
.areas white rocked and
graded. Free estimates, Call
Clifford' Garrison, 753 5429 •
after 4th.
DOES
SEWING
YOUR
machine need service. If so,
354-6521.
call
EXPERIENCED
CARPENTER will dO carpentr*
or roof tng Free estimagtes.
.
Call 759 1405 or 437 4351
crete, carpentn,r, „pain. • '
ttQ and plumbing jobs, Call
153-0646 afJer 5 pin Free
estimates

Auction Sale
Estate Auction Saturday, Nov. 25th at 10 a.m, at the
home of the late Mr. and Mrs. A.B. and Robert Cobb
home. from Murray take 94 west, turn north at Warpole Gro. go
miles.
Will offer for sale: A complete three bedroom'
,house of furniture. Glass and china, marble top end
- and coffee tables, maple dining room suite, birctr•
china hutch, a wood breakfast set with buffet, lying
room suite with wing back chair, mirror, brass'
fireplace set, fancy rocker, oak table, cherry Jenny
Lind bed, office desk, drum table, oil lamp, hob nob
milk glass lamps with glass shades,Totich and Sew
sewing machine, 2 Frigidaire air conditioners, coppertone refrigerator and electric stove, stack.
washer and dryer, 4 old wash kettles, pony cart,'
tillers, push mower, 12 hp cub cadet riding mower
with electric start and hydrastatic drive, one 22
Remington adman barrel gun, 12 gauge double
barrel shotgun with rabbit ears manufactured by
S&H Company,16 gauge bolt action.
This will be an all day sale, eats and drinks
available. Not responsible for accidents.
Sale Conducted By

Dan Miller
-Auction Service

Majority Of Kentuckians Express Much
Optimism for The Future Of State
Frankfort - Although among residents of other prevails.
that Kentucky,as a place with
"The pride and optimism
pessimism dominates the states, among actual tourists,
honest public officials,
national mood, a majority of and among members of the are encouraging," Governor
requires improvement.
Carroll said, "but just as
Kentuckians feel Kentucky is Kentucky tourist industry.
"This finding supports what
headed in the right direction
According
to
Public important to us 4re the
I have been saying for years,"
Commissioner negative and neutral 'aspects
and express "tremendous Information
Governor Carroll said. "our
optimism" for the future In Daniel Mangeot, specially we sought, and wag to _people have lost faith in their
.__Kentueky
public officials and one of our
trained and briefed members correct"
• Gov. Julian M. Carroll, in of Reichman Research's inFor example, the Governor
biggest tasks is going to be to
announcing these and other terviewing staff conducted in- noted, 43 per cent of our
restore the confidence of the
results of a recently comperson interviews with 603 residents have negative
people. Almost equally, the
pleted survey of attitUdes adult residents of the Com- feelings about our educational
survey shows that Kenabout Kentucky, said the
monwealth, 608 visitors to system. "Despite our best
tuckians want their state
survey will be "invaluable" in
Kentucky's state parks, efforts over the last four
government to improve
improving our tourism intourist attractions and in- years, including dramatic
education, law enforcement
dustry
and
industrial formation centers, 320 adult Increases in teacher salaries
and job opportunities."
TVA intern. Lea Ruggieri, explained the process involved in making soap during a
development by telling us
residents of Pennsylvania, and doubling of the state's
The Governor noted that
demonstration held recently at The Homeplace-1830 in land Between The Lakes. The
what we need to do to polish
Ohio, Michigan and Missouri, share of the cost of education, there are some encouraging
Homeplace-183.0 is a two generation farm characteristic of the people, life-styles, and
or, when necessary, change
and 312 hotel-motel and tourist our people still have a low
related aspects.
tarming practices of those who settled the geographical area between the Cumopinion of our system of
Kentucky's image both among
site operators in Kentucky.
Residents by a two-to-one
berland and Tennessee rivers during the first half of the 19th century. The 1830's farm is
Kentuckians and visitors to
Commenting on one statistic education.".
margin want state governlocated across from the buffalo range in the southern portion of the TVA's 170,000On yet 'mother crucial
Kentucky.
showing 79 per cent of Kenment to do noire. "There are
acre public demonstration area in western Kentucky and Tennessee.
tuckians having a "great phase, Governor Carroll noted
few states today where
The survey, conducted by
•
Reichman Research Inc. of
deal" of pride in their state, residents feel that of the un- government is being asked to
(TVA Photo by Steve Tully)
"Wevenees• taverabia napItalliella people do more and to take greater
iiiaarratt•uAllin
We*
1,fte's,''eterlirtittifillk"
'
have we come scrawl a matrtr may have of Kentucky, an
responsibility. Kentucky is
contains infOrmation which
for the genuine enthusiasm for image of backwardness would one of them," Reichman said.
will help the Commonwealth
develop an overall hospitality
- "This combination of results
a state expressed by the be most frequently cited.
Our own residents don't mandates our best efforts not
people of Kentucky in this
theme, message and strategy
to project Kentucky's good 'survey:" see themselves that way, but only to continue our strides in
image.
Of the 54 per cent who feel it will be a crucial part of our those areas where KenReichman developed four
Kentucky is headed in the campaign to erase the feelings tuckians have the greatest
separate studies as part of the
right direction, Reichman that others may," the concerns, but to do a better job
COVINGTON, Ky. (AP) - the obstrucion of local law, is ' $5,000 appeals bonds.
police survey, to determine the
a
get
they
When
of letting the people know
said Kentucky is one ofihe few Governor said.
Four men, including a former what it amounts to."
they realy sock it to perception of Kentucky
The survey also showed that
officer
is
what has and is being done,"
where
opinion
states
assistant police chief, were
has
judge
he
the
Seiter told
afterward. among Kentucky residents,
positive and such optimism 52 per cent of Kentuckians feel Governor Carroll said.
sentenced to a maximum five had only two jobs, the U.S. them," said Seiter
years in prison by a federal Navy for five years and
judge following their con- threeand-a-half years on the
viction last week on charges of Covington force.
We buy direct - We're Diamond Specialists.
conspiracy to obstruct justice
All Jour were released on
PEN EVERY NIGHT AND SUNDAY Don't be mislead by fake Catalog pricing
in the operation of a card
7E
t
ficep
We've been trusted for over 60 yeartf — itpir
game. _

Men Sentenced In Conspiracy
To Obstruct Justice In Game

U.S. biiirict Judge Eugene -Accidential
Suer sentenced former

Erlanger; Harold Thornberry, 57, Piner_ nightclub
owner: Howard Donnelly, 61,
----.Covingtori, and Brown Noel,
LOS ANGELES (AP) --An
.--- -68, Newport. The latter two accidental overdose, caused
were alleged to be card by combining alcohol and a
dealers.
tranquilizer, killed the 28The charges grew out of an year-old son of -actor Paul
FBI raid at a room in a Newman,police said.
Covingron- building March 20
There was no evidence of
in which they expected to find foul play in Allan Scott
a card game but found. Newman's death, said Lt. Tim
nothing. They were convicted Wapeto Monday.
in a five-week trial at London,
Newman, an actor, stuntKy. which ended last week.
man and nightclub singer, was
Testimony at the trial in- pronounced dead about 1 a.m.
dicated "Seder ordered the Monday at Los Angeles New
game closed. The prosecution Hospital. He was taken there
contended Seiter was paid by by paramedics after being
the operators for protection --.found
'the - Ramada Inn-71 have to have something where he was staying 'since
to be a deterrent for others last Tuesday, said Wapeto.
and to send out the message to
Authorities said Newman,
others," said Siler,
known professionally as
Then Slier turned to Setter.
William Scott, had been under
"It is a great shame to have the.. care ,-of a Clinical
you come in front of me, psychologist. Scott Steinberg,
because everyone thinks .an
associate
of
the
highly of a police officer. 'psychologist, took Newman to
- Officers- at the patrolinan the motelat II :50 p.m.Sunday •
rei start getting a bad-riame-Atten-:- • a•--reeidaki.7.11TrWeati__
itsiturte-oitieeesup:aniteefeve
--7', '
down„ not only in Covington,
Wapeto said . Steinberg
. • but. lb surrounding_ cities.- railed theparamedicsafter
Seiler said.
noticed Newman was having
"What makes the case an difficulty breathing shortly
agravated one," Sder said,"is afteetnklnight. -

WASHINGTON (AP) President Carter's antiinflation program, in its mere
four weeks, is encountering
deep trouble over its voluntary wage-benefit guideline. A
growing list of unions is
threatening to ignore the 7
percent lid on annual wage
and fringe benefit increases,
and at least one union is
striking over the issue.
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According to Commissioner
Mangeot, the survey results
will be a "tremendous tool'
for developing tourism advertising strategy which will
make best use of the state's
current advertising do
and programs.
"The survey will allow us to
pinpoint which rocket areas
will provide the melt for die
money in attracting even
more of the clean dollare
which have made the binioa
dollar tourism industry the
state's third greatest income
producer," Mangeot said.
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